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To date Dark Matter Fanzine
(DMF) has been running off
our household expenses, while
DMF expenses continue to grow.
A post box, mailing books to
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About Dark Matter

Dark Matter is an independent fanzine exploring science fiction, fantasy, art, life,
the universe and everything.
For your free subscription to Dark Matter, e-mail darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com
with the word ‘subscribe’ in the subject field. E-mail addresses will be considered
confidential and will not be used for any purpose other than distribution.
Dark Matter is available online at the Australian National Library Archives http://
nla.gov.au/nla.arc-123161 and at www.efanzines.com/DarkMatter/index.htm. The
State Library of Victoria also makes Dark Matter available in paper format.
Follow Dark Matter on Facebook at www.facebook.com/darkmatterfanzine. Snail
Mail to Dark Matter, PO Box 144, Lynbrook, Victoria, Australia 3975.
Copyright belongs to contributors and reverts to contributors on publication. Photos,
images and text from other sources are used on what I understand to be fair usage
within the laws of copyright. This is my intent; any issues or concerns should be
directed to the editor at darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the editor. This is a
fanzine, and as such is a forum for personal opinions and debate. However, the
editor reserves the right to refuse to publish material that may be offensive. Dark
Matter likes to give credit for contributions and sources for each issue. If errors or
omissions have been made, please e-mail the editor. Uncredited text is probably
the editor.
While I hope to respond to correspondence, this is not guaranteed.
Flamers and senders of dubious or explicit content will be put on a blocked senders
list and removed from the distribution list.
Thanks to all the readers who are contacting Dark Matter with news, letters
and invites to events that I hope will enrich the content of DM. And the photos!
Facebook is an awesome source of photos and links to sites. Thanks guys! If
at any time I don’t give credit or tag the photos properly, email me and I’ll issue a
correction. I appreciate your contributions, and I want to get it right (Heinz Meanz
Beanz Goodies quote).

Review Gradings
Not every review will have a grading, but when reviews are graded Dark Matter
tries to be consistent. Therefore, where gradings are given, they will hopefully be
consistent with the below rating system:
1 star - Very bad book/movie/game, many flaws, definitely not recommended.
2 stars - Mediocre or average with a serious flaw, not recommended, but can still
be readable or watchable
3 stars - Good but not great. Can be recommended for fans of the genre.
4 stars - Great, highly recommended.
5 stars - Masterpiece.
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Editorial
Dear Reader
It’s a relief to finally get the September issue out to you! In the past
month there have been a number of unexpected events that have
slowed down publication of this issue. I am still expecting to publish
the next issue in November, however, and with that in mind I’ve held
over a number of book reviews and interviews as well as the Tights
and Tiaras convention report.
My apologies if the standard of proofing is a bit below normal - life
has been getting in the way, and in the end I decided it was better to
publish and move on.
Melbourne is a really interesting place to live, with so many
conventions, author visits, creativity and general events that I cannot
possibly cover them all. While I hope to cover a greater proportion
in the future, I hope you enjoy the segments of life and art we’ve
managed to bring you to date.
I’m concerned about comments on Facebook implying that, with the
closure of Borders and A&R, bookshops no longer exist. This is not
true!!! Not only can we source fantastic reading material directly from
the internet, but we have a surprising number of local bookshops
here in Melbourne. I’m sure it’s the same elsewhere too. Support
your local retailers - or you’ll be supporting them via Centrelink!
Thanks once again to DMF’s awesome reviewers, artists, Meg Mundell
who interviewed Justin Evans, the authors and artists who gave their
time to be interviewed, the publishers who sent review books and to
Dymocks who have welcomed DMF attending their author events
(sorry I didn’t get to more!). Also special thanks to Edward Haynes,
my long suffering proof reader. Edward prints out DMF, and reads
it on the train only to arrive home to find DMF has grown again.
Thanks also to the readers and letter writers who encourage me that
my efforts aren’t just disappearing into the ether!
cheers
Nalini
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News & Articles
Imports & Cosplay in Oz
After learning about the gun laws in Victoria, Australia and becoming
aware that people have been arrested and charged with firearms
offences because of their cosplay activities, I decided to look into gun
laws further.
A reader told me she bought a Freddy Krueger movie replica glove
and had trouble importing it; she had to get a permit. I assumed this
was because of the blades, but no - she said that a permit is necessary
for wood or plastic hand or foot claws. It seems the laws are more
far-reaching that I anticipated at first.
An Australian Customs and Border Protection spokesperson gave me
the following summary to help interested cosplayers further.
Overview:
Detailed information and fact sheets on importing firearms and
weapons into Australia are available on the Customs and Border
Protection website at www.customs.gov.au. Links to these fact sheets
are provided below for your information.
Weapons and imitation firearms can be brought into Australia if an
importer obtains written permission prior to the goods arriving in
Australia. The legislation which governs the importation of weapons
and imitation firearms into Australia is the Customs (Prohibited
Imports) Regulations 1956 (the Regulations).
Articles being imported for use as props or costume design that meet
the regulatory definition of a firearm, imitation firearm or weapon
are not exempt from meeting import requirements. If people are
interested in importing movie props, such as Freddy Kruger claws,
it is recommended they contact Customs and Border Protection
prior to importing such items to obtain advice on whether the item is
controlled on import.
Who issues permits for weapons and imitation firearms?
Customs and Border Protection processes applications for permission
to import weapons into Australia. Import permission for weapons is
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usually granted where evidence is provided that the relevant State or
Territory police have authorised the importer to possess the item.
State and Territory Police are responsible for authorising the
importation of imitation firearms into Australia. Importers can obtain
written authorisation from the police firearms or weapons registry
in their State or Territory. This authorisation will be in the form of a
Importation of Firearms – Police Confirmation and Certification Form
(B709A Form). The original B709A must be presented to Customs
and Border Protection at or before importation.
Firearms (other than imitation firearms) which are substantially
the same in appearance as fully automatic firearms, can only be
imported with prior import permission from the Attorney-General,
or his delegate. Permission can be obtained to temporarily import a
firearm into Australia in connection with the production of a film where
the importer holds a licence or authorisation in accordance with law
of the State or territory to possess an article of that type and for that
use. Further information on these requirements can be obtained from
the Attorney-General’s Department at firearms@ag.gov.au.
Penalties
Imitation firearms and weapons imported without a permit will be
detained by Customs and Border Protection and subject to seizure
action. Importing prohibited weapons and imitation firearms without
permission also carries heavy penalties that may include a maximum
fine up to $275,000 or ten years jail, or both.
What is Customs role in policing this legislation?
Customs and Border Protection assesses all incoming cargo, including
international mail and air courier packages for prohibited goods, and
we will examine consignments based on risk. A variety of methods
may be employed to asses the risk including x-ray technology,
detector dogs and other scanning and testing equipment.
Customs and Border Protection will seize any consignments of
prohibited goods detected, if no permission to import has been
obtained, and may prosecute the importer if the circumstances are
warranted.
Internet purchases
Goods purchased on the internet are required to be cleared from
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Customs and Border Protection control when those goods arrive in
Australia. The value of the imported goods and the method of arrival
determine how the goods are cleared for delivery and what duty,
taxes and charges may apply.
When you buy goods over the internet, you should be aware that
Customs and Border Protection may screen, x-ray and examine your
imported goods. This is done regardless of:
* whether the goods were bought for someone else;
* whether the goods are for your business or personal/private use;
* where the goods were bought; and
* whether you intend to sell or distribute the goods.
For more information on importation laws refer to http://www.customs.
gov.au/site/page4226.asp
Fact sheets:
h t t p : / / w w w. c u s t o m s . g o v. a u / w e b d a t a / r e s o u r c e s / f i l e s /
ImportingFirearmsReplicas.pdf
http://www.customs.gov.au/webdata/resources/files/Import_
BladedWeapons.pdf
http://www.customs.gov.au/webdata/resources/files/FS_Toys.pdf

Gunlaws & Cosplay in Victoria
The Victorian Police have declined to be interviewed concerning
weapons laws and cosplay in spite of the number of arrests that occur
due to weapons violations in cosplay. Cosplayers are recommended
to go to www.police.vic.gov.au/firearms for more information, or to
contact the Weapons team at licensingregulation@police.vic.gov.
au.
The police spokesperson said, ‘As part of an overall communication
strategy on this matter, LRD [Licensing and Regulation Division] is
instead directing all interested parties to the relevant advice contained
online at www.police.vic.gov.au/firearms. Further communications
aimed at the broader community will also be undertaken in coming
months.’
If you have a story about cosplay and brushes with the law, please
write in and tell us about it!
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Troopertrek 2011
As many of
you
know
Jacob French
is
currently
walking across
Australia
in
stormtrooper
armour
to
raise
money
for
Starlight.
So far he’s
officially raised
$23,078.20,
Troopertrek at Stonehenge in
although
the
Esperence,
Photo courtesy of TT
actual
figure
may be more as
some people have donated direct to Starlight instead of through the
Everyday hero link at http://www.everydayhero.com.au/troopertrek.
Troopertrek 2011 currently has 4,026 ‘likes’ on Facebook at www.
facebook.com/pages/Troopertrek-2011/191534147550377?sk=wall.
The adventures of Troopertrek could make a fabulous photo book at
the end of his trek. Scattered throughout Dark Matter you will find a
few images of Troopertrek on his adventures. Enjoy, and don’t forget
to donate!

‘King of the World!’
Photo courtesy
of TT
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Hugo Awards for 2011
On Saturday, August 20 amidst much fanfare, the
Hugo Award Winners for 2011 were announced.
Best Novel
Blackout/All Clear by Connie Willis (Ballantine Spectra)
Best Novella
The Lifecycle of Software Objects by Ted Chiang (Subterranean)
Best Novelette
“The Emperor of Mars” by Allen M. Steele (Asimov’s, June 2010)
Best Short Story
“For Want of a Nail” by Mary Robinette Kowal (Asimov’s, September
2010)
Best Related Work
Chicks Dig Time Lords: A Celebration of Doctor Who by the Women
Who Love It, edited by Lynne M. Thomas and Tara O’Shea (Mad
Norwegian)
Best Graphic Story
Girl Genius, Volume 10: Agatha Heterodyne and the Guardian Muse,
written by Phil and Kaja Foglio; art by Phil Foglio; colors by Cheyenne
Wright (Airship Entertainment)
Best Dramatic Presentation, Long Form
Inception, written and directed by Christopher Nolan (Warner)
Best Dramatic Presentation, Short Form
Doctor Who: The Pandorica Opens/The Big Bang, written by Steven
Moffat; directed by Toby Haynes (BBC Wales)
Best Editor, Short Form
Sheila Williams
Best Editor, Long Form
Lou Anders
Best Professional Artist
Shaun Tan
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Best Semiprozine
Clarkesworld, edited by Neil Clarke, Cheryl Morgan, Sean Wallace;
podcast directed by Kate Baker
Best Fanzine
The Drink Tank, edited by Christopher J Garcia and James Bacon
Best Fan Writer
Claire Brialey
Best Fan Artist
Brad W. Foster
John W. Campbell Award For Best New Writer
Award for the best new professional science fiction or fantasy writer
of 2009 or 2010, sponsored by Dell Magazines (not a Hugo Award).
Lev Grossman
The 2011 Hugo Award winners were announced on Saturday evening,
August 20, at the Peppermill Hotel and Casino in Reno, Nevada.
Jay Lake and Ken Scholes presided as masters of ceremony, with
additional presenters including Renovation Guests of Honor Tim
Powers, Boris Vallejo, and Ellen Asher, along with leading genre
writers George R. R. Martin and Robert Silverberg.
The unique 2011 Hugo trophy base design was revealed at the
ceremony by designer and Hugo base design contest winner Marina
Gelineau.
The Hugo Awards are the premier award in the science fiction genre,
honoring science fiction and fantasy literature and media as well as
the genre’s fans. The awards were first presented at the 1953 World
Science Fiction Convention (“Worldcon”) in Philadelphia (Philcon II),
and Worldcons have continued to present the awards annually for
nearly 60 years.
For more information about the 2011 Hugo Awards, please visit http://
www.thehugoawards.org/.
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Peter Dinklage Emmy Win
Peter Dinklage made history with his
Emmy win this year for Outstanding
supporting actor in a drama series for
his role as Tyrion Lannister in Game
of Thrones. Dinklage is a great actor
playing my favourite character in the
series A Song of Ice and Fire, so credit
also goes to George R. R. Martin
for creating a dwarf character with
intelligence and attitude. Apparently
Dinklage’s Emmy win is a first for
‘persons of short stature’, which is a
poor reflection on writing and casting
up until this breakthrough moment.
Hopefully Dinklage’s Emmy win will
inspire greater diversity in writing and
casting for the future.

Jim Parsons’ Emmy Win
Jim Parsons won an Emmy for best
comedy actor for his role as Sheldon
Cooper on Big Bang Theory. BBT is
a series about geeks for geeks - the
science, math, academic life, fanboy,
comic book afficionado type geeks.
I’ve really enjoyed this series although
the last season was delving into soapie
territory - they need to keep it fresh!
I really want to see Jim Parsons playing an awesome comic booktype villain or roles like John Sim’s Master. I think Parsons would be
great fun to watch.
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Give Away!
Hodder & Stoughton has donated 2 copies of

Daughter of Smoke and Bone
one copy each to be given away to 2 lucky winners!

To be in the running, email darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com with
‘Daughter of Smoke and Bone’ in the subject and your address in the
body of the email (postal address must be in Australia).
Terms and conditions:
Postal address must be in Australia
A random number generator will be used to select winners.
Numbers will be assigned to entrants based on the order of receiving their emails.
One entry per person; if more than one entry per person is received, only the first
entry will be eligible.
No correspondence will be entered into.
This competition has been organised in good faith, no responsibility taken.
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Email: marta.tesoro@gmail.com
Blog: http://rabbittownanimator.blogspot.com/

Dangerous Penguins by Marta Tesoro
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Lone Star Con 3
WorldCon 2013

August 20, 2011
RENO, Nev. – The World Science Fiction Convention will return to
Texas for the first time since 1997 after voting results announced
Aug. 20 at Renovation, the 2011 Worldcon, awarded the right to host
the international conference to the Texas in 2013 bid.
LoneStarCon 3 – the 71st World Science Fiction Convention–will be
held Aug. 29-Sept. 2, 2013, at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention
Center in San Antonio, Texas. The Mariott Rivercenter and Mariott
Riverwalk will serve as the host hotels.
The guests of honor list for LoneStarCon 3 includes Ellen Datlow,
James Gunn, Norman Spinrad, Darrel K. Sweet and Willie Siros,
with Paul Cornell serving as toastmaster and featuring special guests
Leslie Fish and Joe R. Lansdale.
Founded in 1939, the World Science Fiction Convention is one of the
largest international gatherings of authors, artists, editors, publishers
and fans of science fiction and fantasy entertainment. The annual
Hugo Awards, the leading award for excellence in the field of science
fiction and fantasy, are voted on by Worldcon membership and
presented during the convention.
LoneStarCon 3 is sponsored by ALAMO, Inc., (Alamo Literary Arts
Maintenance Organization), a 501(c)3 organization. Membership for
LoneStarCon 3 may be purchased at www.LoneStarCon3.org. In
addition to individual memberships , LoneStarCon 3 will also offer a
family rate.
About the Guests of Honor
Paul Cornell is a writer of science fiction and fantasy in prose,
television and comics, and is the only person to have been a Hugo
Award nominee for all three media. He’s written Action Comics for
DC Comics and Doctor Who for the BBC. His novels are Something
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More and British Summertime. His forthcoming novel, an urban
fantasy, will be published by Tor in 2012.
Ellen Datlow has edited science fiction, fantasy and horror short fiction
for three decades. She served as fiction editor of Omni magazine and
SCI Fiction, and has edited many anthologies for adults, young adults
and children. She has won multiple Locus, Hugo, Stoker, International
Horror Guild, Shirley Jackson and World Fantasy Awards. She was
the recipient of the 2007 Karl Edward Wagner Award for “outstanding
contribution to the genre.”
Leslie Fish is one of the best-known authors of filk songs including
“Banned from Argo,” a comic song parodying Star Trek which has
spawned more than 80 variants since first performed.
James Gunn is a science fiction author, editor, scholar and anthologist.
His most significant writings include fiction from the 1960s and 70s
and his scholarly Road to Science Fiction collections. Gunn is a
founding director of the Center for the Study of Science Fiction. He
won a Hugo Award for non-fiction in 1983 and was honored in 2007
as a Damon Knight Memorial Grand Master by Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers of America.
Joe R. Lansdale is the author of more than 30 books and is known to
his fans as Champion Joe, Mojo Storyteller. His is known for his horror
stories, the Hap and Leonard mystery/thriller series and the theatrical
film Bubba Ho-Tep. Lansdale’s many awards include 16 Bram Stoker
Aawards, the Grand Master Award from the World Horror Convention,
a British Fantasy Award and the American Mystery Award.
Willie Siros was instrumental in starting the long-running Austin
science fiction convention, Armadillocon, serving as chair of the first
three editions. Siros also contributed to the founding of the Fandom
Association of Central Texas, the original LoneStarCon (the 1985
North American Science Fiction Convention) and Adventures In
Crime & Space Books. He is a former para-librarian at the University
of Texas Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center where he
developed its speculative fiction collection.
Norman Spinrad is the author of more than 20 novels, including
Bug Jack Barron, The Iron Dream, Child of Fortune, Pictures at 11,
Greenhouse Summer and The Druid King. He has also published
approximately 60 short stories collected in a dozen volumes. Spinrad
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has written teleplays, including the classic Star Trek episode “The
Doomsday Machine.” He is a long time literary critic, occasional film
critic and songwriter, and perpetual political analyst.
Darrell K. Sweet is an artist most famous for providing the cover art for
the fantasy epic saga The Wheel of Time. He is also the illustrator for
the well-known Xanth series by Piers Anthony, the Saga of Recluce
series by L.E. Modesitt, Jr., and the Runelords series by David Farland.
He is also the original cover artist for Stephen R. Donaldson’s series
The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant the Unbeliever.

For those who are not native Texans
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Googlopoly

designed by Youseff Hachhouch
by Nalini Haynes
Youseff Hachhouch, a self-confessed lurker, has been won over by
Google Plus so much so that he developed a new version of Monopoly
as a tribute to Google Plus. Called ‘Googlopoly’, the game features
on the next two pages. If you print them out and stick them together,
or copy/paste them together on your screen, you can see the full
glory of this new Monopoly board.
Complete with circles and hangouts as well as internet references on
the usual ‘community chest’ and ‘chance’ spots, Googlopoly seems
to be having a goodnatured swipe at internet culture. The faces
on the board aren’t actually named, but many of them are familiar
faces to those on G+. One person posted asking what it said about
her that she recognised Felicia Day and Wil Wheaton although their
photos were upside down and the image hadn’t finished loading on
her screen yet. I like the gaol spot almost as much as I liked Tom
Anderson’s ‘bar conversation’ with Mark Zuckerberg on Youtube; the
fact that it really was Tom Anderson was brilliant!
If anyone actually plays this game of Googlopoly and has good photos
or stories to tell about it, please write in to darkmatterfanzine@gmail.
com and we’ll see about publishing it in a later issue!
Thanks to Youseff for permission to reprint the Googlopoly board
here.
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Flaming Parasol Productions

By Connie Griffiths
This project first started when, somewhere during 2010,
Daljeet (DJ) sat down with one of his friends at lunch
and was asked, “Why is it a stitch in time saves nine? Why nine? Is it
just because it rhymes?” And so the seed of an idea was planted.
He then wrote a play script. Drafted and re-drafted. And then he
asked myself and Chloe (our director) if we’d like to jump on board
with the hopes of taking it to the Melbourne Fringe Festival. Ideas
for names were bounced around. DJ wanted something passionate,
involving fire blazing or bonfires. Connie observed that the parasol
was an auspicious object and a beautiful, decorative one that lends
itself to the beauty of theatre. And so Flaming Parasol Productions
was born.
The idea for the comic book came about shortly afterward - DJ thought
that a comic book series would be a great way to expand our audience
and the project. He was friends with one of the artists, Oliver Chang,
and thought that a comic book would be a great medium for himself
to write in as well as a fantastic opportunity for Oliver to get some
international exposure and experience (Oliver lives in Hong Kong).
Back in Melbourne DJ met Bonnie Ross, a budding young comic
book artist, at their residential college at the University of Melbourne.
After talking to Bonnie and seeing some of her art DJ invited her on
board and Bonnie and Oliver have been collaborating and working
on the comic books ever since. There will be 6 issues in total, and are
being released weekly in the 6 weeks leading up to the play.
Aside from the comic books and play our other projects include a
broardcast geo-tagged audio story, a production blog as well as social
media sites on facebook
and twitter.
At the moment rehearsals
for our stage play A Stitch
in Time are well underway
and we are looking forward
to our performances (22nd
- 25th Sept).
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Flaming Parasol launch
The comic book launch was held on 11 August
2011 at Tony Starr’s Kitten Club in Melbourne.
Left: Connie Griffiths in a textile creation of her
own design.
Below top: images from the first issue of the
comic, artwork by Bonnie Ross.
Below left: Bonnie Ross with her artwork.
Below right: DJ Singh on the flight deck,
welcoming everyone.
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The Tao of Collecting
I like collecting books in sets, especially if they’re in a long running
set that takes years to collect. Sadly I came to The Dresden Files
late, so I have most of the set in a particular paperback cover. The
last 4 books I have in hard cover, which is nice – I’ll take HC over
paperback any day! But, and here’s the but, of the 4 hardcover books
I have, they have 2 different cover styles.
I really like the covers for Turncoat and Changes. The covers for Side
Jobs and Ghost Story are a new format. They’re still good, but the
covers for Turncoat and Changes are distinctive and suit The Dresden
Files in a unique way. I would like to see publishing companies
develop a cover for a set and stick to that format consistently for the
entire set.
I understand there’s a tendency to be influenced by fashion, but book
covers shouldn’t be about the latest trends. Good books last a lifetime
and beyond. Good book covers should reflect the book or series, to
be placed on the bookshelf in a set, instead of placing books on
shelves according to the year in which they were published. (I’ll put
the Tor covers for The Rivers of London set alongside the 2011 Orbit
covers for Harry Dresen…) Also, if I walk into a bookstore, even if I’m
not aware of a new release in a series I’m collecting, I’ll spot it a mile
away if it’s in a matching cover. Book designers need to understand
the Tao of Collecting.
Do you have an anecdote on collecting that you’d like to share with
other readers? A gripe? A collection of which you are justifiably
proud? Write or send a photo to darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com, or
post to Dark Matter’s facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/
darkmatterfanzine. It can be a photo of your bookshelf, a story about
how you tracked down that elusive piece to complete your set, about
how you took that collector’s item to a convention and it was nicked!
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The Dalek Game

Kathleen Jennings has produced some excellent fan art with a
dalek theme, called ‘The Dalek Game’. These include images of
daleks getting up to a variety of mischief, including jumping puddles.
To see Kathleen’s collection, go to http://tanaudel.wordpress.
com/2011/05/07/the-dalek-game/.
Her homepage is at http://
tanaudel.wordpress.com. Thanks go to Tansy Rayner Roberts,
whose interesting website included mention of Tansy’s challenge to
Kathleen to draw some fashionable daleks, and Kathleen’s response
to this challenge. Tansy’s website is well worth a look at http://tansyrr.
com/, with the dalek challenge at http://tansyrr.com/tansywp/a-verydalek-fashion-plate/.
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Interviews
David Freer talks to Dark Matter
Science fiction author, David Freer, and his wife
Barb, talked to Nalini Haynes of Dark Matter
during the Continuum 7 convention.
Dave says, ‘I think there is an exclusion of
fantasy and science fiction. People automatically
assume ‘this is not for me’. Fiction revolves
around characters and situations and a good plot.
Occasionally you have ‘literary’ fiction that has no
real characterisation, no real plot and involves a
slice of life that you’re looking at. I’m afraid we
also have that in fantasy and science fiction but for people to enjoy
our trope, our form of writing, we have to write the good characters.
Those have to be characters that readers can identify with. This is
one of the big difficulties with writing the far future because how much
in common would we have with someone from a far future setting?
I also write a lot of alternate history that once again comes into the
issue. When you write about someone from Roman era Britain, their
values were so different to ours you would have more in common
with a modern person from Afghanistan who didn’t believe in their
daughter going to school and thought that the cartoon of the Prophet
was the most evil insult you can come across. They would still be
more like you than someone from the Roman era. An author has
this bridge to cross to get the reader to identify with the protagonist.
Or to hate the protagonist so much that they can’t wait to see them
their comeuppance. I feel that this crosses all tropes. The fact that
you’re using fantasy or science fiction as your vehicle doesn’t really
change anything. Quality of story supersedes the genre. That’s my
two cents worth anyway.
How did you come to write?
I blundered into writing like most things in my life. I blundered into
writing and maybe I’m just too stupid or too obstinate to get out. I
decided that I would like to write when I was back in school. I went off
to chat to my English teacher to ask him what I should do now. When
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you take logical steps like these, try not to have spent the past 5 years
aggravating this person, teasing them, being a smart-Alec teenager
who knows everything and reads more than they do. Because when
you ask the serious question they are not going to take you seriously
because there is no little cue that says ‘I am being serious for the first
time since you’ve known me’.
I said to him, ‘Sir, I want to be a writer.’ And you can see the little
glowy letters coming out with ‘writer’, with capitals of course. He
was marking something and looked up and said, ‘Freer, you can’t
spell and nobody can make a living at it.’ The scary thing about this
instance is that I believed him because he was a teacher. As a writer
you walk on very dangerous ground because so many people also
believe what you say. Yes, they know it’s fiction but they feel that this
fictional character that you’ve created so that it’s alive in their heads
is a real role model. They believe you can change the world by doing
X, Y or Z. They believe in things are either hopeless or mythical,
because they read it. It’s a very heavy responsibility to think about. I
get worried sometimes that people are writing war porn and sending
kids off to die. Part of my South African background is that I was in
the Medical Corps for two years as a conscript. I don’t really like
writing military stories very much because I’ve actually been there
thank you very much, I’ve seen the damage done.
Were you at war?
There was a war going on at the time I was playing soldiers. Let’s not
go there. I tend to find an awful lot of guys who are writing military
science fiction haven’t been there. They write it because this is what
they think would be glamorous and lovely and I think they’re leading
a whole bunch of people into thinking this would be glamorous and
lovely, and it ain’t. Where else do I come from? I come from South
Africa. I grew up in a very unusual family and like Diane WynneJones, I didn’t realise I was being shaped into what I am by my family.
I thought they were normal, that I was normal and the rest of the
world was weird. And I’m still not entirely sure that I’m not right. I
lived on top of a mountain once.
In your guest of honour speech you mentioned your first experience
of rock climbing.
Yes well, this goes down to small things changing big things that we
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were talking about on the alternate history panel. My older sister
decided to go off on one of these rock climbing trips when she was
at university. My parents were horrified by this idea that their dear
little daughter would go off on this strange expedition with all these
strange people and would do something dangerous. So they said
to my brother ‘You will go with her’. He was at university too, and
surfing and not the least interested. So they went off on the rock
climbing trip. My sister hated it and my brother loved it. Because he
was doing it, younger brother got sort of roped in. Obviously the folks
were away for the weekend. They’d said, ‘You’ve got to look after
David.’ There I went and I went rock climbing. I also loved it, and I’ve
loved it ever since. I get called Monkey a lot because I like climbing
things. These things are a bit like reading; once you’ve encountered
them, they often run in families. Both my sons climb, my son’s wifeto-be climbs. It’s a plague, it’s spreading. It’s like zombie brains.
You were talking about making the transition to writing full time as
a househusband/full time occupation.
I had been told I could never make a living as a writer, so what else
was there that I like doing? It had to be something outdoors and
something to do with fish because I’d grown up into fish all my life.
Part of this unusual family thing. So I ended up at university doing
zoology and botany and specialising in ichthyology. Which I have to
say for the sake of saying ‘ichthyology’ just because someone has to
spell it. [laughter]
How do you spell it?
I-c-h-t-h-y-ology. And it’s of course, in more mundane terms, fisheries
science except that ichthyology incorporates things like attacks on
the fish and the biology of fish. Fisheries science is where I ended
up. It is a lot of maths stats and quite a lot to do with the actual
fishing vessels and stuff like that. This is what I ended up doing and
where I ended up working, and it was a great life. Except of course
you couldn’t make a living at it. So I went from that to writing, which
of course you can’t make a living at it. So you see there’s a natural
talent in all of this.
I went off to sea on a rather ratty boat. I was working on a commercial
shark fishery. There was a lot of shark finning going on and we were
looking at that. When I came back we had a 9 month old child in the
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house and I came back with amoebic dysentery. I was a little unwell,
shall we say. In fact the bottom was falling out of the world.
Pun intended.
Yes, occasionally I pun. Very much by accident. So I confined
myself to the bathroom, Barbs confined me to the bathroom. I had
my computer in there and was trying to write a report on the trip I had
done. Some how it turned into a high temperature written fantasy
story about the drowning of London and the pursuit of ancient Chinese
Ming crucibles with ‘Made in China’ written on the bottom.
So that was your first alternate history.
So that was my first alternate history. There I was supposedly writing
this report and as the temperature came down I realised this was
not what I’d been planning to write really. But it was a lot of fun, and
a lot more fun if slightly less like fantasy than your average fishery
science report. But a bit of reality every now and again is good for
you. So I finished writing it. And I thought it’d be fun if I could do
that again someday. So I went on to be a fish farmer where I learnt
a lot more about plumbing than most people want to know. And a
lot about how to kill fish en masse without meaning to. And a lot of
typical life lessons. Typical for everyone. Doesn’t everyone do these
sort of things?
Then the fish farming industry went ‘bottoms-up’ about 1992 when
South Africa was finally managing to get out of apartheid. There
were no jobs going. Barbs found a job as a radiographer. I had the
alternative of trying to stick with a dying fish farm or being a house
husband. So I was a house husband for 7 years before I managed
to sell my first book. It was interesting because I come from the era
where men worked. The background you come from shapes you.
You’re married, you’re male, you go out to work. It really bothered
me for years that I was sitting at home ‘not working’. I was writing
and looking after kids , which was a lot of work! I suppose this must
be something a lot of women have to deal with. They are treated as
inferior simply because they’re looking after the kids and keeping a
house intact. So I do know all about it from that side. Besides I do
iron better than Barb does.
Would you agree with that?

Barb - Absolutely! Absolutely. It was in the army. He learnt to
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Yes I learned all the useful things in the army. How to iron, how to set
fire to your own flatulence.
Didn’t you also say that you enjoy cooking and you’re the better
cook?
Yes we started off alternating. Barbs and I would cook one night and
the other one would wash up. I don’t know how long it took.

Barb - Yeaaaars.

Centuries according to Barb. I think it was only about 2 or 3 years.
We just said, I really love cooking and I really understand food and
know what’s going to work. You hate it, why are we doing this? And I
took over cooking. I read recipe books for fun like other people read
novels. I will read 5 or 6 recipes for the same thing, notice which are
the common elements so they’re essential, the others are various
people’s variations on that thing. This is one of the things that comes
up in my books. All of them have a lot of food and a lot of recipes,
especially the historical ones from that time period.
Barb, I have to ask you, has anyone tried stealing him away?

You wouldn’t believe how many. His cooking is amazing. If he
invites friends over, it’s 5 courses and you’re in for the night.
Just enjoy. The food is really, really good.
Wonderful.
These days it’s even more fun because we either catch or grow or
raise it all ourselves.
So it’d all be fresh and full of flavour.
And sometimes very oddly shaped, because the vegetables you
grow yourself somehow don’t look like things that come out of the
supermarket.
Yes, go and buy the organic food and it might have interesting
shapes, but plenty of flavour.
I will admit that I’ve also discovered I can grow some very woody
carrots and some parsnips you can use as clubs. So all of this ‘it’s
got to be better because it’s organic’, well, yes I believe that it is
better because it’s organic but it doesn’t always have to be great.
Have you written something that’s about someone like you living in
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a dystopian future or alternative history?
I tend to steal so many pieces from so many different people. I’m a
passionate eavesdropper. I will sit in cafes. Other people will say,
‘Oh, I go down to the café and I sit and I write.’ I couldn’t write in
a coffee shop if you paid me vast sums of money because there
are all these interesting snippets of other people’s lives happening
around me, which I have to steal for my next book. How could I be
concentrating on my own book?
I think aspects of oneself and your attitudes will always come out in
one’s books. The whole self-sufficiency, strange way of living, having
mucked around in small boats, having climbed unusual things, always
does come out in some way or another. The big question is whether
this is a good thing or not. Yes, it does lend some authenticity to your
books. But for instance I used to get very upset with people who
treated horses as cars in their fantasies you know? They got onto
them and somehow they would go for 70 miles and they would get off
them the other side and go and do whatever. There was none of this
business of the horse getting tired. There was none of this business
of actually being uncomfortable while you were sitting on the horse.
70 miles on a horse – ow!
Read a lot of fantasies and that is what they are doing. 70 miles on
horseback and nobody saddles up the horse at the first part, nobody
unsaddles it at the other end. Nobody feeds the horse. It must just
somehow be ready and saddled to drive the next day. It goes cross
country as if it was driving down tarmac. Fascinating. On the other
hand, you’re probably writing for an audience who have probably
never ridden a horse either. So if you’re going to be authentic, you
probably have to explain that really riding a horse is not quite that
simple. There’s a very fine line between knowing too much about a
subject and knowing nothing at all. I’ve often found that if you want a
maths problem explained it is absolutely no good going to someone
who has a PhD in maths. You actually want somebody who is only
about a year ahead of you and has recently done what is difficult
for you. Fortunately, I’m very bad at a lot of things. I have a lot of
memories of how I got to that point. This whole business of going out
at night and spearing fish sounds very good, but I can tell you a lot of
stories about how not to spear fish.
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Yes, especially at night.
You take a light.
Yes, but my step-father used to go out to spear fish and he injured
himself a few times and that was during the day.
Did he spear the 5 toed flounder.
I think he managed to get his arm one time but he might have got
the 5 toed flounder too.
You get very excited when you’re doing these things and it’s possible
to see something moving down there and to stick a spear into it
and discover it was you. Would you like to talk about some of the
books?
Yes please. Could you give us a potted history of your writing and
how it has developed.
When I started writing, having written this first attempt at fantasy, I
thought I’d go on writing real fantasy novels. And I wrote them the
way a scientist would write. Often using very careful terms, ifs and
buts and maybes. No-one explained to me that in science it’s fine
to use a 24 word sentence. It’s not a good thing when you do it in
fantasy. The idea is to carry your audience along with you, and this
is something I work on every day. To make it so easy to read and
yet carrying so much that the reader almost doesn’t realise they’re
reading it. To me there’s no genius in using long sentences and high
sounding words and looking up everything in a thesaurus. But any
fool can do that. Any fool can write a turgid story that you read 15
times to get, but if you manage to write a complicated story in simple
words you’re a genius. There are words appropriate for every case.
I’m no genius but this is what I’m trying to do, writing fairly complex
ideas and plots in a way where you can read it, really enjoy reading
it. So I aim at a specific reader age. I’m like a scientist still, in the
way that I write. I sit down and analyse what I’ve written, which may
or may not work but that’s what I am. That’s the way I work.
What age do you aim at?
It depends on which books I’m writing. The Schmitz’s books are
pitched at a considerably lower age group than the Heirs of Alexandria
books, which are alternate history. James A Schmitz books are
set in that 1960s pulp science fiction type era and are really young
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adult novels. There is a fair amount of violence although there’s no
graphic blood. There is certainly no sex. They’re a lot of fun and a
lot of people really enjoy them. I think dictating where a book has to
be in terms of content is just wrong, there’s just such a huge world
out there, somebody is going to like it. Going back to where I started,
I had an awful lot to unlearn. I’d learnt quite a lot about research,
quite a lot about how to be methodical and how to be disciplined from
being a scientist because that’s really the key to being a successful
writer. You’ve got to be disciplined and you have to write every day.
Right. Waffle on to Rats, Bats and Vats. Barb’s saying I’m talking too
much. Every pompous male author should have a wife. She tells me
I talk too much, and my books need editing, and
she’s usually right about both.
Does she edit the books?
Yes. She’s my first reader and usually cuts great
swathes out of them and tells me she doesn’t
get this and that and the next thing. And I listen.
There’s no point in asking someone to read your
work and saying ‘well I hated what you said and
I’m not going to pay any attention to it’. Your
one chance at feedback is before it goes to
publication. There’s no thinking that all those readers who didn’t get
what I was saying, ‘Well they’re stupid! I could explain this to them if
I had them here.’ That’s just it, you won’t have them there.
Often my books have come out of me being told ‘You can’t do that’.
This says quite a lot about me. It even comes out of people saying
to friends of mine ‘You can’t do that’. Then I spend a lot of time and
effort working out just how you could do that. For instance, Rats,
Bats and Vats stems from my friend Eric writing in the David Brin
vein, about uplifted rats and uplifted bats being sent off to war and
the rats writing a letter of complaint about the bats hanging over them
saying ‘I vant to drenk your bloodt’. It’s just a silly story making fun of
the old vampire trope.
Uplifted is made intelligent or raised to intelligence. It’s a concept
which is pretty central to David Brin’s Startide Rising books. So Eric
then wrote to me and said, ‘Schmidt said to me the cranial capacity
of a rat or a bat is not sufficient for them to be uplifted to intelligence.
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Is this true?’
I wrote back to him and said, ‘Eric I can think of at least 3 different
ways we could do this.’ And we started talking about the different
ways you could make an intelligent rat. And the way we settled on
was to make up for cranial capacity with electronic capacity. You just
insert a small microchip in there and you give that rat the mental or
memory ability of several large computers these days, if you assume
that Moore’s law is going to hold, and we’re going to be able to keep
more capacity in less space. And then you have the issue of how do
we communicate between the new artificial chip and the brain itself.
This is one of the things about being an author, you have to be a Jack
of all trades and you have to pick up bits from everywhere. In fact,
if you’re a mine of useless information you’re probably designed to
be an author. I’d been hearing about how, when they were putting in
telephone cables they all had colour codes on the wires so they knew
what to attach to where. When they started on fibre optic bundles
they realised with a bundle of several thousand little identical cables
they had no way of knowing which one was which. So they’d plug
one in here and say ‘what signal comes out that end? Ok, that’s
the right one, we’ll put it in there’. If you can do that with fibre optic
cables, then why can’t you put out microfibers from your inserted chip
and see what signal you get back, and that’s where it connects up to.
The curious thing is I wrote about this and 3 years later, hey presto!
They started doing exactly the same thing in medical science. Before
that they’d been trying to say this nerve should possibly go to that
nerve. After that they started saying right, lets put in a connection
and see what output we get, then we know what nerve on that side it
should be connected to.
So you want to know which scientist was reading your books.
Oh no, I hope they were. I just think that so often we tend to think
down a similar pattern. And if this has happened to me once it’s
happened 30 times. Authors I’ve admired have come up with identical
ideas, and I know they haven’t read my book because it hasn’t been
published. Obviously they’ve read the same source material and
arrived at the same direction. Which does of course bring us around
to alternative and divergent history again. Does history come back
towards a predestined line or can one person go in there and change
it so much it will branch off forever? I believe that one person can
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make all the difference and change things in a way that it will never
come back to the same line. And that’s what we did in the series with
Mercedes Lackey, Eric Flint and myself. The one with the murder of
Hypatia, the librarian of the great library in Alexandria. I had to have
a book with a centrepiece librarian.
But not an orang-utan.
I’d love to have that, but he beat me to it again.
In our timeline she was murdered and the library
was burnt down by some of the early Christians
in Alexandria. So we altered history slightly
and had a quick miracle in Alexandria, where
Chrysostom and Hypatia banded together and
changed the future of the history that we wrote.
They saved the library and much of the magical
knowledge that was contained within the
library was not destroyed, therefore magic continued to exist in that
world. Of course all sorts of other things branch off from there. The
Vikings not only reach North America and settle there, but they have
successful settlements there. They also introduced the diseases
of the old world to the New World far earlier, so that by the time
you have more settlers there, the indigenous people had developed
resistance to those diseases. Therefore the Native Americans were
not as heavily affected by those diseases that got brought across
later in our timeline. Things from the New World started arriving in
Europe much earlier. The Holy Roman Empire didn’t fall. All sorts
of different knock-on changes occurred. The nice thing about this
is you have the real world framework and yet you have all these
possibilities that run from that.
I like to write books that have some kind of foundation I can grasp.
I’ve written Slow Train to Arcturus which is a hard science story. My
son who’s a physicist says it’s very popular with physicists even
though it’s quite simple to read. The basic story is about interstellar
colonisation. Everyone now seems to assume that if there is any
form of interstellar spread of man throughout space it will be by some
means of Faster Than Light (FTL) travel that we don’t talk about, and
if there is going to be colonisation we won’t talk about that either,
because that is a dirty word. All humans are colonists of some sort
or descended from them, or we would all be living in a very crowded,
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very small valley in Africa. If we look at this purely from a biologist’s
point of view: We’re a very successful colonist species that goes into
different environments and modifies them to suit ourselves.
As Agent Smith says, we’re a virus.
Exactly. In fact I rather liked old William Tenn’s thing that we are the
equivalent of cockroaches. That doesn’t mean that one particular
group of human beings are more like cockroaches than others, we’re
all like cockroaches. Cockroaches that have this problem getting to
other stars, in that it takes quite a lot of time to get there, if you go
anything other than faster than light. Well, it doesn’t actually take that
long to get there, not even with current technology. What actually
takes a long time is accelerating, and decelerating when you get there.
And decelerating takes just as long. Eric and I were talking about
this, and I said let’s do this differently. Let’s build up momentum and
then never decelerate, or at least the main ship doesn’t decelerate.
The main ship is a series of modules like a string of beads. The last
module, the caboose drops off and decelerates at each star system.
The trouble with a slow ship, is that you get there... and the place
sucks. So often you’ve got Larry Niven’s classic where the survey
ship picked on the one square mile that was humanly habitable and it
was the equivalent of being on the top of Mount Everest, and the rest
was far too hot and unpleasant. So you’ve got two things you can
do. You can change humans to suit the environment or change the
environment so humans can live in it. You can take a third attitude
and say stuff it, why colonise a planet at all? Why not colonise any
area where you have the basic equipment for building a habitat. It’s a
hell of a lot faster than changing a planet to suit yourself and possibly
less disturbing than changing yourself to suit a planet. .. Although I
still love the idea of changing yourself to suit the planet.
So let’s work with the idea that we are no longer colonising planets,
we’re colonising space. This takes the whole issue of colonisation to
a totally different level, because the defining thing about space is that
most of it’s empty. We may eventually meet up with a space living
species somewhere but it’s relatively unlikely, and they too would be
a colonist species.
So you don’t accept Calvin’s hypothesis? As in Calvin and Hobbs?
Tell me this one.
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The surest sign that there is intelligent life out there is that it hasn’t
contacted us yet.
Someone was talking about why they haven’t spoken to us yet and
the most obvious answer to that is that they don’t want to. You can
promptly say that we are not endangering any other biota out there
because we’re not actually taking anything away from them. We are
colonising star systems of which there are very many very close at
hand that would otherwise be totally uninhabitable (in terms of having
habitable planets). There are rock debris with solar energy around all
sorts of stars. There is a habitable zone we could occupy out there
somewhere around almost any star, and we can build lots of space
habitats. The issue with space habitats is that ‘oh it’s so small’. But
think about it this way. How big are your lungs? About the size of
your chest. If I spread them out, they’d be the size of a tennis court.
The point is that your lungs are extremely complex and folded. Talk
to any chemist, (I was talking to a chemist yesterday about this).
The issue physicists tend to forget, and it’s mostly physicists writing
about Dyson’s spheres and stuff like that, is that most of the reactions
happen on the surface area. So going back to fisheries science, when
we were working out how many fish a body of water could potentially
hold, we didn’t work it on volume, which is how people work out the
capacity of a Dyson’s sphere. We worked it on surface area, so a
lake that is smooth sided and round and contains 2 million hectalitres
of water will carry far less fish than a lake that is jagged and sharp
edged and has millions of little stick outy bits into it and still contains
2 million hectalitres of water. The one with greater surface area
will be able to sustain a far higher population of fish, because there
are all these different niches for the life forms to occupy. Minature
habitats created by the complexity of that environment. So you need
to make the inside of a Dyson’s Sphere very complex. You take a
200m diameter Dyson’s Sphere. The science fiction I’ve seen up
till now calculates that people live on the inner wall. So you’ve got
the whole surface of the inner wall, and you can work out the area
quickly. It’s not large. What I did in Slow Train, was that we layered it
all the way in. We had hundred of layers all the way in, so you reduce
the pseudo gravity as you go in towards the centre, and you use that
area for varying engineering purposes. You have all of these niches,
and you end up with several thousand hectares of area inside what
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would have otherwise been 400 or 500 hectares.
So: Who are the colonists? Who are the people who go out to new
places? When you look at the populations of any place, be it Australia
or North America, Afric or India, where populations have moved from
one area to another, who are the guys who usually go out? They’re
usually in trouble at home. They get kicked out. They just don’t fit in.
Or they belong to some kind of traditionalist sect and the world has
moved on without them.
Or the military.
The military is in conquest, but if you’re not talking about conquest,
you’re talking about settlement, it’s usually the misfits who are the
colonists. It’s assumed that these are your dregs, your rubbish.
The curious thing about that is that these colonies seem to do so
much better than their home countries, so maybe they weren’t dregs.
Maybe every country needs its misfits. Maybe they serve a particular
function. That’s the core to Slow Train, that each of these habitats
has its own group of outcasts in it, and they’ve been able to take their
ideas and their way of life with them. While this has flourished in itself,
you also see the breakdown of societies because they don’t have
contact with others. So it’s a book about how you have a spaceship
to colonise space, but it’s also a book about how societies interact.
Of course it’s a book about lots of adventures along the way.
I have this alien species trotting along, very much like Rendezvous
with Rama, only in reverse. An alien species spots this star ship
coming in at high speed and decides to intercept it, and meets up
with humans 300 years after they’ve left Earth in all these separate
little bubbles. One of the aliens has to traverse a whole lot of these
separated habitats and cope with their human occupants. The alien
is given a human guide to try and see him through. I think the human
is more lost than the alien half the time, because he comes from
a pacifist Quaker type religious colony, and they’ve decided he’s
expendable because he keeps fiddling with new things, and they
don’t want anything new. It was a lot of fun to write.
It sounds fascinating.
In the latest one I’m working on for Pyr Books, Cuttlefish, takes the
whole steampunk trope. If we have a whole world run on coal, what
environmental effect would that have? It’s not pretty. You have the
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effect of black carbon particularly on the permafrost. What I have
postulated is the black carbon landing on the permafrost would have
caused a methane burst event, in other words a large release of
methane. Methane is a really potent greenhouse gas but it doesn’t
stay in the atmosphere for that long. It would be long enough to
melt an awful lot of ice. The British Empire is triumphant for various
reasons in this book. It’s a British/German empire, it’s fused with
Germany; World War I never happened. It was just a damp squib.
Kind of like King Edward but before World War I.
You know King Edward who married Wallace Simpson? He never
met Wallace Simpson, he married a German princess and they have
a dynasty from there. It’s his offspring I have as my rulers of the
British Empire as it stands in this post-melt society. Of course they’re
terribly proud of their capital city London, and the fact that it is now
half underwater means that it has become like Venice in its way, with
canals. Wandsworth road is now Wandsworth canal. Life goes on,
on top of the water, but you’ve got the whole tube system. London is
notoriously full of tunnels and things that were built for sewerage and
communications and all sorts of things. You’ve got the underpeople
who have figured out that if you pump all the water out of a tunnel and
put a series of locks in, you are just about proof against anything. If
anyone attacks you down there, you just flood the lock before that.
So you’ve got a whole subculture living underneath London. And
you’ve got these steam powered submarines that smuggle things in
and out of London.
If you want to know how to build steam powered submarines, it’s fun.
They’re actually coal-fired submarines, rather than steam powered,
because they run on Sterling engines, heat exchangers. It was a
lot of fun doing a completely alternate, chain of plausible science,
because I like it to work, building a world that involved ecological
disaster in an Imperial world. It ends up with our heroes escaping
to Australia, which is split into two countries by this stage. There is
Imperial Australia in the east, and very unhappy and restive about
it. The abandoned western half is too hot and dry. As very nearly
happened, they pulled all the people out because they couldn’t afford
to run an administration there. So a whole bunch of people, including
the bushrangers of the time, didn’t want to go, so they stayed behind
and built their own republic there. The trouble with this is that now
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it’s actually succeeded fairly well and now the Empire would like it
back.
Thank you very much. I can see that happening. Yep. It’s all about
power isn’t it?
Yes and it’s all about wealth and minerals and things like that. It’s
one of the joys of steampunk; you can take things that we know, that
they wouldn’t have known about then, and use them in your story.
Realistically speaking the story is set about 1960, after the melt has
happened and coal is about to run out of steam. So that’s been fun.
I’ve written all over the show. I’ve even written some high fantasy,
like Dragon’s Ring. A title like that! I cringed. My agent said to me,
‘I want a high fantasy novel, high fantasy sells!’
I said, ‘So I suppose you want it about dragons, Mike?’
‘Yeah! Dragons would be great!’
Groan. Not again. A boy and his dragon.
Some of these ideas are quite fun. You’ve had
dragons as heroes, you’ve had dragons as
villains. Dragons being just generally greedy
sods. What we haven’t had is a dragon as a
Loki type character. So I have a dragon who
causes chaos. He is the friend of humanity just
like Loki was.
Loki stole fire didn’t he?
Loki gave all sorts of things to mankind and
I think he also gave fire to mankind. But he
was the one the common people turned to. The nobility turned to
Odin because he was the god of nobility. The warriors turned to
Thor, because he was the god of warriors. You didn’t get much of a
look-in if you were a peasant, so you turned to Loki because he was
tricky enough to fool the others most of the time. My dragon wanders
around his created world. Dragons to be dragons and the humans
to be dinner. He wanders around this world that has been created
by dragons out of pieces of the entire continuum of other worlds. He
informs everyone he is going to destroy it. Because he’s such a joker
no-one believes him, and that’s exactly what he’s busy doing.
But why?
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Ahh, you have to read the book to find out. There is a good reason.
But he’s enjoying doing it enormously. And burning down public
buildings like tax halls.
Well, that’d make him popular wouldn’t it?
He’s a Loki-type character. The trouble is to create this world of
theirs they needed magic from all of the intelligent species. Dragons
had often found themselves at the receiving end of humans, which
is why they fancied the idea of humans being dinner. One thing the
dragons made sure of is that there are no human magic workers
left, so their world is falling apart. To rebuild it, you need a human
magic worker. They know there is one, so they’re hunting for him,
her or it desperately. Of course she has fallen in with the only dragon
who does not want the world renewed. So she is Finn’s companion
and is out to kill all dragons. This makes life a little interesting and
complicated.
Like all the best stories. I’m in the middle of reading A Feast for
Crows at the moment, so the bigger, the more complicated, the
more realistic, the better.
Of course there’s the dividing line where you get so fantastic the
audience battles to follow you. I’ve just written a proposal for a
contemporary fantasy story set in Australia that has fantastic elements
to it but is a real ordinary kid’s story. I’m very interested in doing that.
I haven’t done anything like that before. The kid causes poltergeist
phenomena and this is because he’s descended from a changeling
and has one of these minor spirits of air and darkness following him
around. As far as he’s concerned, he’s just one of the unluckiest
kids in the whole world and everyone blames him for all this shit.
Everything is rotten and lousy and miserable and he’s just going to
have to learn to put it right.
How old is he?
He’s about 14.
So you’re writing for 14 year olds?
I’m hoping it’ll stretch to 15 because he grows as the story goes on.

Barb - He ends up on Flinders Island. He’s sent there to his
grandmother.

Yes, he tries his hand at shoplifting. At which he’s not much of a
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success either and gets caught. They phone his mum, the cops, the
school. So he gets kicked out of school. His little poltergeist spirit
of air and darkness interferes with everything, so the store catches
fire and everyone has to evacuate the store. All the evidence, the
CCTV footage, everything, is destroyed, so they can’t actually charge
him. He’s in disgrace but not caught. He’s asked to leave so he
gets sent to his grandmother on Flinders Island where the changeling
history will catch up with him. The theory about the changeling is that
if you’re a fairy left to grow up in mortal lands, once you’ve grown
up, you have the key to Faerie and have the right to return. His
distant ancestor decided they weren’t going back so he ran away to
Australia. As many ships do, the ship got wrecked along the coast.
The sealers were somewhere between wreckers and pirates. They
were busy looting the ship and he hid his amulet that would get him
back to Faerie, he hid it down a mutton bird hole.
This is actually based on a vague shred of a true story. Apparently
some guys were mutton birding on Preservation Island, which is one
of a group of islands near where I live now. One of them stuck his
hand into a hole and pulled out a silver teapot, which he reckons must
have come off one of the ships that were wrecked near there and
someone looted it and hid it. His mates were around muttonbirding,
so he pushed it back down and took a mark of where it was. He
sneaked back later but he could never find it again. So that was
where the idea of something hidden down a mutton bird hole came
from.
So this kid is the heir to the amulet. The king of Faerie feels quite
strongly about this. Whatever else happens, he wants this key back.
He doesn’t care if the kid comes back carrying or the key comes
back without the kid. The last thing he wants is a key to his kingdom
out there and available to anyone who might stick their hand down
a muttonbird hole. There’s one problem, they don’t cross salt water
well, so he’s sent a selkie off to recover the lost treasure.
It sounds very Celtic.
It’s very interesting. The islands have quite a Celtic strain to them.
In the population, with the Irish and Scots, the second sight is quite a
common mythology among the straitsmen. There’s a mixture of these
sealers and kidnapped Aboriginal wives and opportunists. There are
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also lost souls that couldn’t fit anywhere. This is the last and wildest
place in Australia and they went and hid themselves out there. I think
the islands remain a refuge where people go when they want to feel
completely isolated from the world. This is why we have all these
artists and creative people who find their way there somehow. And
the Daves. Flinders Island should otherwise be known as the Island
of Daves.
Are there a lot of you?

Barb – Yes.

We worked out there must be about 350 males on the island. 35 of
them are called Dave or David that we know of. The weird thing is that
they’re not all from the island. A small percentage of them obviously
are from the island, but Daves and Davids seem to make their way to
the place where they can be truly happy. It’s a strange place. It really
is an eerie place. You can feel both sadness and that it’s a refuge. It’s
a place where people can feel comforted by being there. Apparently
there are aboriginal remains there from about 3000 or 4000 years
ago, but the islands were unpopulated before the sealers got there,
because it must have been very harsh there in the ice-ages. Islands
are a not great for sustaining populations of people under those sort
of conditions. Someone was telling me that the Tasman Aborigines
would look across to Flinders (because you can see the islands quite
clearly from Tasmania), and they believed that was where the dead
people lived, because that was the one place you didn’t see any fires.
So that was where you went when you were dead. I think it was the
sheer fact that elsewhere you could see a spot of smoke, but not on
the islands. Very much like the Celtic legend of those floating islands
off to the west. Here you could see those mountains and no smoke.
I think it was about 35 km offshore, so it was too far to go until the
sealers arrived. A strange place, a beautiful place.
And you’re going back there.
I can’t wait. I love it there.
Is there anything that you’d like to say to readers?
Hello.
Is there a starting point in your books that you’d recommend?
The one thing that is a real joy because I didn’t start particularly
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spectacularly, instead of being hemmed into any one little chunk of
genre I’ve managed to write all over the place. So if you’ve got a
sense of humour, try and look for… My sense of humour does crop
up in just about everything I write.
This is a good thing. We need more humour I think.
If you’ve got a sense of humour try and look for Rats, Bats and Vats.
The Baen free library is a great place to start. I’m a great believer in
the first fix being free. If you go to baen.com there’s a link there to the
free library. You can download my books and other people’s books
for free. Rats, Bats and Vats are very humour orientated. Others are
more alternate history orientated, like Much Fall of Blood, which is the
Heirs of Alexandria series. Hard science fiction or hard-ish science
fiction is Slow Train to Arcturus. Then of course if you like mythology
you should probably carefully avoid reading Pyramid Scheme,
because that makes a mockery of many of our preconceptions about
mythology. On the other hand if you like mocking things, it’s a good
series to read. What other books have I written, Barbs? Oh yeah,
Dragon’s Ring, high fantasy. I hate to tell you this but I did read Diana
Wynne-Jones’ Tough Guide to Fantasyland. While I believe it is a
high fantasy and follows some of the tropes of high fantasy, it does
make a bit of a tease of the clichés of fantasy.
I haven’t read it yet but I heard she wrote The Dark Lord of Derkholm
which is a totalIt’s exactly that. Except I’m a little less obvious in Dragon’s Ring,
which can be read straight as a high fantasy and you’ll still enjoy it as
that. People have said to me, ‘you know, you didn’t write about elves
and dwarfs, but you wrote a high fantasy.’ Yes, you’re right. The
elvar, which are the Nordic elves, from which Tolkien drew his elves
are nothing like elves. What I did is go to the original Norse mythology
and pull my elvish characters from that. And I did the same with my
dwarvish characters, which are the dvergar. I must say I was very
amused that I was told there were no elves and no dwarves.
I loved your intro to your guest of honour speech, where you talked
about having learnt the Australian vernacular and now could
everyone join you in your national anthem.
I can sing it for you. If you’re ready to join me in these earth-shattering
words which mean so much to me, I think it goes something like this:
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‘Gold, gold, gold, gold…’
Thank you very much. This has been great.
Dave Freer’s website http://www.davefreer.com/
Baen free library http://www.baen.com/library/
Free ebooks available from Baen by David Freer http://www.
webscription.net/s-45-dave-freer.aspx?CategoryFilterID=1&Manufa
cturerFilterID=0&
Rats, Bats and Vats by David Freer and Eric Flint in free ebook format
http://www.webscription.net/p-336-rats-bats-and-vats.aspx
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Justin Evans talks to Meg Mundell
The White Devil has a very strong sense of
place. It really helps to build the atmosphere
and mood of the story. What research and
writing techniques did you draw on to bring
this sense of place to life so powerfully?
I actually lived in the place where the book is
set, Harrow School, for a year in 1989. I was
concerned that I had forgotten everything, so I
consulted several hypnotists. One was creepy,
the kind of guy you expect to grope you after
he puts you under. The second was a self-deprecating, nervous,
schoolteacher type, who basically told me that remembering the
experience was not going to be my problem, but that recapturing the
adolescent mindset was going to be impossible. She told me that as
a man in my 30s I had more in common with my latency period (i.e.
pre-puberty) than I did with my teenage self. I tried not to take this
personally. When I finally did return to the school for a quick research
trip, I found that the school had not changed at all and most of my
memories were accurate.
Being a Harrow pupil yourself – that must have been great research!
Any tales or recollections you’d like to share on that front? Did
Andrew’s status as an outsider form part of your own experience?
My experience at the school was crucial to writing the story. I would
never have dared to – or thought of – taking on such a topic, had it
not been for the experience of attending Harrow. Although my own
experience there was the exact opposite of my narrator’s; we both
arrived as shiftless outsiders—and inevitably, remained outsiders.
For my narrator, this had tragic consequences. For me, smacking up
against such an authority and tradition-oriented school culture was
in fact exactly what I needed. The seriousness with which the faculty
and students took things like literature and theater woke me up and
made me an intellectually curious person. And unlike my character, I
made many friends and actually had fun. I had to edit out of the book
all the rock concerts, European travel, and booze-ups that made my
year there a delight. In the gothic genre, there is only slow-cooked
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misery.
The book has several very sharply drawn and believable characters
– the smart, irreverent and gorgeous schoolgirl Persephone, fellow
students, the fallible schoolmaster and fallen poet Piers Fawkes,
the formidable but good-hearted librarian Dr Judith Kahn. What
was it like living with these diverse fictional people inside your
head while writing the book?
I’m glad you feel they are well drawn! I worked hard on, and really
enjoyed, the dialogue in the story. The Fawkes-Kahn relationship
is very much based on my relationship with a close friend of mine.
I am the screwup and she is the merciless representative of truth.
Persephone is an amalgam of all the women of my adolescent life, and
all their most alluring traits, plus an acid British tongue. Persephone
would have snapped my 17-year-old heart in two.
Recently I came across the idea of a “seed incident”, the initial
thing that first brings a story into being, sparks it off in the writer’s
imagination, lodges in your mind and won’t go away – ‘something
lived through, heard about, or read, which catalysed the story’
(Doyle, 1998). It can seem significant or small, puzzling or resonant.
Can you think of anything that fits this description for you, in
creating The White Devil?
I love this question!! Yes, I did have a “seed incident,”
but ironically it ended up buried in the story a little bit – I
even could have cut it, really… had it not been the seed
incident! It’s the scene where Andrew (the narrator)
comes upon the ghost, tucked away in a secret room,
rehearsing his lines for a play that was performed two
hundred years prior, waiting for Andrew. This incident
stuck with me because, when I was at Harrow, the young boys really
did play the female roles in the Shakespeare plays we performed.
One of these boys, in a play I was in, had a scene where he delivered
a kind of curse-like monologue, and I felt like I was watching the
wicked queen in Snow White… only it was this pre-pubescent boy…
and there was something so uncanny and sexually deviant about this
that it formed the heart of the whole book.
Justin…what are your thoughts on ghosts? Do you think they might
exist? Have you ever had an experience yourself that has caused
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you to wonder about this?
I do believe ghosts exist, although I have never seen one. Maybe this
comes from growing up in the American South; maybe it comes from
knowing (credible) people who claim to have encounters with ghosts
(for instance, a close family friend, when I was growing up, had a
well-known house-haunting. I asked her about it when I was grown
up, and when, presumably, time and distance would have allowed
her to be more circumspect about the incident; but she stuck to her
story.). I have an assignment for anybody reading this: at the next
dinner party you go to, poll the group about encounters with ghosts.
Out of any seven people you will get at least one anecdote—and
not necessarily from the “flake” in the group. I find it a little silly that
people don’t believe in ghosts. If physicists can believe in unseen
dimensions, dark matter, and the “god particle,” why shouldn’t the
consistent experiences of thousands of people across many cultures
add up to a real phenomenon?
After reading your book, I became quite fascinated by former
Harrow student Lord Byron and his tumultuous life. One of his
novelist paramours described him as “mad, bad and dangerous to
know”. Checking portraits of him online, I see that he was not just
a talented poet, but also a bit of a spunk. His personality imprints
itself quite strongly on the way the story unfolds. How did you
become interested in Byron? What drew you to weave elements of
his life story into The White Devil?
I suppose I should (rather sheepishly) admit that my interest in Byron
before writing this book was very casual and limited to exposure to
anthologies. I did some cursory research into his life to see if he would
be an interesting link to include in my “book set at Harrow”… and his
life was clearly so fascinating, that he basically took over the story –
or at least, the backstory. Byron’s life is the stuff of twenty novels. He
accomplished a ridiculous amount – not all of it commendable – by the
age of 36, when he died; and I think he’s one of the most compelling
figures in literary history. Perhaps the most intriguing thing about him
is his contradictions: a philanderer who really fell passionately in love
(several times); a writer in the gothic and lugubriously heroic genres,
who had the soul of a comic writer; an aristocratic wastrel who was
also a genuine champion of lost causes; and so forth. Then there’s
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the fact that he was crazy and committed incest. Really, what’s not
to like?
Without landing a spoiler on our readers, this ghost story gains part
of its horror through the way it manifests a particular illness, one we
don’t see much of these days. This takes the “ghost” element of the
story beyond mere spookiness into the more alarming territory of
real, physical danger for the characters. How did this story element
come about?
Tuberculosis! Spoiler! There I said it. I did a lot of research of
tuberculosis for the book. The disease is handled so delicately,
through coughing references, in most literature of the time; but if you
think about what it really takes to die of TB… well, you sort of sit there
and wait to cough up lots of blood and then drown in your own fluids.
Horrible. And the disease is rampant today, only it’s in developing
countries, and often caused by AIDS.
Sexuality, in many of its numerous guises, is handled beautifully
in the book, although there are several scenes that are fairly
confronting – not through being prurient, but via the relationship
dynamics of the characters. Were some of these scenes difficult to
write? And do you see parallels between the mysteries of sex, and
the “unknowables” of death?
I would say it’s very difficult to write good sex scenes, and I’m not sure
I did it well. You can take the “draw the curtain” approach, where you
lead the characters up to the moment, and then use the filmmaker’s
technique of “cutting away”; finding them wrapped in sheets and
languid the next morning… or you can go all the way and do porn. I
tried to find a middle ground. It seemed unfair to be completely polite
about sex, since sex and sexual identity were such important themes
in the book. Upon reflection, the way I characterize sex in this book
is very specific to the time of my adolescence, the 1980s, where sex
was both a little bit too easy – co-ed dorms; very few differences in
the expectations and manners of the sexes, at least at the schools I
went to (not too many girly-girls and make-up) – and also too hard,
as HIV and AIDS had just become a very serious reality. Why else
would the spectre of a gaunt, gay man, dead before his time, be the
haunting figure of the book? To make sex work in a book, I think, what
you really need to write about is yearning; then by the time you get to
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the sex, it’s just a bonus.
Do you know how your book will end before you start writing it,
or do you discover it later on, at some point during the writing
process?
I always plan the ending and then torture myself by changing it. In
both the books I have written, it all comes down to the last paragraph,
which is rewritten about eleven times and always at the last minute.
What are some of your self-imposed rules and work habits for
successfully completing a novel?
I am a firm believer in artificial stimulants. If you can’t think of anything
to write – have a cup of coffee. If you still can’t – have another. And
so on. Dark chocolate is a pretty sure bet. If I were Piers Fawkes, I
would be well into a pill addiction by now, but for better or worse, I am
a square, and save the mind-bending for the supernatural elements
of my books.
Thank you for talking to Meg Mundell from Dark Matter.
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Trudi Canavan talks to Dark Matter
Trudi Canavan talks to Nalini Haynes
of Dark Matter about developing
writing as her career, her novels and
her recent author tour of Europe.
Hello Trudi. I’ve been researching you
on the internet.
As you do.
As you do. You studied art at uni.
Technically I did promotional display,
which is things like window dressing,
graphic design, photography, all that
advertising side of art at TAFE. So I
didn’t actually go to university. And it
was an interesting course in that it was very varied. You could go
in many different directions from the course. You could become a
window dresser or a graphic designer or an illustrator. I became a
graphic designer and an illustrator. I became an illustrator so I would
have enough time to write. I had this glamorous idea that I would
paint all morning and write all afternoon. Of course what happened
was I’d get a freelance job, and freelance jobs are often handed out
when they’re running out of time. So I’d work insane hours for 2 to
3 weeks and then I’d have 2 to 3 weeks with no work. So I’d write
within those 2 or 3 weeks. It didn’t work quite the way I’d expected.
Did it work for you though?
For the purpose that I’d started, that I’d have enough money to get
by, it sort of did. I discovered I was more scraping by. There was
one year where I only paid $300 in tax because I was only a little
bit above the lowest tax free threshold. Some years I’d make a
good wage and some years I wouldn’t. It would depend on my main
publishing company. Most of my clients were publishing companies
and they’d have fluctuations in their fortunes, which would reflect
on my opportunities. Also different things would happen. Suddenly
photoshopped images would become really trendy so there wasn’t
as much work in illustration because a lot of illustration spots in
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magazines were being taken up by photoshopped work.
There were also trends within illustration. At one stage scratch board
illustration style, the lino cut looking illustrations, became really
popular. Just as I was getting really good at that it would switch and
something else would become really popular. It was very much art as
work. It was not very glamorous and sometimes I’d be doing things
like illustrations of tapeworms. You can imagine that’s not the most
exciting thing you could be doing illustrations of.
No. You started with that and went to work for Aurealis Magazine?
Actually I started both at the same time. I started as a self-employed
illustrator in 1995 and I started working for Aurealis magazine in 1995.
The reason these two lined up was because, when I decided I was
going to work freelance part time and write part time, I decided it was
time to do some catch up education with writing. So I went to the
Council for Adult Education and did some grammar and punctuation
courses and workshops. That was interesting because I never had
great education in the English and Literature side of things. I went
to technical schools, they were more interested in working with your
hands. It was either woodwork, sheetmetal or typing. Mum just
pictured me becoming a receptionist somewhere. That was her idea,
preferably with a little grey suit, twin set sort of thing. And yet I was
completely the opposite sort of person, I was wandering around with
torn jeans and paint all over my clothes. It wouldn’t have suited me at
all. I had the good marks in art. In year 11 I went to a different school
because they had a great art course at that school, designed to get
you into year 12 with a really good folio. We had English as part of
that class, and I’d never had a proper English class since grade 6.
Everything was called things like Communications or Humanities. If
we were to read a book, we’d have a choice between doing a book
review or a talk in front of the class, (I was excruciatingly shy), or draw
our own cover. With my love of art, of course you can understand
what I did.
You drew lots of covers.
I got to year 11 and I’d never written an essay in my life. The teacher
in year 11 couldn’t understand it because I was a very conscientious
student and I was failing English. (Fortunately in grade 6 I had a really
good teacher who gave me a grounding in punctuation and grammar
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that lasted.) So she took me under her wing and I scraped through
in year 11 English. Of course when I got to the point where I was
going to write full time I thought I have to take a writing course. I was
so conscious of the fact that I did not have a very good education in
English. One of the courses I did was a course the editor of Aurealis
used to run, on writing science fiction and fantasy. So that’s how I
met him.
I was probably the first person he’d met who had read Aurealis
magazine from the very first issue. When I said to him ‘I’m a graphic
designer, would you like me to take on the layout of the magazine
doing graphic design?’ He practically fell over himself to accept,
because I was offering to do it for free. So I did that for 9 years.
That gave me lots of contacts in the industry so it was worth the
work I put in. There were probably a couple of really really hectic
weekends a year, probably twice a year. It got me a lot of contacts
in the industry.
If you were that excruciatingly shy about doing talks in front of the
class, how do you cope with author talks now?
Well, I got better. People used to say I was very quiet in public but
extremely talkative in person. I was not shy in person. It was just a
matter of getting over the shyness in public. Through running your
own business you cannot be shy, you have to push yourself. Through
going to all these events and introducing myself to people from
publishing companies I was working for and Aurealis magazine. I got
to know the people I was talking to. It gradually builds. Initially when
I was published I was a bit nervous, but I was going to conventions
and talking. Talking on panels at conventions meant I was talking
to a large percentage of people I already knew, so it felt like I was
talking to a group of friends. When it got to the tour, I had no problem
with being in front of a crowd answering questions, meeting people,
being on panels, doing a guest speech, which I did at Swancon. I
was a guest of honour at Swancon in Perth. The one thing I still don’t
like is reading my own work. I’ve done it many times now because
I’ve been on tour, and I’ve got better and better at it, but I still don’t
like doing it. I have to work at that. Otherwise I’m fairly comfortable.
I still get nerves, but I don’t get nerves like some people get where
they’re throwing up.
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You started reading Aurealis from the first issue. When did you get
into Sci-fi and fantasy?
I would say fairy tales. I always preferred the sort of stories you read
to young children with some sort of supernatural element in them. I
liked the magic in it at a very young age. It’s funny because I grew
up in a non-religious family where it was ‘make up your own mind’.
So even Bible stories to me were fairy stories, there was a lot of
supernatural going on with that. I was one of the earlier generations
growing up with young adult fiction. Young adult fiction often was
science fiction or fantasy as well. It also helps that my dad was really
into science fiction. Initially I was probably reading more science
fiction than fantasy, but as I got older I found my taste was really with
the fantasy and not with the space ships.
That really comes across in your work. Would you say that you were
always into fantasy?
I really couldn’t tell you where it began.
What are some of the sci fi and fantasy stories that you grew up
with?
I recently reread Lord Alexander’s Tarren Wanderer, The Chronicles
of Prydain. It’s a fantasy series of 5 books for children. There are a
lot of fantasy series of 5 books for children. Susan Cooper, Ursula
le Guin. I went from that sort of thing to reading things by Michael
Moorcock and Lord Dunsany. And then of course you get to the 80s,
Eddings came out. So much of adult fantasy was very grim. Michael
Moorcock’s Elric books personified the man-wielding magic sword
kind of books that were around and along came this thing that was
light and funny and fluffy and really easy to read. I was reading the
Belgariad as each book came out. I was waiting desperately each
year for the next one to come out.
I loved the Belgariad but it’s been a long time since I read it.
I reread it in my twenties and I read a book a day. Just on the train
trip to and from work, which admittedly in those days was an hour and
a half each way. I read Tolkien at 14. That’s probably in my mind as
the old fantasy style while the Belgariad was the new fantasy style,
that was more accessible. Then there was Raymond Feist. I got
Magician given to me for my 16th birthday by my best friend, (thank
you very much). I was a big fan of Tanith Lee. She used to write
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small fantasy books. I really wish small fantasy books would come
back into fashion. So many of these great big chunky series. Her
books were these intense little stories. Very rich world building and
character building. They were great for when you were travelling.
They were easy to carry, and you could rip through a story in one
train ride or one plane flight. In the 90s I discovered Robin Hobb,
who was my favourite of that time.
Was Supanova the first time you met Robin Hobb?
No. She came to a convention in Melbourne about 5 or 6 years
ago. One we affectionately called Neil Gaiman Con because he was
the main international guest of honour. We’d never seen queues for
someone that long. Robin Hobb was brought out by Harper Collins
for that convention and she was actually more accessible than Neil
Gaiman because she didn’t have those massive queues although
she’s very popular of course.
She’s very popular but she’s not quite the cult figure.
No. I think Neil Gaiman is a cult figure himself as much as his work.
I was saying, ‘What does Neil Gaiman do these days? Just be Neil
Gaiman.’ That’s probably all he’s got time for.
What inspired you to write and when did you want to start
writing?
Initially I wanted to make movies. I was more into science fiction
than fantasy when I was younger. I saw the Star Wars movies and I
decided I wanted to make movies. Someone said to me ‘write your
ideas down’. At that time I was more drawing pictures than writing
things down.
So you’re more a visual person. And you were attracted to a more
visual medium.
I’m not sure. The two, art and writing, have swung back and forth
throughout my lifetime. I think because I didn’t have much confidence
in writing when I was 12. I didn’t think I could do it as well. A lot of the
ideas I had were very strong visually and I was trying to capture those
visuals. I have a couple of folios of really awful drawings from that
time. I was not a very good artist either but it was faster. I realised
to be a filmmaker you have to be an extrovert, you have to be able
to push people around. I was pretty shy. So I started writing. I think
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the main thing that attracted me to writing from Lord of the Rings
was the sheer size of the world. All of those languages. How did he
make up the languages? I thought that was maybe too hard. But
landscapes, drawing maps. That was probably the beginning of my
love of drawing maps. I think I was probably drawing them before
that. It really solidified my love of drawing maps. Ironically the first
job I ever had was at Lonely Planet and part of that was drawing
maps. That’s how I learnt the skill of drawing maps.
So you weren’t actually a cartographer, but your first job was
drawing maps. How did that happen?
The story of how I ended up at Lonely Planet. I was doing this course,
the promotional display course. We were required to do 2 weeks of
work experience each year. They always organised for us to go to
Myer to work as a window dresser. So I went to work at Myer for a
week and I hated it. Partly because this was before Occupational
Health and Safety regulations came in and they had me standing
on top of a 12 foot tall ladder hanging 3 kilo Perspex banners on
the ceiling of Myer. So you can imagine how high you had to get to
hang these banners onto the ceiling of Myer. I did not like it at all. I
went to the principal of the school and said if I can find somewhere
else to go that satisfies the principles of the course, will you let me?
He said if you can find somewhere, we’ll let you do it. Here’s the
funny connection: my ex-boyfriend’s mother’s tennis partner’s son
was working for Lonely Planet and suggested I work for them. So I
rang them up and they said oh yes, just turn up. I asked ‘Don’t you
want to know my name?’ And they said just turn up, we have work
experience people wandering in there all the time. So I just turned up.
That was when Lonely Planet was only about 20 people. I remember
thinking ‘what have I done?’ because I walked into this company and
here’s all these books and they all had Buddas on the front. I thought
I’d got myself signed up to a pot smoking hippy company. I was very
conservative in those days. The truth was I had got myself signed up
for a pot smoking hippy company but they were the coolest people
in the world. By the end of that week they’d worked out I could draw.
They had a backlog of illustrations that needed doing, so they just got
me drawing. By the end of the week they were in love with me and I
was in love with them. Before I even finished the course I had a job
waiting for me.
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Wonderful. When was that?
1989 I think.
So that was way before you decided to go and write and paint and
before you started working for Aurealis.
Yeah. So I learnt to do the cartography at Lonely Planet but I already
had graphic design and illustration skills. After 4 years I got tired
of that job and wanted to do something else. So I went to work for
Oxford University Press in Melbourne, which could not have been
more opposite to Lonely Planet. Very stuffy. Very bad staff morale at
that time. After 2 years I thought maybe this was not for me. That was
also when I came up with the idea of working freelance. 1994 was
also when I had the idea for the end of The Black Magician Trilogy.
I’d never been much good with coming up with endings before.

You said you dreamt it.
I dreamt the first chapter, I dreamt the beginning. That was in 1992.
Then I hit upon the ending as a reaction to a book that I disliked the
ending of. It was a long fantasy series and at the end there was a
parade and 12 characters got married and it was such a cliché happy
ending.
Too saccharine sweet.
Yeah. And I was thinking to myself, what if I made the ending
bittersweet? They win but at this enormous cost. Then I hit upon the
ending. I won’t say what it is. It was like Minesweeper. You know the
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computer game Minesweeper? If you hit the right tiles, everything in
between disappears. This was the opposite. I hit the right two things
and everything in between filled in. It was obvious what I had to do.
I thought, ‘I have to write this, but how on earth am I going to do this
when I’m working full time?’ I knew I would never be able to get a)
the time or b) immerse myself enough. So I started the business. I
had the whole first series, the first draft, written in a year and a half.
I was younger.
So you’re not so fast these days?
I have a bad back.
So you need to have short stints.
Yeah, so I write in short one to 2 hour blocks and do lots of stretching
and exercises in between.
You started at Lonely Planet, then you went to Oxford University
Press, then you started your own business, writing and working
for Aurealis Magazine. These days you’re a full time writer aren’t
you?
Yep. This was a slow evolution. When I got
to writing my second trilogy, The Age of Five.
Sometime after starting writing, I got chronic
fatigue. That was when I had to stop working
for Aurealis. I had to start peeling away the
extraneous things I was doing until all I was
doing was writing. I had that for about 3
years. The fourth year I started to get better.
I think the real test was the author tour. If
I could get through the author tour without
collapsing in a heap at some point, then I’m
probably cured, I’m probably over it. But it’s
taken years. I kind of evolved into writing full time because I had to.
Initially writing doesn’t make a lot of money so I managed by being
really, really frugal. I was fortunate to have one of those house loans
that’s an overdraft so you can keep drawing on the overdraft. It was
early times when those loans were being offered. If it wasn’t for
that I think I probably would have lost my house at that time. But I
gradually pulled through and gradually started making more money
off the books as I got overseas sales. Getting published in the UK
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was probably the big one where it took off. At that point I took a big
sigh of relief and realised I probably wasn’t going to starve.
So you can make a living out of writing.
If you’re lucky. With writing getting published isn’t all luck. In many
ways you make your own luck. If you don’t write, put the hard yards
in, practice, practice, practice. They say you’ve got to write a million
words before you get good at it. I certainly passed that a long time
ago. If you don’t have the best book that you can possibly write out
there, it’s never going to happen. But there is an element of good
luck that is involved. The point at which you don’t have any control
over it. Publishers will put themselves behind a book and do what
they can, but if the public isn’t going to pick up on it, they won’t pick
up on it. This is where it’s all out of everyone’s control. I’ve had ok
sales in the US but never enough for the publisher over there to get
excited about it. But in the UK, Germany and Poland, it’s really taken
off.
How many different languages have you published in now?
I don’t know. People ask me this question. It
must be at least 20 by now I think, but I couldn’t
tell you exactly how many or what languages.
The ones I definitely know are French, Polish,
Turkish, Spanish, Dutch…
So you’re big in Europe.
T Spanish might be a bit in South America as
well. Part of the reason is that my agent in the UK
handles most of the trying to get new contracts.
I’m so removed from it because I have me, my
agent, my UK agent and the publisher who has
lots of the small rights and sells them on, so often by the time I find
out something’s been sold I’m getting contacted by translators asking
for help and I haven’t even seen the contract yet. It’s a slow process.
There could be another 10 out there in the works that I don’t know
about. It’s very cool every time I get a book in another language. It’s
like it’s come from an alternate universe where a different Trudi who
speaks a different language wrote it. But somehow I’m getting paid.
Do you have a collection of the different language versions?
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Yes.
That’d be cool.
I had a bit of a problem. About a year ago I cracked. The foreign
agents and publishers would send me a couple of copies of each
book. When you’ve had 9 or 10 books published in 20 plus languages,
you suddenly end up with waaay too many books. I kept one of each
and I gave books away. I even had competitions on my website just
to get rid of extraneous copies. If I kept them I’d need another 2
bookcases. It’s a nice problem to have.
Oh yes, it’s a very good problem to have. At the moment you’ve
just published two books in the Traitor Spy trilogy. Ambassador’s
Mission is the first and Rogue has just come out. Would you like to
talk about them? Without giving huge spoilers away.
The Traitor Spy trilogy is a sequel to the
first series. It’s set 20 years later so a lot
of fun of writing that series was writing the
same characters and aging them by 20
years. The character that was 19, Sonya,
is now 40 and an overprotective, middle
aged, cranky woman. Much like me, really.
Except I’m not an overprotective mother.
Then of course there’s Sonya’s son. I can
safely talk about that because even if you
haven’t read the first series, 20 years on the
fact that a character might have had children
is fairly normal. He’s a really fun one to write
because he’s the main new character. But he’s a 19 or 20 year old
young man who’s been brought up in the Guild so he’s extremely
naïve. His main claim to being experienced in life is that he’s had
some failed relationships as you do when you’re a teenager. He
hasn’t even had the advantage of growing up in the higher class
where there is lots of politics and you learn fast. He hasn’t grown
up in the slums like Sonya did, so he doesn’t have that experience.
But he’s not stupid. He’s intelligent. There has always been this
pressure to live up to the reputation of his parents. So when the
opportunity comes along to do something really daring, to be Lord
Dannyl’s assistant as an ambassador in Sakacha, the country of their
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old enemy, he jumps at it. So Sonya is horrified and tries to stop him.
It’s probably not a big spoiler that she fails. Then he discovers that
things in Sakacha aren’t quite what she fears or that the Guild even
knows. There’s a third group of people, kind of rebels that have been
in existence since the prequel, The Magician’s Apprentice. Readers
of the first trilogy will recognise that they’ve seen these people before.
It’s funny because when I wrote The Black Magician Trilogy, I did
not think that I would write any more in that world. When I came to
write this trilogy I realised I had great potential for a sequel. I asked
myself why did I put that stuff in. I recently reread those books to do
a bit of fact checking. I thought it must seem to people that it was
really obvious that I was planning a sequel. But I put those things in,
those unanswered questions, because I like unanswered questions
in books. I like that sense of never knowing the secret behind them.
Something for the reader to fill in the gaps.
Yes. If you invent a world where all the questions were answered,
and even a story where all the questions are answered, it’s just too
neat. That was my reaction to that other series; everything was too
saccharine sweet and tidy. So there will probably be the same thing
at the end of the Traitor Queen, there’ll be some threads not tied off,
some questions not answered. I’ll start getting emails asking me
‘What about –‘ That’s probably as much as I can safely describe.
Dannyl is still doing research on magic, the research he started in the
first book. Lorkin looks at Dannyl’s research and thinks what if we can
find something that means we don’t have to have black magicians,
we don’t have to compromise ourselves with this dangerous magic?
And yes, they do find there is another kind of magic but it’s not as
straightforward as all that.
I always say a good book has three sources of tension. Romantic
tension, mystery, and the conflict that may end up in a battle or may
not, but it’s the out and out threat to the world. So that’s the mystery,
the new kind of magic.
You had this experience at the Lonely Planet drawing maps. At
one of your author talks you said you drew your own maps for your
books. How did that process for you?
It was great fun. I did paintings I hoped would have been the
covers for the novels. I did paintings for The Magician’s Guild and
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The Novice, way back before I was published. I discovered that
publishers have a general rule they like to stick to although they do
occasionally make exceptions. They don’t use artwork by the writer
or the writer’s husband, wife, friends, family or acquaintances, which
was quite difficult since I was working as the art editor on the Aurealis
Magazine so I knew most of the artists and illustrators in Australia.
I had to find a new one. That was how I got Les Pietersen his first
cover art job for the cover of the Australian version of The Magicians’
Guild. So when I found out I couldn’t, I was going to do my own maps
anyway. My niche was illustrating maps; not many illustrators were
doing that sort of thing. So I got a lot of work that way, and of course
I was going to do my own maps.
When I came to do the maps in the Age of the Five trilogy, I got
illustrations in there by doing character drawings around the border.
That was my way of getting some illustrations in the book, by putting
them in the map. Some people have a lot of strong feelings about
maps in fantasy books. I hate it when you have a map in a fantasy
book that has that little dotted line on the map that tells you where the
characters are going to go. It’s like you’re revealing the entire story
in the first few pages of the book. If you look at the maps closely you
can tell what is going to happen. So I wasn’t going to do that.
Some maps are really terrible because people don’t know how
geology works and don’t know how continents move and weather
patterns. Sometimes it will look like a patchwork quilt where you’ve
got the jungle patch and the desert patch and they’re right next to
each other and there’s no explanation. This is where I get really
geeky.
But you’ve got explanations for that.
In my head mostly, but sometimes I do bend the laws of physics to
suit the story. So I try to make it look as if it’s a proper land mass
on a real planet. But then to try to draw maps like they really do
look, in the Black Magician Trilogy, the plan of the university is like
an architectural plan. There are topographic lines and a little thing
on it that says ‘This plan is the property of the Magicians’ Guild in
Kyralia and must not be moved from the Magician’s library.’ So at
that point I hit upon the idea of doing maps that were like real objects
from the book. The maps that you see might be something the king
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possessed or the Guild possessed. Maybe the city plan is from when
the city was rebuilt, so that is part of the city plan. It made it very
much like they were part of the book. When I got to the Age of the
Five maps, I’d already been talking to other cartographer people like
Ian Irvine and Russell Kirkpatrick. I sort of took this thinking one step
further. I said to Russel that the Age of the Five is set in a sort of
Classical world. What sort of maps would they draw then? He put
me on to Ptolemy maps.
The Egyptian Ptolemy.
Yes. Obviously what survives now is what has been copied from
Ptolemy. No maps from that time exist now I believe. But it showed
me how inaccurate they are, but they’re inaccurate in a way that is
accurate to the time. The land masses are distorted. In particular I’m
drawing continents, which are going to be distorted because they’re
going round a circular world, going round a globe. So I did much the
same sort of thing. I distorted my actual plan map that I was writing
the book to. I distorted it and made it look more like it was a map from
that time. Some map pedants complain about the little drawn witches
hat mountains but that is what people used to draw. I happily drew
lots of little witches hat mountains because that is what they would
have drawn.
The maps become artifacts, like a road map or a geographical map
these days.
Yes. I have a lot of fun drawing maps. I often have people drawing
maps in the stories. I don’t know if you noticed but in The Magician’s
Apprentice there’s a cartographer. He’s actually invented a new
form of drawing maps, getting rid of the witches hats and doing
geographical representations of mountains and things like that. I like
putting little things like that in there. I do all this study and research.
As long as I’m not throwing lots of information at the reader and boring
them to death, I just like to reference them. It’s fun.
At Continuum there was an ethnicity and sexuality panel, talking
about minority groups being represented in literature. Your Traitor
Spy trilogy came up. You were being held up as an example of a
writer who has written homosexual relationships with neither fear
nor favour. Yes you’ve put them in some situations where they are
discriminated against but others where it’s accepted. You personally
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haven’t written them with any kind of judgemental attitude. How
do you feel about being held up as an example?
Fairly pleased actually. Wiping my brow actually. When I was writing
my first trilogy I did ask my agent if this was a good idea. She said
to write the book you want to write and let the publisher decide. The
only thing she said is that if you are really worried, tone it down in the
first book because that’s what they’re going to buy the series over.
When they get to the second one they have no choice. For me it
was when I was inventing these characters in my head I knew that
Dannyl was gay. It wasn’t necessarily part of the plot when I did the
first draft. Because it’s not relevant to the plot it shouldn’t be in there.
When I came to rewrite the books… by the time my agent saw them
I’d actually pared them back down to their bones. She said they’re
too small, you’re the first author I’ve told in a long time to write more
and not cut back. The Novice, which was mostly about Sonea’s trials
at the University, she said it’s far too grim a book. She said it’s good,
but it’s just tortuous to read. You need to balance it with something
else. Why don’t you get a character to travel around and see the
world more? I’d resisted the whole quest fantasy thing of having a
patchwork world of different countries because that had been done
so much before. I’m not real fond of plodding quest fantasies where
you just travel and travel and travel here, and it’s all trial here and a
trial there. If there’s something that bores you, whether it’s a meeting
the characters are having or… imagine all the situations in real life
that are boring. To me that is, well, travel is actually pretty boring,
so what you have to do is what I call gatecrashing. And one of the
best gatecrashers is romance. The only character I could spare was
Dannyl. Dannyl, romance, this is going to be fun. I had some fun
adding that to the book. It’s probably deep down what I wanted to do,
to write this story.
My main concern was that I’m not going to do this accurately. I mean,
I’m not a gay man, so how can I possibly write about this accurately
through the eyes of a gay man? But then I’m also not a middle aged
magician male teacher. And I’m also not a slum girl who grew up
in the slums and suddenly discovered I have magic. It’s all about
engaging the imagination and empathy. When I wrote the Age of
the Five it was not so much a conscious decision to not have a gay
subplot in that, I had one character that I thought about, but then I
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started worrying that it was going to be gratuitous if I forced the story
line and it never became part of the plot. When I came to write the
prequel and sequel I was very conscious that I was catering to the
same audience who had read the Black Magician Trilogy. I then had
a chance to do some of the things that I wanted to do story-wise. In
particular the lesbian relationship for the novice. That came out of
two things. I wanted a lesbian relationship because lesbians had
said to me what about us?
What happened with your tour?
So much. People say to me, what was the tour like? There are not
enough time or words to describe it. It was exhausting and it was
very successful, which is a great relief. With 5 countries involved…
Which 5?
UK, Ireland, just Dublin though, Poland, France and Germany. That
was four publishing companies getting involved and putting money
towards air fares. A lot of them were shocked because they didn’t
realise how expensive air fares are from Australia. One literary festival
in France called The Imaginales. When they put themselves behind
you like that, you really want it to be a success because it’ll never
happen again and they’ll probably hate you forever if it becomes a
liability. And also author tours are becoming much rarer.
Really?
Well, lots of bookshops are closing down, which is where you hold
events. And people are buying eBooks, so what can you sign? The
very first book I signed for the public at the Forbidden Planet book
event was a kindle. I actually signed a Kindle. It was the very first
person in line. The publisher got excited because it was the first
time they’d ever seen someone sign a kindle. The bookshop got
excited even though they sell print books because it was the first time
anyone had a kindle signed as well. Although I would say I wouldn’t
necessarily recommend getting a kindle signed because one of the
people who had me sign their kindle, the kindle broke, they sent it
back to Amazon who replaced it. They don’t have it anymore. So I’d
say get your kindle cover signed, because then you can keep it if the
kindle breaks.
I had record crowds. I think I had one of the largest crowds at
Forbidden Planet. When I went to Poland I went to the Warsaw Book
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Fair and signed for 300 people in 3 hours.
Ouch.
Yeah. That wasn’t too bad actually because when you don’t speak
the language there’s no point in trying to write something nice in their
book. It was more ‘Hello, what’s your name?’ write your name down.
I had a translator writing the name down for me, then I’d write it down
and sign it. Writing a name down and signing is a lot easier than
writing a name, writing something nice and then signing it. That was
necessary if I was going to get through that many people.
Poland is a really interesting country in that, apparently in the past,
up until my books were published, they had a perception that fantasy
is for boys and only men wrote it.
Really? Because here there seems to be a perception that science
fiction is written by men for men and fantasy
Fantasy is for women. It’s not like that for the rest of the world.
Fantasy and science fiction are boys stuff overseas. More so in
some countries. My publisher over there was starting off a publishing
company. They had done research so they realised there was this
huge opportunity, that women do read fantasy. Particularly teenage
girls read fantasy. Especially Twilight.
Yeah, let’s pass over that.
Actually it’s kind of relevant because at the Warsaw Book Fair I felt
like Stephanie Myer. The publisher had obviously tapped into that
market so well, the teenage girls read it, then the boys end up reading
it because they can see how much the girlfriends are into it. Then the
parents read it because they can see the teenagers are into it. That’s
how it grew. So I’m there at the Warsaw Book Fair and most of the
people who were there were the teenage girls, then there were the
teenage boys, who started reading it because of the girlfriend. Then
there were the parents. It’s just the same. It’s very funny.
So it becomes a family thing.
Yeah. Whereas in the UK and the same thing happens here at
Supanova, it’s all ages. You sort of expect the parent to bring the
child along to get the book signed because the parent read it and
thought it was suitable and gave it to the child. A lot of my readers
were the parent who read it and gave it to the child, but it happened
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the other way around. The child would have read it and forced it on
the parents, so the parents are now fans. The parents forced it on
the grandparents, and the grandparents are there because they are
now fans. It’s very much a cross-generational thing.
Yes. In my house, my son is actually nagging me to read Patrick
Rothfuss. And it’s not that I don’t want to, but it’s not finished yet
Is that Name of the Wind?
Yes
I bought that and it’s still in the post on its way to me.
Well I’ve been assured that it’s brilliant and I’m going to regret not
having read it sooner.
It was the one book where, wherever I went… I love to grill
booksellers, because they’re almost the missing link when you’re a
writer. I’ve worked in publishing companies, so I know things from
their perspective. And I’m an author so I know things from this
perspective. But the in-between, and the reps who sell to booksellers
and the booksellers who sell to the public, I don’t get to see them very
often so I always interrogate them. One of the questions I always ask
is what are people reading. He was the one that came up. Name
of the Wind. Name of the Wind. Even customers were coming up
asking ‘Have you read Name of the Wind?’ ‘No, but I want to!’ And
then I put it in the post, didn’t I?
He’s written Wise Man’s Fear as well. That’s the sequel. And we’re
waiting for the next one.
Apparently he’s a very slow writer.
He writes very big books. So that’s part of it. He’s also got a 2 year
old or an 18 month old, so that would be part of it too. He has a
good Facebook and Google presence. I get little stories about Oot,
his son. Very cute.
I met some fabulous authors. N. K. Jemisin who wrote The Hundred
Thousand Kingdoms and has been nominated for 10 awards. The
latest one was the World Fantasy Award. She’s a new author, fresh
on the scene, doing so, so well. A really good writer. I’m a big fan
of her work. I’m completely enamoured of her work. So I was really
excited to meet her. It was funny because at the Imaginale, it was
me, Nora and Robin Hobb next to each other. Nora was so excited
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because she’s next to me and Robin Hobb, and I’m so excited
because I’m next to her. She couldn’t quite fathom that. She’s going
places. She’s going to be maybe the Ursula Le Guin of the future or
something like that. Peter Brett was also at Imaginale. He may not
be as well known here but he was also there. With a two year old.
Lovely, lovely people.
So what else happened on the tour? You were in Poland with all
these people and you couldn’t speak the language so you were
quite quick signing.
The tour went UK, Dublin, UK, Poland, UK, France, Germany.
Is there a particular reason for so many trips to the UK?
The reason it first started is that I was invited to the Imaginale Festival
in France. I said ‘Can you let me ask all these publishing companies
at the same time?’ because I knew that Orbit wanted me to do a tour
this year but I did not want to make 2 trips. It’s much too long a trip,
that flight. So for a few months I nagged all the publishers and got
people to agree to it. Then everything grew from either side of that.
It helps that the beginning date had to be the release date in the UK.
Imaginale was at the end of May, with Germany at the end of that.
Lots of festivals?
No. There was Eastercon planned but I didn’t end up going to that.
Mostly because because the Royal Wedding was a week before
the release date. There were obviously going to be problems with
accommodation, air fares and that sort of stuff. As it was we got
simcards for our phones but we had to travel all over London to find
someone who wasn’t sold out. That eliminated that. By the end of
the trip we were absolutely exhausted. Even though there were a few
things like EuropeCon, an all over Europe fantasy convention that
happens a few weeks after we were there, and a few other ones, we
just could not have coped with that. We were absolutely exhausted
by the end of the trip. I have decided that from now on I’m not going
to travel for more than 6 weeks at a time.
So would you do it 6 weeks at a time once a year?
No. Every couple of years. I have to get the books written basically.
I can’t write and tour at the same time. I’m not one of those authors
who goes back to the hotel room at midnight and writes for three
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hours and then gets up at 6 o’clock in the morning and is perfectly
fine. I’d be speaking gibberish by then.
Do you write by hand? Type?
I type. Because I knew by the time I was 14 that I wanted to be a
writer I learnt to touch type as soon as it was available. I think it was
an elective at school. The class was full of future receptionists. Mum
was so happy about that, not realising that I had completely different
motives. By the time I got my first computer I would have been 18 or
19 I went from writing a few exercise book pages at a time to writing
8 or 9 thousand words at a go. It made such a difference. I don’t
necessarily, and certainly not in those days, write in a linear fashion.
I craft a paragraph at a time so I might write a sentence then decide
that’s better at the end of the paragraph, no I’ll start it this way, no
I’ll change it back. These days I’m more linear because the more
practice you have, the more you get it right the first time. Computers
make such a difference.
They’re wonderful.
Oh yeah.
As long as you don’t lose something. Paul Bedford was complaining
on Facebook recently that he’d spent hours crafting a fight scene
and lost it.
Ahk. A few times it’s happened to me, and when I’ve rewritten it, it’s
been better, because now I know what I’m doing. Now when I write,
because of the back as well, I do a lot of outlining. I have the whole
book so I know what’s going to happen. When I come to write each
part of the book, part one, part two, I’ll write a scene breakdown. I
recently did that for the second half of the Traitor Queen book. When
I write a scene I write a description of the scene first. It’s interesting
because I recently learnt that athletes do something like this, like
gymnasts. Their coaches say to them, stand there and picture what
you’re about to do, all the moves. So they stand there and picture
it, run it through their minds. This means they’ll get it right the first
time more often. They’re also less likely to make mistakes and get
injuries. I almost do the same mentally I think. It’s the way I write
now.
Do you think that helps? On the way in, I was reading a scene in a
book where someone got poked with a pitchfork then apparently
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somehow turned the pitchfork on the other person but the other
person still had the pitchfork to use against her. I got the impression
that the author lost track of what was happening. Do you think it
helps, picturing it like that?
Yes. This is not one of my books is it?
No.
Thank goodness. I’m really pedantic about that too, for 3 reasons.
One is I’ve read some really terrible battle scenes where the logic is
not there. There was one where a person was having a sword fight
on a rope bridge. I am sorry but you would not be having a sword
fight on a rope bridge. Your balance would be all out. You would get
off that rope bridge.
Or fall off that rope bridge.
You could get off the end of it, on to the stable part, and let your
enemies be on the unstable part. Also this person, in the middle of
the fight scene, turned around, looked at their friends, then turned
back in the middle of the fight scene. If you did that, you’d be dead.
The reason I know this is that I did fencing for a little while. There are
3 levels of research. Do something yourself, talk to someone who
does or read about it. If you can do something yourself it’s so much
better than everything else. Having done fencing, it didn’t matter
that I was really bad at it, it would show me what not to do in the
middle of a fight scene. Fencing is also fantastic for fight scenes in
some ways because you’re all covered in protection. So much of the
way that it’s set up is to avoid injury. You have these bendy swords.
You wouldn’t have had bendy swords except for a very short time in
history, but it does give you an appreciation that you wouldn’t turn
around in the middle of a fight scene. It’s like a lot of martial arts
scenes where people spin around. The martial artists I’ve talked to
have said you wouldn’t do that, necessarily. Except in exceptional
circumstances. It’s just flashy for the movies. You don’t turn your
back on your enemy. And I know people who’ve done martial arts,
so again, second level of research is asking people. I had a friend
years ago who used to act out scenes and go through step by step.
You know, ‘don’t write this because this will happen.’ It’s particularly
useful for knife scenes. Researching knife fights back when I was
writing the Black Magician Trilogy. I didn’t know what to do there
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because fencing is nothing like a knife fight. Martial arts don’t involve
knife fights. So I hired West Side Story. It’s a great film but I can’t
really have Cery pirouetting and stabbing. I hired movies for the
visuals. And The Warriors. The 80s version of The Warriors. It was
all these people dressed up in costume and they had knife fights.
That was hilariously funny but it wasn’t very helpful. Eventually, I
asked a friend of mine who does cosplay as well. I needed help with
my fight scene because I couldn’t have my street urchins whip out
swords, it would just be wrong. So we worked out things, particularly
‘what if they do this?’ No, that would be the counteract. You wouldn’t
have the character do that. He gave me lots of ideas. In many ways
a street fight is about bluff, about looking tougher. We talked about
Cery having two knives strapped to his hands. It really makes you
look like you’ve planned this, you know? So even when he was a
teenager in those first books, out comes this person with these two
knives strapped on their hands, that looks like they’ve got a lot of
practice in fighting and maybe you wouldn’t fight that one. It’s the
psychological side of it as well. Research is fun.
Is research a big part of the writing process for you?
Yes. For one thing I love reading non-fiction books and watching
documentaries. I love that whole… I love watching documentaries as
much as I love reading books. Books will give you the nitty gritty but
the documentaries give you the visuals. That’s great for writing. I’m
not going to be doing things like martial arts anymore. For one thing
I was really bad at them. But things like my next series – it will have
this premise of magic being created by creativity. There are a lot of
artisans in the story.
Is this the series set in a different world?
Yes. I already do things like knitting and weaving and bookbinding
and things like that. But I can justify going to do courses involving all
sorts of craftsmanship. I’d love to do things like basket making. One
of the things I love about it is I can finally tie in the art and craft side
of my life with the writing side of my life. So they can draw from each
other. In the Age of the Five I had a character who was a spinner.
In the most recent series, Lorandra, one of the evil characters, doing
something quite similar to crochet. I get it in there but this is the
first time I’ll be writing something where it’s actually part of the world
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building, the plot, and I’m looking forward to that.
What else can you tell me about this new series?
I have a whole splurge I’ve written now because of being overseas.
It’s a multiple world scenario, with many, many different worlds. The
worlds have different levels of magic. You can have a very magically
strong world and a very magically weak world. There can be various
reasons for that. Maybe there was a grand battle in a magically weak
world and it used up most of the magic. Maybe there aren’t many
creative people in a magically weak world, so they’re not generating
much magic. Maybe there aren’t many people in a world, so imagine
a planet that doesn’t have much in the way of human life. It’s not
going to have a lot of magic yet, because it hasn’t built up. So if you’re
a sorcerer who is powerful enough to travel to a different world, if you
go to a magically strong world you can do more things. So you might
go there to do a certain thing. Whereas on the other hand, if you go
to a magically weak world, there’s a danger you might not be able
to get out again because you’ve become weaker. There is a people
called The Travellers. They’re sort of merchant Bedouin people who
have a route they follow between worlds, and they trade goods, buy
and sell between worlds. That’s an idea that’s old. I actually wrote
one of the books in the series back when I was trying to get The Black
Magician Trilogy published. It’s what I was doing while I was trying to
get a publisher. That book will have to be pulled apart and bits pulled
from it for this new series. The series has been built from that book.
There’s a character in a world that is sort of like our Dark Ages, where
magic is forbidden, taboo, who has magic and is hiding it. It’s that
sort of scenario. That’s the great thing, these different worlds have
different levels of technology too. I have another world that is a postindustrial world and a character who is in a group of archeological
adventurers, a bit Indiana Jones-like. Also a bit tomb robbing-like.
Tomb Raider-ish?
Not Tomb Raider, tomb robbing. This is the era where people would
open up tombs, find stuff and take it back to their country. So there’s
all of that going on. And also there’s magic. The machines run on
magic, not necessarily on steam. I guess it’s a substitute for coal.
At least two main characters are from two different worlds. When the
series opens up it’s just those two worlds that are quite close. Then
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it’s just going to expand. I have to stop calling it world building and
I have to start calling it universe building. I’m really looking forward
to that one.
It sounds interesting. When is the first book in the series due for
publication?
Probably 2013. I’ve got a little bit more time to write the first book. I’ve
been writing a book a year now. I’ve been finding that inevitably the
deadlines stretch. Deadline creep, so it’s a year and a quarter anyway.
I think I got a little bit more time anyway for the first book because
there’s so much world building in the first book. My agent pointed out
that maybe I’d like to have a bit of a rest between series.
A holiday.
Not necessarily all holiday. Publishers are also interested in doing
anthologies of short stories. I don’t think I have enough yet. So
probably next year I’ll concentrate on writing a few more short stories.
I know what I want to write. Some of them will relate to the new
series.
So it’s not going to just be an anthology of short stories based on
The Black Magician world.
No. There’ll be a novella set in the Magician’s world, explaining why
black magic was banned. “The Mad Apprentice” (novella), published
in Legends of Australian Fantasy. It’s going to have that in it, it’s
going to have some short stories published before and a couple of
short stories I’ve never published before unless I find a publisher in
the meantime. It will have a couple of stories that aren’t related to
any books and a couple that relate to the next series. So it’ll be a
mixture.
Have you read Jim Butcher’s Side Jobs? The reason I ask is that it’s
an anthology of stories. Each short story has a foreword. The first
short story is the very first short story he wrote. He said he’s never
published it previously, publishers have not wanted to publish it.
He acknowledges that it’s quite atrocious and yet it clearly shows all
the settings of Harry Dresden’s world. How would you feel about
publishing this book that is the seed for your new world? How do
you feel about publishing that early work?
I probably wouldn’t for a few complex reasons. When I wrote that
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book, called Angel Storms, I didn’t think the Magician trilogy was going
to get published. I was having trouble even getting any publisher to
reject my books. I just wasn’t getting any response at all. So some
of the concepts in the Black Magician world crept into it. Particularly
character-wise. This is why I have to pull apart and take out the bits
that I didn’t plagarised from myself.
So it’s not too similar to what you have already published?
Yes. So that’s one thing. It’s also a whole book, it’s not a short story
in an anthology that would be an interesting thing where people can
go ‘oh isn’t that nice’. They might not read an entire badly written
book. I don’t know if it’s that badly written but it’s very early on. It
hasn’t been polished. And then it comes down to how much work it
is to get that book to a publish-able state, so probably not. I haven’t
yet written a book from a short story. That would be another reason
to do that; it would be really interesting.
Do you have anything to say to readers?
Oh. Thank you for buying the books. It’s an absolute joy that the
stories that I write, mostly for my own entertainment, that’s really
good, the best way to write is to entertain yourself, and so it’s really
great when other people have the same taste as me.
It goes to show that we all have great taste.
Not that if you didn’t like it you would have bad taste. It’s one of
those funny things that occasionally, until I wrote something on my
website about the ‘Email Trudi’ thing, occasionally somebody would
write to me and say, ‘I didn’t like your book!’ I would say, ‘So what?
I’m writing them for the people who like the books.’ It’s a strange little
circular argument. I’m not writing for the people who don’t like that
sort of book. If you didn’t like it, I’m sorry if you wasted your money,
but you could go and see a movie and not like it too. I mean, do you
actually ring up the director and abuse him? I’m writing a book for the
people who like my sort of books.
Do you often get the situation where people are contacting
you because they don’t like what you’ve done with a particular
character? At Supanova you were saying you can be a bit contrary
and if people want to see something you won’t do it.
Not so much these days. I think this is again because I wrote that
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little thing under the ‘Email Trudi’ section that kind of points out the
lack of logic of abusing the author for not liking their books. It also
explains why, it acknowledges that there is a bittersweet ending at
the end of the Black Magician Trilogy and I’m sorry if you feel sad
about that but stories are about moving people. I’m not the sort of
writer who’s going to leave you all saccharine sweet and cosy at the
end, you know. It’s not a total downer. I tend to get very ‘how could
you do that?! I hate you! But I love you as well.’
They hate you because they love the books and just didn’t want
that ending.
Yeah. But a lot of people who email acknowledge that if it hadn’t had
that ending they would have just put it aside and never thought about
it again.
Yes. I think it also impacts on how readers approach other books
written by you, because you have shown there are no holds barred.
You cannot predict what is going to happen, and yet you are equally
unpredictable because you’ve never repeated it.
Well I don’t want to be seen as repeating myself. I will certainly never
do exactly the same thing again, but that doesn’t mean I will never kill
off a character again or never have a bittersweet ending again. Even
in Age of the Five there were elements to the ending of that story that
were not a happy ending. In the Magician’s Apprentice there were
loose ends. I was fighting with my editor as to how many loose ends.
It was years and years before I finally gave in to them and started
writing proper last chapters without them coming to me and saying,
‘You need to write another chapter at the end to let us know what
happened to X, Y and Z.’ But yeah, there’s a few little things at the
end of The Magician’s Apprentice. Probably not so much because
I didn’t kill off any major characters at the end of that book. What’s
funny though is that, at the end of The Magician’s Apprentice, in
the epilogue, the very final ten years later, I mention that one of the
characters does die, but it was ten years later.
And he was elderly.
Yes. And I still get emails from people saying, ‘How dare you kill that
character!’ Come on, the character’s got to die sometime, they are
mortal you know! Well, except for some.
Mostly.
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Yeah. I do get people emailing me saying, ‘I’m reading your book.
I’m just waiting to see what you’re going to do to me this time. Are
you going to kill a character? Are you going to do something terrible?’
The suspense is as much what I’m going to do to the reader as to
what the end of the story will be. It’s actually a really hard balancing
act to do that. I don’t want to be type-cast as the author who writes
that kind of ending. So I have to do it differently. I have to do my style
of ending differently each time.
Do you think part of the attraction is that, while
this is magic, there is actually a large degree
of realism because life is never happily ever
after?
I always say if I read a book where people
aren’t behaving like people have done now and
through time, then people aren’t being human.
Then they’re not humans. I’m writing about
human beings. The other thing too is that you
won’t keep the empathy of the reader if you
don’t write proper human beings. It comes down to the whole thing
of characters are two dimensional if they don’t have flaws. It’s the
characters’ flaws, their weaknesses, that make it interesting. I take
that and I apply that to societies. As no society is perfect, in the way
that it’s flawed is what makes it interesting.
You commented on societies having these flaws. You have these
philosophical discussions between your characters about the way
societies treat their various members. How conscious is that?
It’s funny because I remember on tour an interviewer saying I was
using a modern approach to a past society. I said to him, it’s not like
women and homosexuals haven’t been around for thousands of years
either. We think of them as modern issues probably because we talk
about them more. Probably because the means of communication
are open. But they have always been around. Again it comes down
to human beings.
So you’re going to keep on writing human beings for human
beings?
Yes. I think so. I think ultimately if I melt it right down to the bare
bones of the attraction for me, what excites me about fantasy is the
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idea of how magic affects human societies, and how that might work
and form. That comes down to all the questions of class, religion,
politics. The way human beings interact with the natural world. All of
the issues humans face today but with magic complicating the whole
story.
Thank you very much.
T Thank you.
For more information about Trudi and her novels, go to Trudi’s
website http://www.trudicanavan.com.

Give Away
One copy of ‘Ambassador’s Mission’ autographed by
TRudi Canavan will be given to one lucky winner.
To be eligible, subscribers should email Dark Matter
(darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com) with ‘Ambassador’s Mission’
in the subject field, including name and postal
address in the email. One lucky subscriber will be
randomly selected for this giveaway. The winner will
be announced in Issue 6 of Dark Matter.
If you aren’t a subscriber, subscribe now, it’s free - email
darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com with ‘subscribe’.
A random number generator will be used to select winners.
Numbers will be assigned to entrants based on the order of receiving their emails.
One entry per person; if more than one entry per person is received, only the first
entry will be eligible.
No correspondence will be entered into.
This competition has been organised in good faith, no responsibility taken.
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Lauren Kate @ Dymocks
On a cold night on 3 August, Lauren Kate
visited Dymocks in Collins Street, Melbourne,
to talk to her fans. Lauren also answered
questions and signed copies of her books.
Dark Matter received permission from
Lauren’s publicist, Dorothy Tonkin of Random
House, to record Lauren’s talk. Lauren started
her talk quickly.
Daniel begins to list many of the places where
he’s met her, and loved her and lost her before.
You guys will remember, and rereading I
remembered with a surprised pleasure that Daniel was a convict in
Melbourne. So you guys were in my heart and in Daniel’s heart from
the beginning. All you convicts out there, that portion of the story
really was the genesis of the book. When I wrote that scene I did it
almost a little recklessly. There were moments when you’re sitting at
your computer and you get away from your plan. I make an outline
before I start a book and I kind of have a map or paragraph for each
chapter that I write. Sometimes the characters are really coming
alive, they do things and say things that surprise you. The catalogue
that Daniel spits out was one of those times.
Daniel says I knew you when I was a convict in Melbourne, I knew
you when we were at the Globe Theatre and all these things. I wrote
all of that without thinking too much about it. A year and a half later
when I sat down to write this book I realised I had given myself all
these boundaries. And all of this permission, but I had given myself
the shape of this book, which is Passion. It’s the third book in the
series. It dips back into and explores the many, many past lives that
Luce and Daniel lived together. It’s been by far the most challenging
book to write because each chapter takes place in a completely new
setting, a completely new country and a completely new language is
spoken. It’s a new century, even a new millennia.
Add to that, it’s a split narrative. This is the first time in the series
we get both Luce and Daniel’s side of the story in equal measure. I
think what that did was make me fall in love with Daniel. I had been
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at a bit of a distance from him for the first two books. I knew that his
secrets were important and he had his reasons for being so difficult
at times. It was a pleasure to get very close to him in Passion and
spend a lot of time behind the scenes with Daniel and get inside his
mind. Most of all, I am proud of who Luce is and what she’s become.
I think she’s grown in leaps and bounds from where she was when
she began in Fallen.
Somebody asked me recently how I keep up with
my readers. Say in Harry Potter, if you’re 14 when
Harry’s 14, a year goes by and when Harry’s 15,
you’re 15 as well. So it’s the kind of series where
readers age a year with the characters. I think that
makes a kind of sense. Although Luce has only
aged a day or a month since we last saw her, I think
the progress the characters go through in the book
is the kind of progress that you and I and everyone
who is growing up outside of the world of the series is progressing.
So I was glad to see Luce really grow up a lot in this book.
I spoke at a girls’ school this morning. Usually I walk into an event
like this and I kind of know what I’m going to read from. I didn’t really
know. I thought, ‘I’m going to read this evil scene from the book, with
all the bad guys in the book.’ But I looked out at them and I thought
they looked so nice. So I thought maybe I’d put it up to a vote and
let them decide. And so I gave them romantic, evil, girl power and
action. And you can guess which one they chose. It was not evil, it
was romantic. And I’m looking at you guys and I’m feeling romantic
too. Are you feeling romantic?

No! Evil! Evil! Evil! (crowd)

Evil? Alright then, alright. Well let’s get a little evil then.
(Lauren read the scene where the evil group congregated at the
race track.)
I’m in Melbourne for less than 2 days so I haven’t gotten to see all
that much. But by the time I leave I feel like I’ve gotten this really
cool connection with a lot of the people here. So in a sense I feel
like I’ve gotten to do more sight seeing and soaking up what’s really
Melbourne than probably a lot of tourists do, so I’m incredibly grateful
to you guys for coming out and sharing this with me. I hope you all
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feel free to ask me questions.
Where do the wings come from?
I don’t know. I think this is one of those moments
where the magic that happens at the keyboard, you
can’t really plan out. I remember the first time I got
to write about the individual character’s specific
wings, what they actually looked like. I had known
obviously from the beginning of Fallen that Gabbi,
Arion, Roland, Cam, Daniel of course, all had wings.
I hadn’t even thought of what they actually looked
like because for such a long period in the first book they needed
to be incognito. There’s a moment where Luce is trapped in the
chapel. She’s just been captured by Miss Sophia. Daniel comes in
and saves her. It’s the first time he gets to show his wings. Gabby
and Arion are with him and they get to show their wings as well. It
just happened that I described each one of them the way that I did. I
think that probably was lucky that by then I knew them well enough
to instinctively know what their wings looked like. It’s become a very
good part of the series. It’s something that my agent particularly likes.
It’s something that I, in a first draft, will gloss over. I’ll say something
like ‘and his wings shot out of his body’ and then I’ll move on to the
next thing. I always get notes from him like ‘more wings. We need
two paragraphs on the wings.’ So I have been pushed to realise the
mechanics of them, what they look like and how their clothes have
been tailored. It’s interesting the way that what their wings look like
is probably the most direct extension of what their souls look like.
Which is the most important part of what an angel is. This is the
closest we get to seeing what their souls look like.
How did you come up with the character for Daniel?
Most of the other characters are slightly, if not based on someone,
they’re at least influenced by one specific person that I know in my
life. Luce, for example, is based on my oldest, closest friend. She
began as a kind of reimagining of my friend Megan. And of course
as I wrote fictional obstacles and events in the characters’ paths, they
grow and change into themselves into something quite themselves
and quite unique.
Daniel actually grew out of Luce. He didn’t really have another starting
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point, because when I started the series, I was wondering who Luce
was and why her. So I had to think about her first and I had to have
her identity forming in my mind. I like to think of Luce as a puzzle
piece shaped like this. So all Daniel is, is a puzzle piece shaped like
this. He is the soul that fits hers completely. His character is mainly
developed out of who she is and who she is becoming. Who she
wants to be. This space that’s left around her is where Daniel comes
in and what Daniel has to fulfil and infill.
Did you have any input into the cover design?
The covers are pretty amazing aren’t they? I can say that because I
didn’t have much to do with them. When Fallen came to me it looked
pretty much the way that it does now. It is strange, because when I
was writing Fallen I was living on a farm in the middle of nowhere in the
middle of California. I didn’t even have internet access. I think I had
something very slow on my cell phone that I could download files. It
took like an hour and half or something. I remember getting an email
from my editor with a cover mock up or cover draft, an early version
of the cover. So I’d seen this email, it felt like a huge, momentous
moment because I’d finished the manuscript but I hadn’t seen any of
this yet. Of course I’m sitting there on the couch, holding the phone out
the window, trying to get the best reception. It felt like it took forever
to see this image, downloaded on PDF on this little screen. Honestly
when I first saw it, I was very unsure. I felt stunned. Even though
we don’t see a lot of Luce in the image, her face is
graciously obscured and she’s left very mysterious
as I think she should be, it’s still really jarring for me
to see somebody else’s idea of a representation of
her. Even seeing that arm, it was kind of like, is
that her arm? Is that what you think her arm looks
like? Is that what I think her arm looks like? I had a
little freak out about it. It lasted about 30 seconds,
then I began to soak up what that image evokes. It
is so rich and so bountiful. To me it expresses a lot of the mood and
the tone that is contained within these stories. When I saw Torment,
I just collapsed in a fit of ecstasy because I think it’s just the most
incredible thing. Basically I’ve been really lucky to have worked with
this excellent artist, designer and photographer and model. The girl
who shoots these photographs is also the model, in Brazil. I don’t
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know how she does it. The designers that my publisher works with
are in New York. Even something as simple as the type in these
books, to me it’s all really working together to create this really lovely
thing. I feel lucky and happy that I’ve gotten to showcase these
images on the books.
Was there a difference from full time editing to full time writing?
Definitely. Most recently I got a graduate degree in writing. This was
when I moved to California, to this middle-of-nowhere farm. Before
that I was living in New York, working at a publishing house as an
editor. I did that for about 5 years and I really loved it. I learned a
lot. Obviously I learned a lot of things about the book business, but I
think I learned most importantly how exceptional revision is. I hated
to revise before I started working as an editor. I thought once I’d
drafted it, it was done, it was perfect, it was as good as it was ever
going to be. Now I feel really the opposite. Now I know how much
perspective can be gained in revision. I think it’s a very important skill
that I’ve learned.
The difference between full time writing and full time editing; basically
my biggest problem with full time editing is that I had no time to write.
I guess I miss editing a little bit. I certainly miss the people I used to
work with. It was a really good change for me to leave that behind, to
go to graduate school and pursue writing full time.
Will we ever see how Luce and Daniel first met?
Luce must have gotten to you and posed that question, because
that’s what she wants to know, very badly. I kept kind of arguing
with her in Rapture because she wanted to know much too soon.
That’s the great mystery. When and where did they first meet? I’ve
been dancing around that a lot, especially in Passion and more so in
Rapture. But I promise I will show you all where it all started.
Which authors inspire you when you write?
Lots. An ever growing list. One of the cool things about being a writer
and talking to so many readers is that I get book recommendations, 5
good ones every day, so I’m never really at a loss for good things to
read. The big kind of core from me are F. Scott Fitzgerald; The Great
Gatsby is a huge book for me, I adore it. William Faulkner; I think
his relationship to the past is very influential in Fallen and especially
in Passion. Nabokov, Lolita; I adore, I think it’s a masterpiece.
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Charles Dickens; I love Great Expectations. I really love grotesque,
exaggerated characters. I read a lot of young adult books. Since
I started working in publishing I’ve been reading tons and tons of
young adult books. I adore Suzanne Collins. If you haven’t read The
Hunger Games you have to buy it right now. And Philip Pullman, The
Golden Compass. Lyra Belacqua is my idol.
Will Pennyweather be reincarnated?
Pen is Luce’s only normal friend in Fallen, and she dies an untimely
death and it was very tragic. I think more than anything else, I get
this question all the time. People seem to have connected to Pen
and want her back very badly. I wasn’t sure how it would work. I
asked my agent, everybody really loves Pen, they want me to bring
her back, is that ok? He just looked at me like, Girlfriend, that is the
dumbest question ever. Move on. So I’m sorry, blame it on him,
he’s mean. But yeah, I think it would be interesting to see where
Pennyweather is. Mostly because we’re going to go to heaven in
the books. We’re getting very close to there. We’re going to be up
there in Rapture. Get ready. You guys are all going to heaven. So
I’ve been wondering about this. This is the angels’ heaven, this is
populated by all the characters that we’ve read in the books but it’s
not the heaven of the afterlife. I haven’t really explored that yet. So I
think that might be a really interesting thing to write about in a bonus
chapter that I could put online or release to a bookstore or something.
So maybe I can work on that.
Do you think the young adult genre, especially for girls, is
underrated by the literary elites, academics, etcetera?
I don’t know. When I think about books, people’s taste in books, it’s
entirely subjective. There is no accounting for taste. The people
I love and respect and share book recommendations with all the
time and get a lot of recommendations from, sometimes recommend
a book that I absolutely hate. I don’t think there’s anything wrong
with that. I don’t even think that’s anything interesting, it’s just taste.
Some people like this kind of story, some people like that kind of
story. I was watching a, I don’t remember the name of the show is,
but you guys have a show on one of your public access channels
here I was watching a book club last night, it was on at 10 o’clock to
11 o’clock last night. It was all about the Master and Margarita by
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Bulgakov. I adore that book and a big chunk of Passion is influenced
by the Moscow setting in that book. They had these fancy smart great
writers and journalists on the show and none of them could agree on
whether that was a good book. I was like throwing my shoes at the
TV, and I was like ‘Get with the program! That is the Best. Book.
Ever!’ But that’s ok, that’s why there is chocolate and vanilla.
When I first started touring for Fallen, I would look out at the audience
and there would be half and half. Half teen girls and the other
half anything else. Boyfriends dragged against their will, parents,
grandparents, random people going through the bookstore anyway.
A lot of times in the beginning, afterwards a woman would come up
to me while I was signing and she’d say to me ‘I know I’m not your
demographic, but I like your books.’ I’m like, don’t apologise to me,
this is great.
Something happened in the past year and a half since I’ve been
doing this. I don’t know if any of you are planning to apologise to me
tonight. But I don’t think there is any shame in it anymore. I think
by now people are coming out whether it’s a young adult book or
a middle grade book, people are coming out for a good story. And
whatever you like, you like. I basically just feel like a lot of positivity
and if you like a book, enjoy it. If you don’t, read another one. There’s
a zillion.
Who was the man Cam and Daniel killed on the beach in
Torment?
He was an outcast. In the opening scene of Torment, in the prologue,
Cam and Daniel… Oh, you’re right, he wasn’t an outcast. He was,
I’ve gotten confused. He was somebody else sent by Miss Sophia. I
probably shouldn’t tell you that. I’m not going to answer that question
right now. You’ll see.

No! (crowd)

What new ideas do you have for a new novel or a film deal?
That would be nice.

Wouldn’t it? (girl)

The film rights have been optioned by Disney and they’re working
on a script. It’s very exciting. I got to meet the producers and they
seem really cool and really excited, which is the main thing. They
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haven’t started casting anybody yet. I know there has been a lot of
speculation online, but nobody has confirmed anybody yet. They will
start casting once they have finished writing the script and it’s ready
to roll.
The other part of the question was do I have ideas for a new novel.
Yes, I do. I’ve got kind of a sentence that’s been brewing in my mind
and has been churning into something. I think that maybe when I
finished Torment I was starting to get a little panicked about what I
was going to do after I finish Fallen because these characters have
become my friends, my life. It was like what am I going to do when
they all go off to college and leave me at home alone. That kind of
empty nestor feeling. So I have this other thing I’ve been thinking
about and it’s steadily been growing, becoming more complicated
and tangible. It’s going to be a trilogy about a 17 year old girl. A
whole new world. No angels. No vampires or werewolves either. No
zombies. It’s an entirely new thing that I’m very very excited about
and I’m really looking forward to digging into and being able to share
more with you about it soon.
How do you write a story and make the plot puzzle end where
everything makes sense? Isn’t it confusing to make all your ideas
flow?
Yeah it is. I wonder that too about a lot of series authors who I think
are really doing such an exceptional job. I think about J. K. Rowling
all the time. I’d think how did she know she was going to need this
later? How did she figure all that out? I can’t speak for anyone else,
I’d actually love to talk to a bunch of other writers about this. For
me, some things just turn out. You weren’t expecting them to fall
into place but I think maybe my subconscious is just working through
things that I’m not aware of, and something is there for me when I
need it two books later. Like the catalogue of past lives I was telling
you about with Daniel. That ended up working out kind of nicely with
Passion. And some things you have to niggle with a little bit. That
is what revision is for. Usually what I do is, right before I start writing
a new book, right before I started writing Rapture, I went back and
reread the other ones. To make sure I am on the same page that I
was a year or two ago. Obviously you remember the big stuff, but
then there’s little stuff you might not remember. I was reading Fallen
recently and I totally forgot that Luce’s dad is a really big gardener.
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It’s not a huge deal, but I realised I can really use that later on in
Rapture, and you’ll see. There are always ways to check yourself
and go back. That is why revision is so key, especially for series
writers. Again I think trusting your subconscious to figure out some
things that maybe you can’t is a good idea. You might be surprised
how much you’re actually doing, making connections that you’re not
really noticing.
What made you pick France at the time, there’s a Versailles chapter
in Passion, and had you thought about setting it in the French
revolution?
I keep talking about the same thing. The reason I wrote about
Versailles in the chapter is that, very off-handedly in the heat of the
moment, Daniel said, ‘We were in Versailles together.’ So there you
are, I had to write about Versailles. My subconscious must have
wanted to. I am very interested in it, I studied in Paris when I was in
college and spent some time in Versailles and was very intrigued by
a lot of things in Versailles. It must have been something I always
wanted to revisit without really being aware of. I think all the chapters
in this book, all the historical places that Luce and Daniel dip in and
out of are places that interest me in various ways. So this is kind of
like my version of history’s greatest hits.
Do Cam and Luce get together in a past life?
Would you like to see that?

YES! (crowd)

I’ll give you the dirt on Cam. If you don’t know, he’s the bad guy, he’s
the villain, he’s a demon. He’s also the most awesome character in
the book, largely because he’s based on my husband. So people
always say, ‘What team are you on? Team Daniel or Team Cam?’
Well obviously I’m on Team Cam. But I know Luce is Team Daniel,
and again, chocolate or vanilla, and that’s cool. But Cam is – I fell in
love with Cam in a way I wasn’t expecting to, and his role in the stories
has changed because of that. He took on a much more dynamic role
than I was expecting him to at first. I thought he could just be the bad
guy but he obviously couldn’t, he had to have a much more complex
back story because I started to like him so much and realised all
these things about him. That actually is why there is this kind of
vacuum of power for Miss Sophia and the Outcasts and the elders
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and Lucifer and Satan themselves to come in, all because of Cam
and how he ended up being kind of a cool guy. So as for his love
story, yeah, I know I’ve got to deal with it, I’ve got to do it. You’ll see
some nice things written into Rapture that I think you’ll like if you’re
a Cam person. There’s one fairly ascetic moment between him and
Luce that really surprised me when I was writing it. Yeah. More to
come. More to come on Cam.
How did you come up with so unique and lovely names for your
characters?
Luce’s name, Lucinda, means light. She’s also named after the
singer/songwriter Lucinda Williams. Daniel is named for the Book
of Daniel which is the first book in the Bible where you see an angel
independent of God, which made sense for his personality. Arion
I just thought was a really cool name. It’s kind of a mishmash of
different things coming together, different inspirations and just random
choices at the same time.
Dymocks thanked Lauren for her talk, then Lauren signed hundreds
of books. Over lunch the next day I asked Lauren how her wrist
was holding up, and she said it was getting better.

Give Away
One copy of Passion, autographed by Lauren Kate
during her Australian tour, will be given to one
lucky winner. To be eligible, subscribers need to
email Dark Matter (darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com) with
‘Passion’ in the subject field, your name and postal
address in the email. One lucky subscriber will be
randomly selected for this giveaway. The winner will
be announced in Issue 6 of Dark Matter.
If you aren’t a subscriber, subscribe now, it’s free - email
darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com with ‘subscribe’.
A random number generator will be used to select winners.
Numbers will be assigned to entrants based on the order of receiving their emails.
One entry per person; if more than one entry per person is received, only the first
entry will be eligible.
No correspondence will be entered into.
This competition has been organised in good faith, no responsibility taken.
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Kelley Armstrong talks to Dark Matter
During her recent visit to Australia, Kelley
Armstrong talked to Nalini Haynes from Dark
Matter.
Hi Kelley. You said you’ve always written stories
about undead and zombies, even in school. Do
you have any funny stories to tell about your
teachers’ reactions?
All I can remember is a general reaction of horror.
I learned since going to the writers’ conference
here that genre fiction seems to be treated
in Australia a lot like Canada where it definitely does not get any
respect. At that age I was writing it, it was basically, ‘That’s very…
nice. Could you try something… different.’ When I got older and
started joining writers’ groups I was still reading that kind of thing,
fantasy, horror, and I would get, ‘You seem to have some talent. So
why are you writing that?’ I like writing that. There was a time when
I did try writing something more literary, something more mainstream
but it does not work. I am not happy with it.
What authors were you reading that you enjoyed?
I remember as a child reading absolutely everything, reading
whatever I could find on the shelves. It would have been a real mix,
everything from fantasy, adventure, The Hardy Boys… I could never
really get Nancy Drew because her adventures were not quite as
exciting, but Hardy Boys certainly. Then in my teen years moving
more into straight fantasy, horror, Stephen King… All through high
school I read Stephen King, Stephen King and more Stephen King.
I managed to convince 3 of my teachers to let me do projects on
Stephen King which is not easy.
Congratulations. How did you manage to do that?
It was doing the analysis and relating what he was writing to older
horror, its roots, whether it was Dracula, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, they
could go with that as long as I was finding some basis for it in classic
literature even if it was horror classics. They were ok with it.
Well done. How did your family respond to all this story writing?
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They were very supportive. It didn’t matter to my family what I
was actually writing. I think back now and wonder what they were
thinking when I was bringing all these stories with ghosts, zombies
and goblins. They were the ones who were like, ‘Write, write, write,
whatever you want, write.’ At the time though it was never ‘write and
this is what you will do for a job’. I came from a middle class family
and nobody had a career in the arts. Nobody had a career in the
arts. No artists, no actors, no musicians. It was definitely seen as a
hobby. They were extremely encouraging but it was not something I
could have said, ‘I want to make a living from this’, which is probably
a good way to look at it.
The number of people who can make a living at it is a very small
percentage.
It is very small. I do writers workshops all the time and I mention that
because they have to know how hard it is going to be. It is not just
jot something out and sell it. The last stat I had in the US is there are
about 500 people making a full time living at writing. That may have
gone up with the digital and independent publishing, but certainly
5 years ago, 500 people in the US. So in Canada that would have
been about 50.
I certainly know of a lot of authors in Australia who have day jobs.
They do. When I’m on a panel at any kind of event, if there are 3
authors you can pretty much guarantee that one is writing full time,
one is writing while working part time and one is writing while still
working full time.
You mentioned before your family’s attitude to writing as a hobby,
so you were encouraged to have a career. You studied psychology
and then switched to computer programming. How did all of this
happen?
I was going through psychology trying to become a psychologist
thinking I would write on the side and get a book published. When
I was in my teens it was ‘a book’. By the time I got to university it
was I’d like to someday do this part time. I’d like to have a parttime regular job plus write part-time. When I was heading into grad
school, I got in and the gap between a bachelors and grad school. I
was heading in, and I just sort of stopped and thought I’m heading
into the kind of job where I am not going to be able to go home at
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night and write. All those years of school and even after that I’m
going home late at night exhausted, I want a family, I can’t do all of
that. I can’t have the hard core career plus family plus writing. So I
thought, ok step back. I thought, ‘How important is the writing? How
big a chance am I going to take on it?’ I thought I’m going to switch
gears. I am going into programming. Which is something I’ve always
done and was my alternate career choice, but go to just community
college for it and try to get a regular 9 to 5 job. So I did. I got a 9 to
5 job doing really boring programming, not the exciting stuff but the
really boring, working in a cubicle 9 to 5 where I could learn to <alt>
<tab> really fast so I could be writing while doing my work.
I’ve heard of a number of creators who have really boring day jobs.
That seems to really nurture the creativity out of hours. Did that
work for you?
It does. Certainly with programming I could have gotten something
more interesting. I was always there thinking if the writing doesn’t go,
I can get a better programming job, I can be working on something
that’s interesting and not be working on 20 year old code that’s just
number crunching for a bank. In the meantime it was an easy job so
it was easy to get my work done and have hours left in the day so if I
didn’t spend it at the water cooler I could actually spend it writing.
How did you move into writing full-time?
It was a tough decision. I was kind of forced into it sooner than I
would have normally jumped into that. I sold Bitten when I was 6
months pregnant. Just timing, complete timing. I’d been trying for
years and years and years and when it actually sells I’m 6 months
pregnant. By the time Bitten came out 2 years later, my third child
was 6 months old. I had 2 kids under the age of 2 plus a 7 or 8
year old, so 3 kids at home, 2 well before school age, a job, a book
contract, it’s like something had to give. It can’t be the kids, it’s not
going to be the writing, so let’s take a chance and just hope it works
out. Programming at the time was a good enough career that I could,
with some confidence, say let’s give this a shot and if in a year or two
it hasn’t worked I can find a job.
Congratulations. Can you tell me about your novels? You have a
few series out there and you’ve done some graphic novels.
I have. What I call my main series, my publishers don’t necessarily
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agree, my main series is The Otherworld. The thirteenth book comes
out next year and that is the last book. It is adult urban fantasy that
I started in 2001. In 2008, my first young adult novel came out. The
Summoning. I’m now up to number 4 in that series. It easily outsells
my adult books. In the US it would outsell by about 3 to 1. In Canada
it outsells by about 2 to 1. The UK is the only place where, as far as I
know, I’m still outselling with my adult books. That is because my YA
is picking up there. But certainly YA took off so that would be my bestselling series. I also have 2 books in a straight mystery series, excop turned hit woman came out I think in 2006, 2008. But obviously
once the YA took off like that, when you’re looking at priorities, it had
to be the paranormal series because they were vastly outselling the
mystery series.
How do you manage to keep all these series separate and not have
them bleeding into each other?
This year has been lots of fun. Not only have I still got the YA series,
that’s contracted through to 9 books, I’m ending The
Otherworld. In the first book in the follow up, I’ve
written and sold the first book I’m going to do for
adults, which is more paranormal mystery, and I’ve
just sold this Spring a co-written middle grade fantasy.
I’m collaborating with author Melissa Carr, we’re doing
a middle grade fantasy based on Norse mythology.
So I’ve been working on 4 very different projects. It
just so happens that I’ve been switching projects and
taking on something new all at the same time. I’ve had to really
buckle down and have one project at a time. So I write one and I
finish, move on to something different, when the edits come back
for the previous one, wait until I’ve got a break. Don’t stop part way
through. Wait until I have a break then do the edits straight through.
So far it’s worked out mainly because I’m so far ahead of schedule
that I’m not bumping up against deadlines.
That’s good. I should probably clarify, I’ve read two of your books,
Spellbound and The Gathering, as well as your graphic novel
Becoming. The female characters in The Gathering and Spellbound
seem quite strong although flawed and have relationships with
similarly strong but flawed boys. Edward Cullen is supposedly
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perfect. Why have you chosen a different path?
I think there really is the appeal of the perfect guy but I can’t do
anything with them. I want flawed characters. It might be my
psychology background, but I love a more complicated character.
Someone I can give a backstory to. Who I can predict their actions
are not always the correct actions. They can make mistakes. They
can screw up like average people. In a romantic setting certainly a
perfect guy is so appealing but I just have a lot more fun with flawed
characters.
Do you set out to write characters who could be role models?
No. Definitely not. When I am writing YA I am paying some attention,
but in general I am writing the kinds of characters I want to see. The
kind of characters I want to see in a book would, I’m hoping, be the
right kind of characters for a young adult audience. And it’s based a lot
on whether it’s the YA, it’s the girls I see around me, the teenage girls,
with their flaws, but certainly not necessarily what I would call strong
heroines, not like Kick Ass heroines, but capable. Characters who
might not have the skills to get through whatever is threatening them
but they will develop the skills. They have the smarts or whatever
it is, they can reach into themselves to find whatever they need to
solve the problem.
And yet they’re not independent. They have their friendships, their
relationships.
Yes, definitely. I don’t do lone wolves. I might do werewolves but
I’ve never done an actual lone wolf character. I think that’s a strong
theme in all my writing, it’s networks. Nobody is out there on their
own. You don’t have the woman who is out there kicking butts and
saving the world. You have someone who is out there with her group
who complement her and have skill sets that help and together they
will save the world.
Gail Carriger comments that to her the female lone wolf type
character is actually a male hero with breasts. What would you say
to that?
It is possible. Women I see around me do not typically do that unless
there is a really good reason. You can put something in somebody’s
past that is going to make them be that lone wolf character but in
general women are far more co-operative. You can see this in so
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many ways, even within the writing community, like the Romance
Writers of Australia, it is so co-operative. Everybody wants to help
everybody. It’s networking. It is here, can I give you any advice?
What can I do to help get you published? There is never any idea of
‘If you get published, you could take away sales’.
I like that co-operative theme. You wrote Angel: Aftermath. How
did that happen?
I was at a Toronto convention and I was on
a panel with other authors and one of the
questions that came up was if you could write
in someone else’s world, whose world would
you write in. I said Joss Whedon. Absolutely.
He’s the only person whose world I would ever
consider writing in. Another author on the
panel, an American author, was apparently
approached by the company that was doing
the Angel comics, to write, or he’d known the
editor, I’m not exactly sure. But they were
looking for writers and he said, ‘I think I know
someone who might be interested.’ So they contacted me and said,
‘I’d heard you might be willing to do this.’ So it was wonderful and it
was terrifying and I’m not sure I’d ever do it again. It was so exciting
getting to write in that world, but when I was getting into it I realised
I was going to screw up. I’m going to mess up something, I’m going
to annoy readers, I’m going to get something wrong. It’s so hard to
write in someone else’s world. No matter how much you love it, it’s
so hard to write in somebody else’s world. I think I’m better off just
doing my own world.
Well that way you don’t have to worry about their rules, their history
and everything.
You don’t. You don’t have to worry so much about were you in
character, were all your motivations in character, did you miss
something that was said earlier that you’ve now contradicted… Not
that you can’t do that with your own world.
But maybe readers are a bit more forgiving if it’s your own world.
Oh they are. They are certainly more forgiving if you’ve mucked up
your own world than if you’ve mucked up something that they love.
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Because obviously Joss Whedon’s world is so beloved that you just
don’t want to mess with it.
How much control did you have over the artwork for Aftermath?
Not a lot. I was doing full scripting so I was doing every panel, writing
it out, then I got to see it. But again, because it’s based on someone
else’s work, you can’t say, ‘My character doesn’t quite look like soand-so.’ It looked really great, but I’ve done Becoming, I’ve done my
own, so I can definitely get in there and say, ‘Mm no, that doesn’t
look quite right.’ Or shift the expression. It’s a little different when it’s
someone else’s. I was thrilled to see the artwork, it was thrilling to
see what I’d written come to life. It actually looks like Angel.
Did you do Becoming before Aftermath or the other way around?
Yes, it was done before. I’d been doing online fiction for years. An
artist friend, she’s in Paris, that we’d collaborated on smaller art
projects. She said what about doing an online free graphic novel.
I said that would be a lot of work for her. She really wanted to do
it. I don’t think she realised quite how much work it would be. We
discussed what we would do and I said I do have the perfect story
because readers wanted to see this one part of the backstory for my
main character. She was bitten and turned into a werewolf but the
stories start 10 years later. Readers wanted to see how she actually
dealt with that change. They got bits and pieces of it, but they wanted
to see it. I thought as prose that would just be angst, angst, angst.
It would just be the horror of it, the pain and suffering. I thought we
could do it better in graphics. So I said let’s do that. Of course the
actual writing of the script didn’t take that long. She knew comics
much better. She’s a translator for French Japanese Manga so she
knew that form. So she was able to help me get the script right. Then
of course it took years for the actual art to be drawn. But it did give
me a good background for Angel, because I thought yes, I know full
scripting now, I’m a little more confident doing this.
Do you know why Kate’s clothing style changed from Angel: After
the Fall to Angel: Aftermath?
Yeah. I wanted to change that character. This is that little bit of
fanservice, fanfic, for me, which is looking back to Kate as a character
in the TV series. I liked her but she was a bit dull, and you kind of
had a character where you could see a lot of potential. You could see
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that she served her purpose in the TV series and then faded out. But
if she had to face what happened in After the Fall, if she was living
through that, how could that change her? Take that, plus what she’d
gotten out of the Angel series, how could you then turn her into that
warrior woman out there fighting.
Did you decide to have the werecat change into naked human form
during the fight?
Oh the cat woman! Yeah that’s a problem with naked… I have
dealt with this in my books. Obviously when you shift and change
forms, there is not clothing there all the time. And there would be
the changing in the middle of a fight. And yes, I remember dealing
with this way back, early on. Bitten was going to be made into a
movie early on. Angelina Jolie was going to star in it. I’d gotten the
script notes on the book that hadn’t even come out yet. They were
like ‘Could you not have her walking around naked after a change?
Could you find some way to have the clothing right there?’ I was like,
‘You have Angelina Jolie as a star and you are complaining about
gratuitous nudity!’ So yes, and doing that when I was writing this, I
was like ‘She has to be naked, how are they going to draw that?’ So
we had these little script notes in there – ‘Draw shadows. Lots and
lots of shadows.’ So you can see how the artist did it strategically
to hide the fact that she was naked most of the time. Because she
would come out as a cat, change, where is her clothing, nowhere.
Did Bitten get made into a movie?
No. That was way back when they were trying to
develop it, but it never got anywhere.
That would have been way before Twilight.
Yes, before Twilight. Early 2000 or so, yes.
Is there any talk about making any of these into
movies now?
The rights to the werewolf one are held by a
Canadian production company who are trying to
make it into a TV show. It’s moving along nicely,
I’m really impressed. It’s great to see it after all these years. Also
because I’m ending the series, I’ve gotten more distance from it, so
I’m thrilled to see someone else’s take on it, possibly more than I
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would have been way back when Bitten first came out and I knew
that they would make changes and I was terrified of what changes
they would actually make.
It’s your baby.
Yes.
I recently attended a convention at Monash University where Angel:
Aftermath came up. There were concerns about the presentation
of Kate and the werecat. How would you like to respond to these
concerns?
What were they concerned about?
The sexualisation of characters because Kate’s wearing a midriff
top and the werecat is naked.
The nudity is in the script because that is the problem with
shapeshifters. As someone who’s done a lot of shapeshifters I was
finding lots of ways to give her clothing. I was concerned at the time
that people would think this was gratuitous nudity. Hopefully they’ll
do it in such a way that people will understand that she can’t have a
fanny pack (bum bag or backpack). She can’t run around as a cat
with a fanny pack. I did not describe Kate’s outfit. The character
and her actions were as I described, but I didn’t describe what she
was wearing. When I saw it, I thought, ‘Remember Kelley, it’s comic
books, clearly they’re going to do something with that.’ Maybe I should
have described what she was wearing to make it more… I think in
my mind she would have been more jeans casual. She would have
looked like a warrior. But not necessarily like that.
In your graphic novel Becoming, it appears Elena is changed
against her will into a werewolf, raped, kidnapped, and eventually
she trades sex for a ride back into Toronto. Is this intended as a
moral tale or a warning for young ladies?
No it’s not. Rape, you mean when she was abused as a child? I’m
not sure that came out in Becoming. She was definitely not raped
at any point past that. She did have an abusive childhood. I think
Becoming does not necessarily stand very well on its own. Not
having read Bitten or anything else that tied into that. This is why
it was done online. It was really meant for readers, for people who
knew where it would fit into the series and how it stood as a moment
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in time. It really was this character who was horribly betrayed. In
the backstories Clay’s motivation [for biting Elena] is not clear. It is
not something that can be forgiven. It is 10 years before she comes
back around to the Pack and rejoins the Pack. Part of it was because
she was so abused as a foster child, the betrayal was difficult. But
the fact that she was then forced to trade sexual favours for transit,
it was going to be a blow that was degrading. It was bringing her
back to that. So readers got that this was just as big a betrayal as
the bite, to then lower herself to that to get back home. And how big
a scar that left. And that was dealt with over the book series. And
her past. It probably does not come across quite right if you’ve just
read Becoming.
So it’s all about the context. Becoming was written, the whole
project was a fanservice for people who wanted to go back and
see the origin of Elena.
Yeah. We had Bitten, which takes place 10 years after the bite.
There are then several short fiction stories that take place before
the bite. But the bite was the one significant area I had not touched
and readers who know that I will happily go back and give them the
backstories, were like, ‘Why can’t we get that one?’ So I said ok.
What did you think of the artwork?
Good, yes. I know the artist. You can actually see the progression of
the artwork from the beginning to end. Because it was taking place
over a few years for her. At the end she was saying, ‘Can I go back
and redo the first bit?’ I said no.
What can you tell readers about the sequels to
The Gathering and Spellbound?
Spellbound is another book that would be really
hard to read out of order. It is the second last
book, and the middle book of a trilogy. The one
before that was The Wakening, and the one after
that, 13, which is actually called Thirteen, will be
the last in the series. It will take everything and
wrap it up. We often call the middle book the
middle sausage link. It’s really hard to just read
the middle sausage link.
Actually I read these (Spellbound and The Gathering) on their own,
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I thought The Gathering was the beginning of the series.
It is, in general.
For a book that is coming at the end of a series is surprisingly
possible to read alone. I wouldn’t recommend reading it alone, but
it is possible.
Good. My editors do go back a lot and say ‘Kelley you need to explain
that’. At this point, I’m like, ‘It’s book 12. Nobody’s going to pick up
book 12.’ But The Gathering is the first for those characters. It’s
the 4th YA book, but the first for those characters. There are very
small tip offs to events in the first 3 books, but the characters in The
Gathering know nothing of them. But readers who read the first 3
books will see little tiny tip offs. There is a statue in the town square
of Dr Lyall. Those who read the first books will know Dr Lyall. There
is a mention of Dr Davidoff who is mentioned in the first trilogy. There
are those little hints but otherwise it really is stand alone. It is meant
to be a second entry point into the series. Then there are 2 more in
the trilogy. Then the 2 groups from the first and the second trilogy
will meet up.
Will they meet up in this trilogy?
In the 3rd book of that trilogy, that I just finished last month, had
the 2 groups meeting up. So I’ve got a wider cast of characters.
As you probably saw in this other series, I like having a big cast of
characters.
Why do you like having a big cast of characters?
I need that freshness. When I started that Otherworld series with
Bitten and they wanted a series, I thought I can’t write a long running
series with just those characters. I love them but there’s no way I
could do a long running series. I could only do it if I could bring in
other supernaturals and do spin offs to their stories, and have the
characters age a year for every book. So Savannah went from being
12 in book 2 to being 21 in book 11. Readers have seen her grow up.
And she knows the other characters very well, so that allowed me to
bring them in for the grand finale.
Do you think having your own children helped with the growing up
of the characters?
It might have. Certainly you could see progression. You could see
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a lot of dealing with Savannah’s mother who’s dead but she got her
own book as a ghost. Her dealing with the loss of her daughter.
There would be a lot of me in there looking at what it would be like to
have passed on and to be able to see her, watch her and not contact
her.
It would be heartbreaking. Do you have any plans for any more
graphic novels?
At this point not right now because there is so much going on in fiction.
Certainly my artist from Becoming has said, ‘Hey, are we going to do
something else?’ And I’ve said, ‘Are you really sure you want to do
something else?’ We might do something shorter. I found comics
very difficult, not in the actual writing but in the business abstract.
I’m accustomed to doing novels where you’re contracting, you do the
work, it comes out. I’ve had a couple where it sort of stops and starts,
being contracted to do something original then the line falls. Being
contracted to do something within my series’ original story, then it’s
just not working out. So the business end seems very different to the
publishing end, so I’ve gotten a little gunshy I think.
Have you thought about having the novels that you’ve actually
written made into graphic novels?
I’ve been asked but the rights are all held by the publishers. So I’ve
been asked and I’ve had companies approach the publishers. The
problem is the US, Canadian and UK are all separate publishers for
The Otherworld series and they all hold graphic rights. So to make
something they would all need to agree and negotiate. As soon as a
comic book publisher hears that, they run. They won’t touch it. They
want something where the author holds the rights therefore they can
just negotiate with the author. Which is why I’ve tried a couple of
originals, that would have to be the way it would have to go. But it
has not worked out. I’ve had to take the scripts that I’ve had for the
original stories and turned them into prose novellas because I want
the stories but they’re not going to work out.
You’ve just been to the Australian Romance Writers Convention.
Is there anything you’d like to share with readers about the
convention?
It’s a lot of fun. For anybody who wants to write, going to something
like that is really helpful. Not only are you going to get advice from
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all across the industry, you’re going to get authors, publishers and
agents, you’re going to get advice from everybody. But you’re going
to have a really good time. And you’re going to have time to focus
completely on your writing. It’s one of the rare times when you can
focus on that and deal with people who understand. In your normal
life you can’t go to your friends and say, ‘I’m really having problems
plotting this part. The pacing’s off and I can’t figure out what I’m
doing wrong.’ It just does not work out in normal life. You really need
to have another author who can say, ‘Ok, so where is the problem?’
Or just sympathise.
Over a cup of tea.
Yep.
How come you’ve come all this way for this convention?
They invited me. If I’m invited to a place that sounds like it would be
a lot of fun, I go. I’ve certainly gone to Romance Writers of America.
Canada’s chapters are typically part of America. For every genre
group, they have Canadian chapters but it’s always ‘such and such
of America’.
Do you have anything to say to readers and potential authors?
If it’s your readers, just keep reading. Keep finding new authors. It’s
very easy to get into a rut and just stick with my comfortable authors,
but there are new authors coming out all the time. Amazing things.
And if you’re not willing to reach out and try something different, you’ll
miss out on some great reading experiences.
Is there anyone that comes to mind that you’d recommend?
Certainly in the YA we’re seeing some great stuff come out, constantly
new writers. In YA some recent great ones: Ally Condie’s Matched,
Veronica Roth’s Divergent. New things by distinguished authors:
Holly Black’s White Cat, Red Glove. Great books that are something
new for her.
Thank you.
Thank you!
Issue 6 of Dark Matter will include Kelley’s author talk at Dymocks
and a competition for a free book.
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Bruce Mutard talks to Dark Matter
Bruce Mutard creates comics as both author
and illustrator. In the following interview
Bruce talks to Nalini Haynes about creating
comic books, the comic book industry,
studying at Monash University and teaching
at Melbourne University.
You’re teaching a creative writing course at
Melbourne Uni.
Yes it’s called their Master of Creative Writing.
I thought you were studying not teaching.
No. At Monash I’m a student, at Melbourne Uni I was invited to be a
sessional tutor. They’ve got a Master of Creative Writing program.
Dr Elizabeth McFarlan, who is the co-ordinator of that particular
course, was offering a subject teaching comics as part of the literature
program to introduce students to the idea of writing comics.
Fantastic!
Yes, it’s coming a long way. The medium has gained some wide
acceptance when academic institutions and grants bodies and the
general literature scene accepts that it exists as opposed to being
the bastard child in the ghetto out the back, chained in a dark room in
the garret somewhere. In this instance she co-ordinates the course,
but she’s asked a number of local practitioners to give tutorials. Not
one person doing all the tutorials. I got asked to do two of them, one
of which was ‘writing for images’ and the other was ‘writing history for
comics’ because I’ve done a lot of historical fiction in my work and also
historical fact in comics. Writing for images was aimed at teaching
students who are budding writers how to write for pictures, how to
write for an artist who’s going to tell the story with sequential images.
Most of my work I’ve written and illustrated myself but in recent years
I’ve done a lot more illustration for other writers and that’s taught me
a lot about how writers find it difficult to accommodate images for
what is going to be turned into images as opposed to what will be
left in words. In writing and prose form there are a great amount of
descriptive passages. In comics you draw that, and what is left behind
is mostly dialogue and perhaps an internal monologue or narrative
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with captions giving readers enough clues to know where they are.
A lot of writers, particularly those who aren’t experienced with writing
for comics, overwrite; they write too many words. Essentially what
I was doing in the writing for images class was giving tips on how to
accommodate the images.
These students were mostly young women, which to me, is really
nice. This gives me great hope for the medium. A wide variety of
practitioners means a wide variety of types of comics which means
a wide variety of readers. This helps to prove that the medium is
something for everyone and not just for adolescent males of all
ages.
The other tutorial I gave was writing history, because so much of my
own work has been of a historical bent. The Sacrifice was set in 1939
to 1942 in a very obvious, recognisable Melbourne. The work I’ve
been doing for Macmillan Education, called ‘Stories from Australia’s
History’ is a series of books with comics, based on historical facts
and aimed at late primary years. Some of the titles I have done were
Captain Arthur Philip and the First Fleet, Weary Dunlop and the Thai
Burma Railway, The Anzacs in Gallipoli, Vida Goldstein and the
Suffragettes, Mary MacKillop. I felt I could impart some information
on what to think of when writing history. Unlike writing history in prose
form you have to research all the imagery as well. In documentary
films these days they do a lot of recreations where they interview
actors as historical figures. You’re touching the same area when
you’re creating historical comics. I think the program has been very
successful, so hopefully I’ll get invited back.
I’ve been doing this for 20 years and as a professional for 10 years.
That makes it sound more financially rewarding than it has been, but
I have received recognition from others and my peers that I know a
little about the medium by sheer experience. There are four graphic
novels out now and a lot of short stories and other things. I guess I
have some runs on the board as they say.
When you say you’ve been professional for 10 years does that
mean you haven’t needed a day job for 10 years?
I probably did need one but I didn’t do it.
You managed to scrape by.
I managed to scrape by, precisely. And I’m still scraping by to some
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degree but in a lot better fashion than I have been. It’s been on the up.
The demands on my time have been a great deal more than it once
was. I could do with 2 of me now. Unfortunately as a professional I
can’t delegate because what they’re wanting is my particular drawing
and writing skills, and I can’t delegate those to someone else. I could
get others to colour the actual work but not the line drawing, as that is
an artist’s signature. I have had my work coloured by others and quite
well too, so I may well start to do more of that. I might sub-contract
some work, but the second volume of The Sacrifice - The Fight -is a
personal work, so I don’t think I can get anyone else to help.
It’s your baby.
It’s my big baby. I just put in an application to the Australia Council to
get a grant to hopefully do it next year. That would free up my time so
I could say no to all these other commercial demands and just focus
on this book. You have to put your application in and hope for the
best. If you’re not in it, you can’t win it.
What is it that you’re studying at Monash and why are you studying
at this point in time?
I’m doing a Master of Design.. When you do a post-graduate degree in
the department of Fine Art and Design at Monash, it’s thesis by project,
not an 80,000 word annotated piece of writing like a traditional thesis.
These theses are examined by exhibition, so a painter, performance
or photomedia artist will produce an exhibition and display it in a
gallery; a designer will produce a project that examines a problem in
graphic or industrial design and presents a proposal that might work
better. Research in the creative arts is about investigating some
aspect of your artistic practice. The University gives you an incubator
to test out ideas you generally can’t do in professional practice. One
plus is you get feedback from a community of other artists from other
mediums, so it’s quite stimulating in that regard. My own project
is to test the idea of comics as a medium and not just a genre of
literature. We all think of comics being a thing of paper bound in a
serial form like a comic, or in book form like you find in a bookstore or
read in libraries. I don’t think that is really true, although it’s certainly
a common perception. What we’re really talking about is the use of
sequential images to tell a story be it fact or fiction. That has a lot of
very interesting and challenging formal properties.
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I’ll be visiting Italy and looking at the narrative fresco cycles in the
Italian churches that tell the life cycle of Christ, Mary, saints and so
forth. In my view they are comics but on walls painted on plaster. By
analysing their formal properties, my goal is to produce my own fresco
cycle, but utilising all the comic signifiers. So they’ll have dialogue
balloons, movement lines, all those signifiers you normally find in
comics. But you’ll see this on a wall in an exhibition as opposed to a
paper form. This should back my idea that the medium is independent
of its physical form or the medium in which it is made.
But that’s not exactly what I started with. My first project was what
happens to a story when you write a script and you tell that same
story in images. The process of transformation of words into images
changes the story because the way you tell the story is different.
I’ve found over the years that when I’ve written a detailed script and
then I start to prepare the layouts to tell the story visually I have to
rewrite everything. It requires a different thinking process. When I’m
writing in linear prose form it seems to operate from a different part
of the brain and you tell the story in a different way. If I’m going to
tell the story with pictures, the images shift the characters around;,
you’re putting background in and things you don’t think about when
you’re writing in words. When you’re writing in words you describe a
character once. But when you’re creating a comic you’re describing
the character in panel after panel after panel; it’s what they call
redundancy. You’re manipulating the readers point of view of that
character in panel after panel – from close up, to medium shot, long
shot, worms eye view and so on all these techniques borrowed from
cinema. The way you tell the story visually is different because all
these details are appearing where you don’t write them in prose form.
I was interested in exploring that in my project, and it’s still relevant
to the project that I’m doing. When I started out at Monash I thought
there might be some universality to this transformation, some uniform
concept that undergirded it. But I found through research that each
practitioner who writes and draws approaches it in a different way.
Some write detailed scripts and then do breakdowns and then do the
drawings as I do, but others might jump more into the pictures to tell
their story visually from the start and write later. With all the different
methods there are no universals other than there are differences
between telling stories with words and telling the same story with
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pictures. Anything can be told with pictures and words as well as just
words alone, but they will do it differently. So that’s it essentially.
When do you expect to finish?
End of 2013.
So a couple more years.
Hopefully I’ll get time to do it. There’ll be an exhibition
at some point, when I materialise this fresco cycle.
The fresco cycle will include the life of Christ or Mary
[not now; research in situ has redirected it]. I’ve been
noodling a graphic novel on Jesus for years anyway,
called Son of Man. He’s just one of those fascinating persons in
history. I’m not a Christian or a believer, but I find him a fascinating
individual. Like many, I want to own him by writing my own version
of his story or an aspect of it. My aim was to fill in the missing years
between the nativity and the time he starts his mission. I wanted to
fill that gap with what made him a missionary. I wouldn’t be the first,
but I’ve nurtured this idea for years. It’s not taking the shape of a
graphic novel in quite the way I originally imagined, but you don’t
stand still, you evolve in your practice; embrace new ideas and
concepts. Sometimes I think serendipity works to shape a project in
ways you never expected. As a creative practitioner, I think it’s best
to allow that; you’ll learn an awful lot if you do. I embrace the idea of
interrogating your practice. Don’t ever rest on your laurels or skills.
Always continue to improve. Always try new things and push yourself
so you don’t get bored. It’s more rewarding. You can receive praise
or reward for the work you’re doing, but know the bar has been set at
a certain level and, like a pole vaulter, you just have to keep pushing
the bar up a little bit more. It keeps the motivation alive.
Is that why you decided to do the Master of Design? To keep raising
the bar?
Yes. It was a chance to do something outside of my normal practice.
Plus making art or being a writer is a fairly isolating exercise. It was
a chance to connect with others. You need to get out, like today
with this interview, and at Supanova. There is also some talk of the
Melbourne Science Fiction Club wanting some of the comic book
crowd to introduce comics to their members to create some synergy.
I hope that comes off, we need more of that kind of thing.
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At Supanova, you set up a table and try and sell a few books and meet
your readers. I find that a very fulfilling experience. Every time I go
to these things some people come up and say, ‘I’ve seen your books;
our school library’s got that, and I really like it.’ Or a teacher came up
at the recent Supanova and said, ‘Oh, you’re Bruce Mutard, let me
shake your hand. I’ve got your books in the school library and I make
all my year 12 English students read it.’ You find out where your work
has managed to make its way out in the world. That kind of feedback
makes it all worthwhile. The financial side of it is nothing special,
but so long as I get by, I don’t really care. If other people appreciate
the work and what I do, then that motivates me to keep going. Even
with the commercial clients, they keep coming back, and they tell
me they appreciate what I do. I get good feedback and that’s all I
need. In a way, it’s a reworking of the phrase doing it for love instead
of for money. In this case you’re not just doing it because you love
doing it, but because other people love what you do. That is even
better. Most people don’t create art in isolation just for themselves;
most people want an audience. Most writers desire to publish their
short stories and novels to find a big audience. We all have that
dream. I certainly have it. It’s certainly nice when you do get a public
profile, to get some work out there and that feedback starts to come
through. I’m sure you’ve noticed it yourself, by producing your zine,
you’ve received a lot of feedback from people you’ve never heard of
or known before, who appreciate what you do. That’s fulfilment in
itself. It’s really nice to get those emails and letters coming in. You
make new connections. I find I don’t need anything else.
Yes. In response to comments made by Meg Mundell in the last
issue about living in a space shuttle, a little one-liner email came
back saying ‘I must get my bid in for the Endeavour ;)’ It was
great.
Like the old tram cars and train carriages some people have converted
into houses. But a space shuttle? Well… Somehow I think they’ll wind
up as museum pieces. There’ll be one in the Smithsonian and NASA
will probably have its own giant exhibition and museum and they’ll
want to build a giant dome over it, build some naval museum with
ships and so forth, get on board and walk around. Good idea. That’s
the kind of quirky idea that comes along that you don’t expect. That’s
what’s nice. I did my old Street Smell comics, a serial publication I
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put out in the mid 90s. That was much more zine-like. It was printed
because back in those days the internet was still a pretty primitive
thing.
In nappies.
It certainly was, soiled and all. I had these printed out and used to sell
them via various grungy record stores and comic book distributors in
the city and mail order. I put it into Fact Sheet Five in the States.
This mag was a big zine that came out quarterly in the US, which
was basically a giant catalogue of all the zines in English. It reviewed
them all. There were thousands. It was by no means grungy and
underground, but it was a network where you could find out what
everyone else was doing. I had a PO Box at the time and got dozens
of letters from all kinds of places. I even got a letter from some bloke
on death row in San Quentin through this. He wrote, telling me how
he was thinking of doing a comic himself, kind of X rated and wanted
me to do the art. I went ‘eeeerrrr… thanks but no thanks’.
You get that kind of feedback. It is a lot easier to be connected these
days because of the internet. There’s something nice about the old
snail mail and getting the hand written letters. Maybe it’s just being
old school and being over 40.
Well I suppose I’m over 40 too, but I still like getting a hand written
letter. As long as I can read it. I can’t read my grandmother’s
handwriting.
I don’t get snail mail anymore unfortunately. Because my books are
published through a mainstream publisher, I don’t get that personal
contact. My address is not available, no email address or anything
is in there. If Allen & Unwin do get mail for me, I don’t get it. I think
people try to connect with authors in other ways as opposed to writing
to the publisher. That’s where conventions come in, people queue
to get their books signed. Here’s your chance to meet someone you
love. You can ask at least one question, even if it’s just the usual one
of ‘where do you get your ideas from’. Hopefully most writers or stars
take that in good humour, even if you trot out a standard answer.
I like Jennifer Fallon’s answer.
Yeah?
Everywhere! Because then everything’s tax deductible!
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I must use that one myself. I hope it’s not a patented response.
I could use the tax deduction as well. Unfortunately when you’re
working with pencil and ink there are not many tax deductions.
I use a computer to scan in drawings, clean them up to make them
presentable, then colour them on the computer. As you can see from
the ink splotches on my fingers, I have been doing inking today. It’s
still a tactile medium; the Wacom tablet hasn’t taken over yet. Instead
of whiting out on the original page, I now do it on the computer. The
process I usually work through is after I’ve written the script, done
the breakdown of the layouts and worked out fairly accurately what
I’m going to put on a given page, I do it in a light HB pencil. Then I
go over that with a 2B pencil, a softer, darker pencil to fix the lines I
want. Then I ink all that, which finesses the art further. I use a Hunt
101 nib in a pen dipped in ink to do organic lines for animals, human
beings and nature. I use a tech pen, which has a very even, sterile,
mechanical line for man-made objects like cars, building, brickwork
and so on. After I do that I rub the pencil out. I start to like the page
at that point, because usually, my pages are so messy by the time
I get through the layers of pencil and ink, with all the splotches and
mistakes. Inevitably you smear ink across the page because your
finger rubs through it before it’s dried out properly. So, I rub all the
pencil out and I can see what I’ve produced. I used to use white
gouache to clean up all the ink. Then I scan all the pages in to do
either colouring or half-toning. I find myself correcting even more on
the computer. Part of the reason is you can blow up a panel on the
screen quite large so the mistakes magnify as well. There’s a never
ending process of fixing.
So you use the Wacom tablet for erasing mistakes?
Yes. I’ll also decide that arm doesn’t look quite right, so I’ll fix it on my
tablet. I can erase and ink a new line in. You can’t tell the difference.
So I’ve dropped the white out stage, but I’m not at the stage where
I can draw directly onto the Wacom tablet right from the word go
(although I have done it). Whether that will happen down the track, I
don’t know. I don’t know if I can get away from the page, the tactility
of it. I’m now allowing myself to use the computer for lettering where
I used to hand letter on the page. I’m a relentlessly fussy writer, so
I was always keep finessing my writing; I’d see a line and think: that
could be phrased a bit better, so, I’d tweak it. Now, if you’ve got hand
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lettering on the original page and you decide a whole speech bubble
is superfluous because it’s over-written, then there’s a big blank spot
in the art underneath it. So, you have to fill that gap in. With the
computer I can do that. The Sacrifice and The Silence were largely
done before Allen & Unwin became my publisher. Thus, I had to
tweak a lot of dialogue which was already hand written on the page,
which meant a hell of a lot of repairing images by filling in the gaps or
what have you. So these days I’m more inclined to computer letter,
so I can tweak to my heart’s content, merely editing words.
What software programs are you using?
Principally Photoshop.
You’re even lettering in Photoshop?
Yes. I know some people use Illustrator but that’s a program I’ve
hardly opened. I will try it or aspects of colouring or lettering. It’s
a matter of finding time to learn. Photoshop I’m comfortable with.
Because I’m always under time pressure, I tend to stick with what I
know even if it’s not the most efficacious way of doing it. Painter is
another program I’ve heard is very good for illustration and colouring,
with a lot of very intuitive tools, but I’ve only just acquired that. I
need time to use the tool, which will probably come during the actual
production of a project. This happened with Photoshop, I learnt
more or less on the go and I got better as I went along. On some
projects I had to go back because I’d learn something new which
meant something already completed could have been done better.
But you have to draw the line at some point and move on, as you
can’t constantly finesse an old work. Better to show improvement
over time as opposed to trying to get something old up to scratch.
Having said that, my last graphic novel ‘A Mind Of Love’, was an
opportunity to completely rework an old graphic story of mine for a
new printing. Originally called ‘Love To Know You’, this first graphic
novel of was serialised in Street Smell comics in the mid 90s. It was
never finished due to motive, opportunity and money running out.
Black House Comics in Sydney offered to put out the collected work.
I thought that was good because only 3 parts of a 5 part story were
printed previously. The quality of the art and writing is apprenticeship
level compared to what I do now, but I thought I could go back and
make it more mature. If I’m going to put my name to a book, I want to
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be proud of it, which I couldn’t do in its original form. So I went back
and fixed it up. I couldn’t transform it to the same standard I do now,
but I could fix the worst mistakes, the bad drawing, the awkward
dialogue and over-writing. Writing less in the medium only comes
with experience. Images can do more storytelling, so when you get
skilled you can rely more on them, but as a newbie, I at least, relied
more on words. So, I scanned all the pages in and started knocking
out a lot of the old writing because I realised the old images did a lot
of the work of communication. I found myself knocking out dialogue
balloons completely or cutting them down by 2/3rds. Naturally, I
had to fill in a fair bit of drawing. Many of the original drawings especially figures -were awkward, so I fixed them, too. I spent 2
months reworking it, but now I’m happy to have my name on it.
How did you get into comics in the first place?
I wasn’t a big comic reader as a kid. I used to read Asterix and
Tintin, Uncle Scrooge and the Disney comics. I was never a fan of
superheroes. In my teenage years I didn’t really pay much attention
to comics at all. What brought me into the medium was picking up a
Heavy Metal, an adult comic magazine found widely in newsagents of
the time [mid – 80s]. Back then, I was interested in illustrated fantasy
art. I was a big fan of Boris Vallejo and his wife Julie, Frazetta and so
on. Heavy Metal seemed to carry a lot of similar painted imagery but
in comic stories by European artists like Enki Bilal, Guido Crepax,
Milo Manara, Eleuteri Serpieri, Moebius, Hermann and so on. I
thought this stuff was wonderful. After that, I discovered Minotaur
books in Melbourne CBD back when they were still on Swanston
Street. I went in there to chase up some more things like Heavy
Metal and discovered a lot of other comics, so, I slowly navigated my
way into what was called then alternative or underground comics. I
also discovered the Dark Knight Returns, the Frank Miller adaptation
of Batman and Watchmen. I soon got very excited by comics, not
merely for their fine illustrarion, but for their stories.. At the time, I
was doing graphic design at Swinburne. There were a group of us
there who were all into comics, and we made ‘Jam’ comics; I’d write
a panel, draw an image and pass it on to the next guy. He’d add
to the story. It’d just get passed around and it was quite fun to do.
But, I was having some personal issues at the time and got kicked
out at the end of second year. I was adrift. I started doing drawing
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some comics amongst other things such as building up an illustration
portfolio to become an illustrator. I was heavily influenced by a Robert
Crumb comic called Hup # 1. He was telling stories in a way that
spoke to me more deeply in my time of somewhat minor crisis where
I was wondering what to do with my life. I started producing B&W
comics of a similar nature to Crumb, amateurish copies of a sort, with
a similar aesthetic. I started to get exposed to more comics and other
artists, Peter Bagge and Daniel Clowers, certain mainstream hero
practitioners like Alan Moore and Neil Gaiman. It just snowballed
after that. I always liked telling stories and drawing, and with comics
you do both, so it seemed to me the medium and I were made for
each other. The rest is history so to speak.
You said you’ve been in the industry for 20 years, and for 10 years
you’ve been professional. How did you get from there to here?
Dogged persistence. Unwillingness to let go of this particular bone
like a pit bull terrier I suppose. It was something I particularly like
to do. Others were making a living at it and I was determined to
be one of them. I took the hard road; it was going to be on my own
terms, doing the work I wanted to do. I didn’t become an illustrator
for superhero comics for instance, which I could have done and
developed a drawing style suitable for telling those types of stories of
heroes in spandex, monsters and stuff. I don’t particularly like to read
them, so I didn’t want to make a living doing something that I didn’t
like to read. I wanted to tell stories I wanted to tell.
The transition really came when my skill level matured to the point
where it stood up against any other practitioner out there; that is to
say, it was comparable. In no way would I say it was better, but it
matched professional standards. The first real professional work I
did was a short graphic novel called The Bunker. I sent it on spec
to Jim Valentino, who was then [about 2002], chief publisher at
Image Comics in the US, one of the four major companies in comic
publishing over there. It was very unlike anything Image normally do
which is monsters, superheroes, vigilantes, all of that sort of thing.
But I knew Jim Valentino started out as a more underground, black
& white artist in his early days, and he’d probably be simpatico with
what I did, and it turned out he was. He offered to publish my book.
That was my first real professional recognition that said I matched
it with the other professionals.. The book came out in the middle of
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2003. In the interim I’d been working on another book called The
Silence, with quite a different shape and form. Eventually it came
out with Allen & Unwin. Image Comics were going to publish it as
well, but it fell through due to the vagaries of the comic market. This
operates as a direct market. Books and comics among other things
are solicited to retailers about three months in advance of release in a
catalogue called Previews. These generally go to specialty retailers
like Minotaur, Alternate Worlds and so forth. There are about 4,500
to 5,000 of them around the world. They would then order on spec .
That meant that their ordering practices were inevitably conservative,
especially since they had to pay in advance too. They couldn’t tell
how many books they were going to sell and they were buying on a
non-returnable basis. Retailers always ordered what they thought
would sell, and anything new or untried such as I - an unknown author
- they’re much less keen to try because they don’t want to order 10
copies of a book and not have them sell. It’s far better to have a new
Neil Gaiman and know that you’re going to sell 200 of them because
he’s a bankable name. You run into the old paradox that you have
to get started somewhere. Anyway, Image ran it through 2 orders.
The first one didn’t sell particularly well in advance orders and the
second one the market was deflating even more. The return was
worse so it wasn’t worth printing. So that was the end of that. Via an
unconventional path, that book did get me over the eligibility hurdle
to try for a grant from the Australia Council to produce a new graphic
novel.
Were you the first person to go that path
from the comic scene?
For a comic I have a feeling I might have
been. I may well have been the first
successful applicant. This was in 2005. I
won the grant. Surprised the hell out of
me. The following year I began working on
The Sacrifice, which is my first major graphic novel. I always had in
mind an Australian setting:. early years of World War 2, recognisable
Melbourne. I wanted an Australian publisher to take it on, a graphic
novel no less. I spent a lot of time researching the material and I
produced the first 60 pages of the book as a sample to send off to
publishers. By the end of 2006 I had run out of money, so I thought
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I’d submit it to publishers cold and hopefully someone might like it.
The first one I tried was Allen & Unwin. Two weeks later I got a call
from Erica Wagner who said she loved it and wanted to publish it.
An unsolicited submission that actually worked. They tell you these
things don’t work these days, but again it was pure serendipity; she
was a big fan of graphic novels and unbeknownst to me she had been
wanting to develop a line of Australian graphic novels for publishing.
She already had Nicki Greenberg’s adaptation of The Great Gatsby
under contract and was looking for more. It must have been a bigger
surprise for her to have a graphic novel from an Australian author
lob on her desk. ‘Where did this come from?’ She had to sell the
book to her head office – which she did. I sent her The Silence as
well and they decided to publish both, but do The Sacrifice first even
though The Silence was ready to go. That was a marketing decision.
I had to spend another year and a half to finish The Sacrifice, which
was published in April 2008. The Silence followed in September
2009. This profile got me other work. So my career developed from
there.
The more visible you become the more opportunities
arise. In this industry you can’t be an overnight
success. You suddenly become known, you appear
to be an over night success.
You become an overnight success after many years
of hard work.
Exactly. It took me 10 years full time work to become
an overnight success. I kept building it brick by brick over time. There’s
been no sudden swing in the form of becoming a millionaire. There’s
been a slow process of building a profile, always being professional
in my work whether I’m doing my own work or a commercial project.
The level of commitment I give to those projects in terms of time and
skill level is exactly the same. I don’t cut corners for anyone. If you’re
not particularly interested in this commercial project, it’s not a subject
that interests you, you still have to give it your best. The professional
service is what they come back for; they know that you deliver quality
on time and on budget; you get known as being extremely reliable. I
found that to be a truism, so I tell any student, anyone who asks me,
that this is a critical factor of professional practice. You always have
to push yourself hard regardless of the ends. I will never put a work
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out that I feel is substandard in my view. I’m always holding myself to
the most exacting standards, always pushing that bar a little higher. I
don’t think I’ll ever exhaust that attitude. It can be hard work at times.
You do have to be your own editor as well. I just withhold a work
until I get it right, although with certain commercial projects there are
deadlines that have to be met. Sometimes I know I could have done
a little better but I just didn’t have the time. But you move on. Next
time. Always keep positive.
So you’re like a professional athlete, always competing for your
personal best.
Exactly. I think that’s the best thing you can do. It must sound
uninspiring, it sounds like too much hard work. You have to honestly
match yourself to the best out there. You won’t be as good as the
best when you start out as it takes time. Figure out what makes your
favourite novel work so well for you and others, then over time, you’ll
add your own creative identity. It takes a long, long time.
As a consumer, I love to read or watch a well produced product of
any kind. If I feel that I can make any of that kind of stuff, and impart
what I’ve learnt to others, then I think the world will be a better place.
We don’t need more content out there, we just need more quality. It’s
a good thing that there’s not a lot of quality out there because we just
couldn’t afford it. We do need to cherry pick. That’s a perverse way
of looking at it.
Other artists or comic makers come to me for a critique. I don’t shy
from being critical in a constructive way. You can’t learn otherwise.
You have to be able to take constructive criticism. You don’t say ‘This
is crap. It’s bad.’ You say, ‘This could be done better. This scene
doesn’t really work; well, the dialogue is awkward; I can see what
you’re trying to say, but you haven’t said it – or you’ve said it 3 times,
it’s repetitive…’ It is the art of editing.
When I read a lot of fiction and non-fiction, I feel irresistibly drawn to
wanting to edit them. So often they’re repetitive, labouring the same
points.
Using twice as many words as necessary.
Yeah
I’m reading a book at the moment. I think the story has quite a
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good premise but the style of prose really needs some work.
Yes, the words. Some authors really struggle with them. I find that so
often. I wonder if the editing side of publishing has been diminished.
The book trade is under pressure at the moment with a huge amount
of competition out there and seriously declining retail sales as
discretionary spending gets diverted to necessities. This started even
before the global financial crisis. Editing departments have been cut
back a fair bit. The Age recently reported that they’re downsizing
their editing or sub-editing department in order to subcontract it out,
cutting costs. I do know from the editing departments I’ve been at,
that editors have to do more and more. The numbers of books being
published hasn’t seriously declined but the number of people working
on them has. That means they can’t devote the time to editing in the
way they really need to. I think this must be endemic to the industry.
This is why so many books are coming out that are undercooked.
They need more time to be worked on before they’re ready to
be published. If I can help a few local practitioners, I don’t mind
performing that role. I’ve read a couple of graphic novels by local
creators recently and again, they’re on the right track but I went into
some detail about what they need to do to improve it. But I always
offer the caveat that it’s my opinion. But the basis is finding myself
as a reader being stopped in my tracks, trying to work out what’s
next because the layout is confusing. Sometimes, it’s trying to work
out what’s contained within a panel. There’s too much unintended
punctuation, so I’m not getting immersed in the story, getting jolted
out of it by trying to work out what’s coming next or where to go.
Are you talking about when the sequence of panels doesn’t naturally
flow on the page?
Yes. Or the content within the panel is insufficiently drawn so I can’t
recognise what’s going on. Sometimes it can be a drawing where
two characters look too similar and I get confused as to who is who.
Or an artist hasn’t drawn much in the way of backgrounds, making
it hard to put the figure into context in the place, because you don’t
have all the information there to do it with. Things like that. To my
mind that is not a problem and I hope the artists involved don’t take it
wrong, I’m only trying to give them advice to help them improve it.
They’ve come to you for advice.
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A little; usually I volunteer it. I’m hoping it will do some good in the
long run. Ultimately you can only improve it by doing more drafts. So
often I read a book and feel that two more drafts and it would have
got it right. It’s like a lot of films. They’re clocking in at 140 minutes
long and 35 minutes could have been cut out - particularly science
fiction or action spectaculars. It’s really hard to justify longer than 100
minutes in a film like that. Every now and then some justify longer,
but usually it’s just padding as it’s just extended action sequences
strung along with a bit of story attaching them together. 35 minutes
shorter and it would have been a lot tighter and punchier. Perhaps
in those areas and those films I think they’ve gone to the story board
first and put the script in afterwards. Or maybe they threw the script
out when they put the storyboards up, saying ‘let’s do all these great
sequences’. They forget that when you assemble it together as a film
it might visually look great but as a story the character was hung out
to dry so it doesn’t engage you as a viewer. Every now and then a
film can pull it off, like Avatar. Visually spectacular, it was amazing,
but the story, well….
Have you watched Monsters?
By Pixar?
No this is just Monsters. It’s an alien invasion story with a difference.
NASA was bringing alien DNA to Earth. The shuttle crashed so the
DNA was let loose in the atmosphere. So these aliens spontaneously
grew. I’m waiting for someone to say it’s been done before, but
to me this is a unique science fiction movie. It’s addressing what
you’re talking about. It was 94 minutes long. It was not a special
effects extravaganza. There were special effects in it. It was all
about the story, there was character development in it. I kept
expecting certain things to happen but they didn’t happen.
That reminds me of an experience I had with a book recently, it
never followed where you thought it was going to go, it always went
in different directions. it was William Gibson’s Pattern Recognition
Another book I read recently by John Brunner, called ‘Stand on
Zanzibar’, written in the late 60s, set in about 2010; it was weird
how much of what he foresaw actually materialised. He was just
extrapolating on science, technology and social trends though there
were some things he couldn’t have predicted, like the information
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technology world we came up with. This was his magnum opus. He
almost had too much in it. How much prescience his vision had was
is uncanny. Most people who try to forecast the future get it way off
the mark but this bloke got fairly close. He was even geopolitically
accurate. The relationship of the West to Africa, for instance, where
some of it was set, was strangely accurate. As was the case in the
social relationships between people. One of the themes of the book
was genetic engineering. Brunner was postulating that by 2010, due
to concerns of overpopulation in certain countries around the world,
not everyone would be permitted to reproduce. It was very much a
eugenics program.
So he’s extrapolating from the Nazi’s Aryan program.
Yes, but due to Malthusian arguments of population pressures. What
he saw as the packaging and manipulation of the human genome is
still a real possibility.
Every now and then it pops up in the news about choosing the sex
of your baby or the colour of its skin.
This was a fairly dystopian future of that. It’s a big monster of a book,
but it repaid the investment of reading it. I think about it all the time.
Some of my favourite books are rather thick.
I think science fiction and fantasy offer opportunities to examine
contemporary issues in a metaphorical sense. Rather than get
bogged down in setting it in the present day where events can render
the content outdated fairly quickly, or getting it horribly wrong, you can
examine the broader currents with a analogous construction. You
can get a good philosophical examination of a topic in the your story
because the deeper issues are what you’re really looking at. You
don’t get distracted by contemporary events. This is what motivated
me to set The Sacrifice in World War II. I had some issues I felt
passionate about in the lead up to the war in Iraq in 2002 and 2003.
It was awkward to deal with but I didn’t want to deal with it directly.
I was reading a lot of history at the time. I realised that by setting it
in the past the same issues were current with the same argument
and the same complexities. Regarding the war in Iraq in 2002 or
2003, I wouldn’t know what the situation would be 7 or 8 years down
the track. By setting it in the past, you know what happened. The
core issue that I’m trying to examine was morality in war, the idea
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of service, duty and so forth. It was only by doing this book that I
realised how complex these issues are. It gave me the opportunity
to explore it in depth. I think science fiction and fantasy can be the
same and it’s exciting to read those things when you do.
Did you ever watch Babylon 5?
Erratically because of its erratic scheduling.
One of the things I like about Babylon 5 is that I watched it in the
90s, and in the 90s I could see so much of WWII, the Nazi’s taking
over Europe, the Nightwatch, people grabbing for power. All of
this political stuff. All this human content and real characters. I
watched it 10 years later in the context of the Iraq war and all of a
sudden it was so fresh, so contemporary because even though it
had been made over 10 years earlier, it was the same issues.
It is a universal issue so the themes stay the same. They repeat
all the time. They’re a somewhat depressing feature that the same
mistakes appear to be made all the time. Deep Space Nine did that
too in a way, that setting. It was always my favourite of the Star Treks
actually because it had more grunt. The fixed setting, the constant
characters and their storylines, the Bajorans, the Cardassians, the
Dominion coming from the other quadrant. It was politically complex
and was much better written. I only thought they dropped the ball a
bit in the last season. I thought they were going to end with a cracker
but they started with all that stuff in that bar, Vic’s bar. What were
they doing wasting time with all this stuff when they had so many
complex issues? The Romulans were coming in on the Dominion’s
side and they dropped that almost immediately. They had all this
really good stuff, I was so disappointed. Speculative fiction has the
liberty to analyse and disentangle things with freedom because you
can create analogues that stand in for things. You can also avoid
some of the thornier issues or passions that come with a lot of issues.
Just say you wanted to examine the Palestinian/Israeli conflict as
an idea; you start mentioning these issues in real terms or you want
to create anti-Semitic characters, you could lay yourself open to
accusations of being anti-Semitic yourself. You will also most likely
be overtaken by events. So if you do it with an analogue, you can
create a scenario with complexity; it is not all that hard to do. You
literally change the characters and the names, so with the complexity
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that’s built into it, you have a really good basis to examine those
issues in a deep way.
So instead of a Jew, you have Bajoran, and instead of an anti-Semitic
person you have a Cardassian.
Yes, that’s it. That is what human nature is. I think what a lot of these
shows are trying to do and what I as an artist am trying to do is examine
what it is to be human. What it is to think, feel, to have prejudices, to
hate, to laugh, all these things that make human life what it is. To be
a rational thinking being, to try to understand the world scientifically
but also metaphysically. We use art to try to understand. Art is the
communication of my ideas, how I feel, what I think, based on what
I have consumed. I put that out into the world. It has an impact on
other people who then digest and regurgitate in a new form. It comes
back as a work that influences me. I am of the view that the reader
is an active participant in the creative work. They are not passive
consumers; rather, they activate or enliven work by bringing to the
work themselves and all their own personality, memory, thoughts,
feelings, attitudes. Their reactions to the work are heavily influenced
by this. Some won’t like it, some might, some might get a lot out of
it. You can’t predict it. It’s a collaborative process and really, all I’m
doing is providing a context, a field, a world for them to enter and
become a part of in an almost virtual sense. To me that is fascinating.
I don’t have to do or say everything because I think I can rely on my
readers to bring quite a bit of their own knowledge and experience
to the work. I think I can trust them to have the intelligence to pick
certain things up. They may not pick everything up but I want to
give them the opportunity to do that. I think it behoves an author or
any creator to not treat the audience like mugs because they’re not.
Your work and their personality will create a synergy of its own kind.
Give them that room; don’t treat them like an idiot by spelling things
out. Be subtle. In my own practice I make a real effort to be that, to
give readers enough without going too far and not become obscure,
opaque, leaving them behind. You want them to enjoy it. There is
a connection between the reader and the author. It is not author
dominated. That is why you have so many different opinions of work.
Use it as a strength rather than a potential weakness.
In critical theory it’s been explored but in a negative way, as the death
of the author so to speak. Where the author as a creator of the work
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has been diminished because the reader brings so much to the work
the author is not really an author at all. I think this has relevance but
not in the way they think. The work does not exist without the author
coming up with the idea and spending 3 or 4 years putting it together.
How can you deny that? You can’t, but the reader brings a lot to it. It
is a collaborative experience with a reader.
Today I was watching an episode of Art & Soul, a program on
Aboriginal art run on SBS. There was this artwork on a hills hoist
with lots of fruit bats. The fruit bats were made of fibre glass and
were dotted and on the ground there were fruit bat droppings that
were dotted as well. The artist’s interpretation of his own work
was that this was incredibly whimsical, in contrast with a lot of his
other work that is really angry. To him this was pure whimsy. If you
look at it like that it’s gorgeous. The curator who was the narrator
for the program said the way she saw it was that he’s got the hills
hoist that is in the standard Australian backyard and you’ve got this
aboriginal art in the back yard and its pervasive throughout our
culture. I think both points of view bring more to the art. Would
you say that is similar to what you’re saying?
Yes I would say all interpretations are valid. Even if someone says
of a movie it’s just crap and didn’t like it, and doesn’t articulate much
further than that, it’s still a valid opinion. Some may say they don’t like
the work because they found the lead character personally repellent,
and true, they’ve effectively been in the same room with them for the
book or the program. It’s a valid response. Yet, in a that work, art,
book, film, TV show, has succeeded because it’s had an impact. The
viewer didn’t switch it over. A negative reaction can be a good one
sometimes. I always analyse why I think something is awful. It could
be instructive to me. Were there serious problems with the story?
Were they trying to pack too much in? Did they leave story threads
dangling without tying them up and was it irritating? That’s a common
complaint. When you get a more sophisticated analysis, it’s great,
you get a different perspective because they’ve brought to it their
own background and experience. It expands your own vision. It’s
something I’ve done more in recent times. I seed my work out to get
feedback in advance of the final work. I think most authors probably
do this. I don’t think an author can be so assured of their capabilities
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that they can be certain the work is going to be whole or good. You
can get too close and lose sight of the wider perspective. One of the
common mistakes made is you assume too much. You know the
context and the characters in the story so well that sometimes you
leave too much out, because you’re inhabiting this thing so you don’t
realise that someone coming in from the cold is being left out.
You know what you’re saying.
Yes, and others don’t. So you need that feedback in order to be
reminded, who is this? Why is this there? You need that feedback
before anything goes out so it can be picked up. That’s no great
failing, it’s simply being human. It’s nice to be immersed, but bring
others along with you. You need them on board, you don’t want to
alienate them. Or they won’t be coming back for more, will they? And
you want them back. So try as hard as possible to ensure they’re
there. You can never please everyone, that’s a given. But try to
ensure the ones you can’t please are in the minority. So get your work
proof read by others. You can see in the acknowledgements that the
work has been proof read by others. Always work on a consensus of
course. One person telling you this is not right is perhaps not quite
enough, unless you can see it’s obvious. But several people coming
back and saying the same thing, you know you’ve got something
wrong. I did that with a work recently, just a short little one page strip
coming out for the Melbourne Writers Festival based on a trip I did
to Sydney and Perth called Cookies. It was essentially a series of
meaningful occurrences that I saw. The comments I got back were
like ‘I know where you were but I don’t think the average reader will
know where you were, so you might like to signpost it better, this
is Sydney, this is Perth, this is Melbourne, because you made the
transitions without much indication.’ Yeah, ok, so I did that. I’m more
than happy to get that kind of feedback. I was so immersed in my
own experience, reflecting on my own memories, I didn’t realise I’d
left the reader out. It’ll happen on a longer work too. If you’re going
to get other people to do this kind of thing for you, be prepared to do
the same for them.
The SF community has the Hugos for Worldcon and Chronos for
Victoria. Is there anything similar for the comic community?
Overseas they do, the Eisner Awards. I think that’s given out in San
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Diego ComiCon, which is like a WorldCon for comics held every year
in San Diego at the end of July. There is nothing like that here.
There have been attempts to get something like that up called the
Ledger Awards for Australian comics, but it lacks resources and a
continual basis of funding or some kind of reward. So nothing here,
but overseas, yes.
One of the things I’m interested in is people following their dream
even if they don’t get paid for it or if they lose their job. What were
you doing when comics weren’t your day job? How did you fit
comics into your life when you had day jobs?
I’ve been lucky in that I haven’t had to do much in the way of day
jobs. I was on the dole for a while, the unofficial government support
for the arts, back in the 90s, when you could do that. I did have some
day jobs. I had the dream of making a living being an author and
creating novels and I’ve achieved that. So I’m doing precisely what
I longed to do. For a long time it seemed an impossible dream, but
through dogged persistence I got there. With a day job it is hard to
do your own work, to get motivated to do it, because you spend too
much energy on the day job. It’s just discipline. I would spend 1 ½
hours before going to work every day writing or drawing panels. I’d
do it before work because I know I’d be too tired after. Acknowledge
your own limitations. Know that life is going to get in the way. Never
be disheartened, always continue. They may sound like old, corny
clichés.
They’re clichés for a reason.
Yes, because they’re true. So many other authors and artists have
said the same thing. It’s a constant refrain, so you have to accept it’s
probably true. If you’re in a position where this dream and whatever
outcome it might result in is something that you enjoy so much, you’ll
find time to do it. You might be wiser to ensure that your short term
goals are less ambitious so you don’t have to try chasing something
that seems forever too far away, but be satisfied with short term goals.
For me it was one book at a time, one story at a time. I always have
lots of ideas buzzing around in my head; I’ll never live long enough
to do it all. Focus on the one you’re doing now, continue with it and
get it finished. There’s nothing more satisfying than a work that is
finished. It might help if it’s not that ambitious. I mean you can
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certainly write a novel. Doing a graphic novel is harder because the
labour involved in the drawing is pretty intense. It took me 3 years
full time to write and draw. If you were to do that whilst holding down
a full time job it would probably take 10 years. More than that, are
you capable of pulling off something like that? I was only capable
of pulling off that after 15 years of building up the skill. Dreams are
good. They are worth holding on to. I think it’s far better to see them
as not just dreams, they are a reality. They can be. All you need to
do is work towards them. They will not materialise or dematerialise
like a dream. You simply aim at it and do it.
So you prefer to call them goals, not just dreams.
Essentially, yes. All of them are possible. Something that can be
achieved like a goal can be achieved. Do it in small increments. Set
micro goals over time. A little bit every day. Building pieces every
day. It does materialise. 10 years ago I thought where I am now was
impossible. Suddenly I’m here. I’ve achieved what I really set out
to do. I’m living a life I thought I’d never have. It just hits you. Of
course then you just get on with it. I’m not going to stop now. I hope
it happens for others. I hope it inspires. I think we might have to call
it a day.
Thank you very much.
You’re welcome, it’s been a pleasure.

Excerpt from The Sacrifice
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Aaron Mannion talks to Dark Matter
Aaron Mannion, editor of Geek Mook, talks to Nalini and Edward
Haynes from Dark Matter about Geek Mook and Vignette Press, an
indie publisher.
Hello Aaron. Please share some of the background behind Geek
Mook.
Aaron: Amy Espeseth became the new owner and publisher of
Vignette Press in March or so of 2011. Vignette Press had come
up with a number of fun, interesting publishing concepts over the
years. It had produced a series of Mini Shots--small format, single
story publications—and also the Mook. We were very excited about
pushing forward with both of these series, and still hope to do so, but
we decided to begin with the Mook.
Nalini: What is a Mook?
Aaron: A Mook is a combination of a book and a magazine. I think
it’s a slightly more focused journal when compared with your normal
literary journal. It’s more focused by theme and also a little bit more
topical. That’s the aspect of the magazine that it takes; possibly also a
little bit more fun. The previous Mooks have done fantastically. Death
Mook has done really well, got a lot of publicity. Amy contributed to
that and has been interviewed on ABC radio about her piece in that
Mook. We loved the Mook concept and wanted to tie it in a little
bit more with a specific community. Both death and sex are great
concepts– we all have an interest in those topics—but our idea was
to tweak the new Mooks a little more towards existing communities
or interest groups. Julian and myself are both pretty geeky. Julian is
probably a bit more hardcore than me, he’s a gamer as well. We were
trying to think of an interesting area to focus the Mook on. Something
broad enough to be interesting to a viable audience, but focused
enough to have a degree of intensity about it. We also like the idea
of something with a community. We came up with the geek and
instantly loved it and thought we’d have a lot of fun. I love the idea
of mashing up the Math/CompSci side of geeks with literary culture.
I love the historical knowledge of literary culture and its traditions.
But it can get a little fusty in there, maybe even a little bit snobby as
well. There’s an irreverence to geek culture that I thought might be
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a kind of antidote. At least it would be an interesting experiment to
collide these two worlds. There’s also the fun side of the geek culture.
Engaging with genre, Cosplay that kind of thing.
The Dungeon Mook came out of our original thinking about the Geek
Mook. We wanted to build up some energy around the publication,
get people engaged in the idea, to put Vignette Press on the geek
community radar. We wanted to make a little bit of noise and gather a
little bit of interest. I’d seen Dungeon Crawl at the Comedy Festival, I
think before we came up with the Geek Mook idea but I wouldn’t
swear to that. It didn’t come to me at the time, but when we were
thinking about fundraising ideas it was a great fit.
Nalini: For Dark Matter readers overseas, can you tell them what
Dungeon Crawl is?
Aaron: Dungeon Crawl is run by Ben McKenzie and Richard McKenzie,
two improvisational comedians and very geeky guys. They’ve been
running it for 2 or 3 years I think. It’s sort of a Dungeons and Dragons
improvisational comedy mash-up. It’s very funny and a great show,
but it felt like a community show as well. At any show there are these
20 hardcore who always turn up. It felt really nice and felt like the
best moments of community theatre when you’ve got your friends on
stage. We thought that could work well and engage both the geek
audience and a more traditional indie press kind of audience. For the
Geek Mook, we’re trying to produce something of interest to both the
geek world and the indie press world. We approached Ben McKenzie
and he said he was interested. So we drew up a wish list of guest
stars that we wanted to appear in Dungeon Crawl as performers.
Ben and Richard hold it down very strongly. Richard does all the
non-player characters. Ben holding down the dungeon master role
and he was going to get a couple of old hands who’ve done it a few
times to provide a bit more support. So we had a great time and went
out and chose whoever we wanted to come along.

Edward: I must admit I did notice a connection between Scribe
and Meg Mundell.

Aaron: We’ve known Meg for years as well, but we were lucky to get
her. Her book is in a way pretty geeky. It’s kind of science fiction.
Probably not traditional science fiction, it’s speculative fiction. We
went out with a wish list of performers. In the end, we got pretty
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much everyone we wanted, which we’re amazed at. We were really
pleased about everyone who came out, both the performers and the
readers. I really love Tom Cho’s stuff and he’s such a perfect fit for
Geek Mook. And Ronnie Scott is amazing. He edits The Lifted Brow.
It’s a journal, bi-monthly I think, with a lot of comics and graphics. It’s
the arty side of comics and very interesting.
We’re really pleased. We have a few gaps so if we have time we
might semi-commission to fill in a few little holes. We haven’t got as
much comics or graphics as we’d like.
Nalini: Do you realise that there’s a monthly comic makers meet on
this afternoon?
Aaron: Is there?

Edward: That’s where we’re going to next. They’re local artists.
They just get together and they show their work and support
each other. You’re more than welcome to come with us.
Aaron: That’d be great. I suppose we’re at the difficult point of keeping
it focused enough but being able to take the great pieces that maybe
are a little bit sideways. It’s a little bit of a balancing act to work out.
I would have loved something on music, chip music. Based on old
computer chips. I think Commodore 64 chips are really popular but
I think there are a range of them. We might ask the community for
ideas on ways of putting Easter eggs into the text. We have a few
ideas on that, but I’m sure other people have more ideas.
Nalini: When is Geek Mook coming out?
Aaron: We’re hoping to publish mid to late November, but it might
be December. We wouldn’t want to go past the first 7 to 10 days
in December. It will be printed. Hopefully it will be online as well.
We haven’t figured out what to do with that, there are a few people
I’ve wanted to talk to just to see the options. It’s a tricky one at the
moment. There are a lot of platforms out there. It is constrained by
cost. It is difficult to work out how to do it. Ideally I’d like to bundle it
so hard copies come with digital copies. I do think for up to 5 years
that will be the best experience people will have as readers. I love
my kindle but not many people have them. There are some in the
audience that do, but you can’t assume people will have it. I’ve never
really wanted to read anything more than a 400 word article on my
iPhone. I don’t have an iPad. Maybe that would change with an
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iPad. But on my phone I’m really constrained as to length.

Edward: There’s not much visual real estate on the phone.
Aaron: No. And I find the concentration is a little bit different. So I
think there’s a transition before we’re fully digital, especially for that
literary fiction audience and small press audience. I mean the geek
audience will probably push that percentage up quite a bit. But while
we’re trying to build a specific community around this, we’re also
trying to drag in that whole Vignette Press audience. We don’t want
to alienate them.
Small Press Underground Networking Community, SPUNC, converts
file formats with a little bit of tweaking. They operate out of The
Wheeler Centre.

Edward: Have you heard of calibre? It’s a free conversion
program (available at http://calibre-ebook.com/download)
Aaron: SPUNC will do it for you for a very reasonable fee.
Nalini: Is this going to be available overseas?
Aaron: It should be, yes. All of those issues need to be figured
out. We’ve got some strong leads on how we’re going to distribute.
For overseas hardcopy readers they’ll probably be buying it from our
website and we’ll ship. It depends.
Nalini: Are there any plans to have it translated into different
languages?
Aaron: There aren’t at the moment. If there was enough interest we
would love to translate it into different languages. Preferably Klingon
first then move forward after that.

Edward: Ka’plah!

Aaron: Yes, that would be the best way to start.
Nalini: Speaking of Klingon, will any of you be going to the Klingon
conference that’s on before Renovation in a few weeks?
Aaron: We won’t. Unfortunately we’re not even conversational in
Klingon. Julian does a very good impression of them, although I’m not
even sure if he knows what he’s saying. He sounds convincing. He’s
equally proficient at Elvish. I don’t think he’s ever actually learned
them. He’s from New Zealand, I think they’re born with it, the Elvish
and those kinds of things, yeah.
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Edward: He sounds like a character.
Aaron: Julian’s great. We’ve got contributors for Geek Mook from
around the world as well, although it’s predominantly Australian.
We did contact a few people we thought did some great stuff and
encourage them to put some stuff in.
Nalini: When do submissions close?
Aaron: They’re closed.
Nalini: When you put the call out for submissions, where do you
put the call out?
Aaron: The call went out on our website to all the writing programs
in Australia. It went out to Facebook and twitter, probably our major
other call. We specifically tweeted at, probably in gross violation of
all twitter etiquette, 60 people whose work we really loved. We would
have loved to get something from XKCD the comic guy, but we didn’t.
If he wanted to send in late and read your piece, he’s more than
welcome. Any time. We’ll find something to put it in.
We’ve had a great response. People are really busy. We’ve tried to
manage that by encouraging both smaller and longer pieces. Both of
which can be kind of a little bit tricky to get in for people. So that was
our submission call out process.

Edward: How often do the Mooks come out?

Aaron: Well, there’s been a big gap. It’s been 2 years or so since the
Death Mook came out. We would hope to keep the Mooks coming out
on a yearly basis if not a bit more. The Geek Mook will probably be
a one off. If it was wildly successful, and not necessarily successful
in terms of sales, but if we were really pleased with what we got and
came out with a product, we’d probably do it again. We’d double up
and go at it again, swallow the losses and go again because these
one off things, you finally get your audience and then they’re gone.
Possibly not us editing but maybe finding someone whose stuff we
love and handing it to them. It wouldn’t necessarily be me and Julian
again. It’s a lot of work.
Nalini: I don’t run fiction articles because I don’t want to have to
read piles and piles of submissions.
Aaron: There’s a lot of reading.
Nalini: Yes but I’m struggling to unlearn years of academic training.
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Like David Freer, I have to learn to write differently.
Aaron: What was your academic background?
Nalini: I have a Master of Social Science. I’d really like to study
literature but I don’t know about changing faculties. I’ve always
talked about getting a PhD.
Aaron: Well I’m a current PhD student. Almost finished. So almost
finished that I’m out of my scholarship, I’ve burned through that. But
Julian, well that’s how we all met. At Melbourne Uni Creative Writing.
But ours is a little different in that it’s 50/50 creative writing so 50%
is something else, nearly always lit studies. Occasionally people do
history or something else, there’s a critical component and creative
component.
Nalini: Can I say you look very healthy for someone who’s getting
to the end of his PhD? You don’t look exhausted and stressed.
Aaron: I don’t feel it. At the moment I’m just working full time. I’m
getting almost nothing done on the PhD. Working 9 to 5 is pretty hard
on everyone, but when you’ve been a PhD student for 3 or 4 years it
kicks in quite hard.
Nalini: So what are you doing a PhD in? I know Meg Mundell is
doing hers on a sense of place.
Aaron: Mine is on breakdowns in intimacy.
Nalini: In this day and age I think that would be fascinating because
there’s a whole range of stuff in literature.
Aaron: The critical side of it is focused on Charlotte Bronte’s Villette.
Nalini: I don’t think I’ve read that one, but I’ve read some Bronte
sisters. Never again.
Aaron: No? No, well, I love Emily, Wuthering Heights. I don’t like Jane
Ayer. Considering I’m a Charlotte Bronte scholar, that’s sacrilege.
You can’t say that. It’s shit.
Nalini: I’ve read Wuthering Heights and what’s that one with Lucy
Snow in it?
Aaron: That’s Villette! That’s like Awesome! That’s the one I’m
working on.
Nalini: It goes to show there’s something out there for everyone.
Aaron: It’s immensely depressing and crushing and relentless. But
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it’s the intensity that is quite unusual for that period to have something
that is so confronting and yet open ended. There are lots of moments
in most 19th century literature where that sort of nihilism is opened
up and people are faced with moments of radical scepticism of what
this is all about. Usually they’re all contained within a narrative that’s
going to hold it all together and reassure you by the end, or at least
formally do that. Not at all. Villette is not having any of that.
Nalini: How does that match up with being a geek?
Aaron: You can probably find every PhD student, at least compared
to the general populace they’re pretty geeky.
Nalini: Yeah, I suppose I’m drawing a line between the science
fiction/fantasy geek and other kinds of geek, but you’re not doing
that.
Aaron: No. I think Julian’s attraction to the geek project was probably
much more through that angle. I love that angle but for me that
angle, whatever it is, the biochemistry of it, the way geeky people are
a little bit different. Possibly a little bit broken. That kind of interests
me more. It’s a little taste of autism or whatever it is, that slight
dissociation with the social stuff, that sort of awkwardness. There’s
a potential understanding that comes from a lack of facility, where
people think through things more. Auden has a beautiful quote about
the only people who ever learn what the mechanism of the trap is, the
trap being life, are the people caught in it. If you haven’t got your leg
stuck in it, why do you care? All the beautiful people, no matter how
intelligent in a certain sense, they never really think. Why would you
bother? You’re having a great time, bounding across the meadows,
jumping tall walls, being wonderful and happy and enjoying your life
and body. You don’t care how it works. Why would you ask how it
works? That would be a stupid thing to do. It’s only those that are
trapped in the machine that are like, ‘I need to figure out where these
bolts go, because it’s going to kill me.’
Nalini: I suppose that’s an interesting way of looking at it. I look
at it that although it’s relative, everyone has their pain. Everyone
experiences the loss of a loved one, people experience various
different kinds of pain at some time. Some feel it more than others,
and some have a lot more things happen to them. I think everybody
has this sense of experience. I guess that I just thought people
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deal with it differently. I mean, you’ve got the football fans who
identify with the tribe in a sense for self protection. Lots of them
wear the colours and some of them wear the grease paint. Every
grand final you see some family on TV that’s really extreme, and
they even name the kids after the players. How do you see that this
is different from the geek experience?
Aaron: There is definitely that core of experience that is shared by
both poles and then all the slight variations. Maybe being a geek
is an outsider experience. To go to a football match and not be a
sociologist. There’s a cognitive loss in not being able to experience
immediately, that’s a definite loss. There’s a certain amount of loss
to never being able to see it as an outsider. Everyone sees both
sides to a certain extent, but some people are more likely on the
outside, more extremely on the outside than other people. At least on
a certain definition of geek they are more likely to be on the outside
more often.
Nalini: So you’re saying that the extreme football fan wearing
the colours and the greasepaint and naming their kids after the
players, would you say they’re on the inside?
Aaron: That depends on how extreme they are. If they go too far they
could easily come around the other side again. Maybe if you really
push that, there’s a more happy medium. Definitely PhD students,
there’s often a sort of over-determination on a certain system of
understanding. And that can lead to beautiful understandings by
pushing the system a little bit too far. In some senses you could
find that is what academia does. When you reduce something to
a certain interpretation, there is always a huge loss. But that also
increases our understanding if you can then bring it back. I think
there is a tendency towards that sort of over-determination in most
geeks. They’ll see something a little bit too strongly through the eyes
of sci fi, which I suppose is a wonderful thing but is not necessarily
always healthy.
Nalini: So you’re talking about extremism.
Aaron: Maybe a less generalised system of reference, a more
particularised system of reference. Yeah. Maybe that’s common
across most types of geeks, not even necessarily going math nerds
versus fantasy although there’s quite a bit of cross over there as
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well. A lot of what attracted me to the project was the psychology
of geeks. Partly because I think that’s where the most interesting
overlap with literary fiction comes. There is a lot of geekery in literary
fiction but less representative than you’d imagine with those kind of
stereotypical geeks. There is a wonderful New York story a little while
ago, based on Dungeons and Dragons, it was sort of overflowing into
their life in a slightly disruptive way. That was a great story. It was
something that made me think this would work, if we could get this
kind of stuff. Ronnie Scott’s reading at the Dungeon Crawl, his piece
about growing up as a huge X Men fan in Katherine in the Northern
Territory.
Nalini: And then he went to Malaysia and came back, he’d lost
touch with his friend.
Aaron: Yeah. That was interesting. I think Julian is possibly more
interested in the possibilities of genre and its intersection with literary
fiction.
I want to try to bring in the technical worlds of geek and the psychology.
This is what I have focused on, leaving Julian to focus on the other
side. I’m pretty pleased with how it’s turned out. We haven’t read it
all yet. I’ve had little sneak reads of bits. I haven’t sat down and gone
through it yet. There’s lots of good beginnings and epic bios. It will
be interesting to see. My only worry now is if the collection balances
well. I haven’t kept track of what kind of pieces they are. We’d kind
of like this to be like a good issue of Granta when it’s on a topic.
We’ve got some great people who’ve volunteered to help. A friend
of ours has volunteered to copy edit. Julian and I will probably do
the initial edits. Julian, Amy and I are reasonably competent, but it’s
always a worry if you see it or does your eye glide over it?
Nalini: I find I can’t proof read my own work. Trudi Canavan was
telling me that she’ll have beta readers and they’ll each pick up
10% of the typos. A different 10% each, but on that basis you need
at least 10 readers to proof read.
Aaron: Have you ever looked at Project Gutenberg? They’ll have
OCR text then they’ll have distributed proof readers and you could
correct it, and they’ll have a master editor. That was an interesting
model to work on, with outsourcing. I’m not sure how much you could
outsource for a first pass. I reckon you could save a lot of work by
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sending it to an internet outsourcing company, they’d probably pick
up 60 to 70% of the errors and save you a lot of time.
Nalini: With my zine, I’ll get feedback about errors. When I’ve
given Edward the time he has asked for with proofreading, I’ve
never had any criticisms of his proofreading. However, he doesn’t
proofread my cover letter when I send it out. I made an error in my
cover letter and I had a letter within – orrrrr, so quick!
Aaron: That’s the problem with publishing online, rather than when
they have to go from their book to their computer. If they’re reading
online you’ve got no wall of defence, it’s like a wall of apathy. That
wall of apathy is very useful with criticism.
Nalini: Thank you for talking to Dark Matter. Please keep us posted
about Geek Mook.

Troopertrek on the Norseman Horse
Photo courtesy of Laurene Bonza
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Letters
Mag is looking good!
Andrez Bergen

I think one would describe the size as the “epic” edition.
April Staines
Thankyou so much for the monster size issue of Darkmatter! I can
see that a LOT of work went into it! It is good to see quite a few
friends in there - Kirstyn McDermott, Richard Harland and Paul
Collins. It will keep me busy reading for a while :-)
Cheers, Cathy Larsen
Dear Nalini,
Excellent cover. I mean just superb! Bob Hole, editor of E2PMI
usually has amazing covers (the most recent one from Mo Starkey
is spectacular!) and this one gives him a run for his money. Fantastic
stuff!
You apologized for misspelling a name. If I did that every time
I made that very mistake, I’d have no room to misspell any other
names in the follow-up issues! The ones that I always mess up are
the Neilson-Haydens. Neilsen-Haidens? Kneelsin0-Haedins? Patrick
and Teresa.
Again, this is a MONSTER-sized issue! Usually zines of this length
are hard for me to make it through, I usually set-up a base camp
and make an assault for the back pages days later. Here, I just kept
reading and reading (insomnia and boredom make for good reading
potential!)
I deal with file size on the various issues of The Drink Tank in very
different ways. Sometimes, I just let a 7 or 8M file through. It’s a slight
pain, but for issues like the one James and I did on the Hugo for Best
Novel justify it to me. The good people at YIPE! The Costume Zine
of Record (yipezine.com) have the unique technique of having two
versions: one for screen reading (usually in the range of 2-3M) and
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one for printing in the range of 25M or so. They use photos all over
the place and are probably the most beautiful zines being produced
right now.
AND, in an odd spate of coincidence, they did an issue about a
costumer who had TSA troubles traveling with fake weapons!
You know, no matter how many times I read it, whenever I see my
name on the Hugo ballot, I wonder how it happened. It still doesn’t
make sense. At least I haven’t done something stupid like winning
one yet. That would really mess with my headmeats.
I love the Ditmars (possibly because I think Ditmar himself is an
absolute legend who doesn’t get his due in the US, though he’s
becoming better known because of folks like John Purcell, Guy Lillian
and myself. I am always happy to see Alisa Krasnostein’s name
winning awards. There’s a name that needs to be on the Hugo Ballot
in the near-term! And hey, it’s Bruce Gillespie! I’m a big fan of his, as
was my father before me! We need to find a way to get him back to
the US for a CorFlu or some such...
CAN NOT WAIT FOR IRON SKY!!!!! It’s been taunting me ever since
I heard that it was being made!!!!!
Love that Ben Grimshaw stuff! Very nice!
I’ve heard of RED, not sure who from, but I was telling folks about
an adaptation at Baycon this year. I have no idea who mentioned it
to me, but the description made me interested. I still haven’t seen
Amanda “Queen of the Pouty Girls” Seyfried’s Red Riding Hood, but
I will.
I manage to be both Geek and Nerd, though I may not be smart
enough to truly deserve the latter...
Gotta make it out to a Continuum at some point. Bill Wright was kind
enough to send me the publications from the Steampunk-themed
Continuum a couple of years back and they were amazing. So
amazing that James Bacon and I asked Emily McLeay to guest-edit
the next issue of Journey Planet! At some point, I’ll need to get out
to Oz. Both Bill and Bruce have suggested I run for DUFF, though
having won TAFF less than 5 years ago makes me a bit weary of
doing so. Wait, is Continuum during Aussie Rules season? If so, then
I could combine it with my pilgrimage to the MCG on an extended trip!
Hmmmmmmm... a plan may emerge.
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I’ve never heard of Max Berry, but now, I’m certainly interested in
reading him.
I should point out that there are very few Jar Jar cosplayers. Someone
should start a 501st for Jar Jars.
I love Harlan Ellison’s editing work, not so much of his writing, though.
He’s had some great and seminal stuff, but too much of it is smashand-grab writing. His Dangerous Visions anthologies are my favorites
and I’m working on a big issue of The Drink Tank about them. So
far, I’ve got a good reaction from folks to write for it. I’m working on
getting Orson Scott Card and Michael Chabon to write appreciations.
Who knows if it’ll happen.
Kevin J. Anderson brings some of the bile to the back of my throat.
His stuff is not quite Alan Dean Foster-level hackitry, but I’ve yet to
find any real good stuff. Maybe it’s that he’s been essential to the
continual ruin of the Dune franchise. Meh!
The Deep sounds like something I’ll enjoy. I’ll keep my eyes open for
it.
The Cathy Larsen interview jumped out at me. It’s so rare that areas
such as Art Design gets its fair due. It’s a significant part of the process,
but it’s half-way between Editor and Cover Artist and it loses out to
both of them as the shining star of process. Look at this year’s Hugo
nominees (and in The Drink Tank 286 we do look at all of them) and
you can see where a designer can make a cover (Blackout/All Clear
by Connie Willis’ cover) or seriously break it (the abomination that is
Cryoburn’s cover). I was really glad to read this one!
Really wanna read The Map of Time and Die for Me. There goes the
plan to read the books I need to review...
I love Twilight, though more the movies than the books. I see that
they’re not exactly literature, but the films have a quality to them that’s
hard to argue. Except for the werewolves. They look lame.
I’ve never read any of the Sookie Stackhouse novels, though I love
True Blood. I can see I’ll have to do some reading, and I do love
Charlene Harris’ mystery stuff.
Read all of Gail’s novels. They’re fantastic and while I thought that
Heartless was a slight step down from Blameless, I am still enjoying
the hell out of it. I’m lucky enough to know Gail a bit and she’s
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awesome stuff. I’ll be attending Fencon where she’s the writer GoH
and I’m hoping I can come up with a good interview with her for The
Drink Tank Review of Books.
Whew! Big issue, but worthy of chewing! Well met!
Chris Garcia
Dear Nalini:
I know what you said on Facebook, but every fanzine I get deserves
some comment. So with that in mind, some comments on Dark
Matter 4 follow. Issue 3 was 200 pages long, and this issue is 250.
Well done!
As you say in your editorial, the zine is looking more encyclopedic
than zinish. Myself, I’d thought more book than magazine. No
complaints, though. I am not a comics, gaming or anime fan, but it
is good to see that you’ve got something for those fans who do like
those interests.
After an absence of more than 20 years,Yvonne and I have returned
to costuming, to some extent at least, via an interest in steampunk.
None of the costumes I have today, or had all those years ago,
have any kind of weaponry. We have local fans here who are fairly
expert in weaponry and its peace-bonding and safe transport, and
sometimes they are a little overworked. I don’t have any weaponry
in everyday life, so that’s probably the reason.
In less than two weeks, Yvonne and I head off to Reno, Nevada
for this year’s Worldcon. It was an egotrip to be a Hugo nominee
last year, and I had hopes for this year…maybe in Chicago? Just
yesterday, I found out that the final programme for Reno is now
available for download, and I have done so. The more set up I am
for a large convention, the better off I am. I feel more organized.
I have never liked the terms nerd, geek, dork, etc. because I know
how and why they are used. Maybe we’ve taken the words for
our own use, but I am a little old-fashioned about it. English does
evolve…the term boffin for smart scientist may or may not have a
negative connotation, but this is the day and age of people seeing
anyone being smart as a bad thing.
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The 5-2-1 rule is always a good one. I always knew it as the 5-and2 rule, five hours of sleep and two meals, although some I knew
got the numbers wrong…no wonder they were the size they were.
Adding one shower is an excellent idea. My nose would agree.
I think it’s great that people in costume are there to help with fundraising…I used to do that myself a long time ago. It is strange,
though, that in any other situation, you become the weirdos and
nerds in costume. The press doesn’t know how to handle you in
any other way, and they wind up telling the public what to think
about you. (By the way, back in the 80s, we did promotion work for
theatres…I was Boba Fett, and Yvonne was Yoda.)
I’d like to see the Ellison scripts…I freely admit that among my
favorite TV series are the original and new Twilight Zones, and the
new (not so much the original) Outer Limits. I prefer plot-driven
rather than character-driven shows, so TZ and OL are great in my
book, plus to some degree Night Gallery. I also loved Babylon 5
because while it was character-driven to some degree, it was also
very plot-driven, with its memorable story arc. I could happily sit
down and watch B5 all over again.
You never know who’s got a listing in IMDB…look me up, and you
will find me! I have a credit from doing some voice work on a fan
film that the director fought to get listed on IMDB. I am hoping for
more soon!
I gather the San Diego Comic Con has come and gone, and I didn’t
read much about it this year. Some people ask if SDCC is past its
prime, seeing how difficult it is to get into the membership loop,
and to get a room in a hotel. Perhaps it’s just gotten too big? It is
attractive to me, like Dragon*Con, for its steampunk programming,
but it’s just too big. People who have gone to it say a large part of
the convention is spent waiting in line for a panel or event.
Paul Bedford mentions the Trivial Pursuit guys…they’re from here,
Toronto! Their struggle to get Trivial Pursuit created as a buyable
game made them all rich. Getting a lot of press coverage helped
with that. They were extraordinarily lucky, and their success got a
lot of other people designing and selling games.
My letter…we’re definitely going to the Reno Worldcon, and we
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leave in about ten days. Just last night at one of our regular monthly
fannish pubnights, we met John Coxon, this year’s Trans Atlantic
Fan Fund winner. He’ll be in Reno as well. Should be one gigantic
party.
The version of Metropolis you reviewed is, I think, the more
complete version of Metropolis that was found in a Rio de Janeiro
film collector’s collection. It’s the longest and most complete version
yet; it may never be completely restored, but it’s still a story with
modern relevance.
I think I may be done here…tough to tell with so much in the zine.
About two pages of comment may not be fair exchange for 250
pages of fanzine, but it is very much appreciated. I look forward to
seeing what you’ve got in the next issue.
Yours, Lloyd Penney.
Hi Nalini
Dark Matter 4 was a great read. I really enjoyed the news, reviews,
interviews, pictures, letters, convention report, etc. Everybody has
made a great effort.
Good luck with the bi-monthly format.
All the best.
Regards,
Robert :-)
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Book Reviews
It’s important to remember that a book review is one person’s opinion.
I try to write reviews that don’t give away too much of the book but will
give enough information for the reader to decide whether or not s/he
would enjoy a book. I’ve really appreciated authors discussing this
aspect of reviewing books. Lauren Kate’s comments about watching
the ABC’s book review program were enlightening; a book that might
be considered to be ‘Literature’ was discussed without a consensus
on whether it was a good book. Lauren said, ‘Get with the program!
Best. Book. Ever!’ Lauren’s books appeal to Twilight fans. Trudi
Canavan talks about receiving emails from people who may not have
liked her work, to which she responds that she writes for those who
enjoy her style. Trudi’s books appeal to a wide range of readers of
fantasy.
As the editor of Dark Matter one of my goals is to co-ordinate a team
of reviewers who appreciate different kinds of novels. I try to assign
paranormal romance to those who like it, SF to others, fantasy to
others, horror - well, horror is a bit of a gap at the moment. I’m
looking for a local reviewer who likes horror and reads a fair bit. But
you get the idea. I am also concerned about labelling books because
some books like Divergent or The Game may be passed over purely
on the basis that they are marketed as young adult books.
Feedback would be appreciated about the reviews, their effectiveness
in informing readers, whether you think I should put the genre in the
subtitles when a book clearly belongs exclusively in one subgenre
such as paranormal romance.

Tobacco-Stained Mountain Goat
Author: Andrez Bergen
Publisher:
Reviewer: Jane Feely
The first thing I noticed when I began to read Tobacco-Stained Moutain
Goat was how unlike it was to anything else I’d read. Ever. The
author’s ‘voice’ asserts itself quickly, and in fact most aggressively in
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the very first chapter; after that it lightens up a bit and the voice plays
second fiddle to the story – but what a story.
On the face of things a hardboiled tale that involves guns, girls,
intrigue and a fascinating plot-twist, beneath it is a structure of
reverence that pays homage to classic cinema and television, with
a multitude of references, innuendoes and red herrings that pop up
from movies like The Thin Man, The Maltese Falcon, Top Hat and
Singin’ in the Rain – sublimely interspersed with science fiction gems
Blade Runner, Rollerball and Brazil.
There’s a glossary at the back of the book to fill in the dots in case
you’re not such a film buff (like me), but in all honestly I didn’t need it
till the very end, so assuredly has Andrez Bergen weaved the tidbits
into the tapestry.
This is the story of Floyd Maquina, a man with a horrible job he wishes
he didn’t have, forced to do it to pay for his wife’s medical bills. In this
occupation he hunts down Deviants: people who differ from the social
norm in sickness, anti-social behaviour, or political beliefs. Yes, this is
the future, sometime soon, and it sounds all too familiar in the current
climate.
It’s also set in Melbourne, Australia – cast here as the last city in the
world. This is an interesting premise as Melbourne figured in the
same role in Nevil Shute’s On the Beach and will do so again shortly
in Kim Westwood’s upcoming novel The Courier’s New Bicycle. In
Bergen’s case, being an expatriate who’s lived in Japan for close to a
decade, he’s infused the city with the feel of an overflowing metropolis
like Tokyo or Osaka, and it feels real.
Contrasting this is a witty, occasionally way-out surrealist touch that
undercuts proceedings, tempers the heavier moments, and reminds
me of Joseph Heller in Catch-22. Not quite noir, a little bit sci-fi,
moments of action, romance, drama, comedy and sentimentality…
Bergen criss-crosses styles and genres in the most natural of ways.
It’s no real surprise then that I loved this novel on so many levels and
cannot recommend it highly enough.
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De Luxe
Author: Lenny Bartulin
Publisher: Scribe
Release date: 30 July 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Jack is a bookstore owner with a history of ‘known association’ with the
criminal underbelly. While Jack is just trying to get on with his life and
sell some books, Ziggy Brandt, a major crime boss into construction,
pulls Jack into a mine field of relationships and corruption. Jack’s
ex, Brandt’s daughter, Claudia, is engaged to Duncan Beaumont, an
ASIC investigator. Shortly after Brandt has an eviction notice served
on Jack with a carrot of a nice apartment elsewhere in Sydney, Claudia
comes calling on Duncan. Beaumont then waylays Jack on his way
home, beats Jack up and then presses charges for assault. The
police show an interest but don’t actually push the point for reasons
unknown.
De Luxe is intentionally film noir, with an Australian contemporary
flair. I recently re-watched Be Cool, so throughout De Luxe I could
hear this theme music. Jack is part Chilli Palmer, part Martin Weir
from Get Shorty. Ziggy barely shows throughout the book although
the story revolves around his Machiavellian machinations; his role is
that of Chilli as mastermind.
This is one of those stories for which you have to suspend disbelief
for enjoyment. The plot is fast paced and unrealistic; in the real world
there would have been either a short, brutal finish or a longer stint in
gaol for most of the parties involved. The characters are shallow and
unbelievable, with most of the women in clothing described in detail
for vicarious enjoyment of those that way inclined. All of this is good,
De Luxe is about having fun and never pretends anything else.
De Luxe is highly recommended for fans of Get Shorty, Be Cool and
other contemporary comedic takes on film noir. But in books.
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(Psy-Changling book 8)
Author: Nalini Singh
Publisher: Gollancz
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
Book number 8 in the series and my second, so again huge apologies
if I am missing any key information from the lead up books! And no, I
still haven’t gotten around to reading the first six books, bad me. Ok,
that said on with the review, the two main characters in this book are
human Max Shannon and Justice-Psy Sophia Russo.
Max is a damn good New York Enforcement cop, with all the qualities
needed to make him so, intuitive, inquisitive, and a tough or sensitive
demeanour depending on the situation. He is also one of the rare
humans with a natural mind shield to protect him from Psy mental
invasion.
Sophia’s Psy ability is to be able to retrieve memories from criminals
and project them to others so that a case can be built against them.
The problem with this ability is that it is a double-edged sword; it
allows the guilty to be charged and put away without a doubt of their
guilt but it also means that the J-Psy burn out quickly due to the
psychic result of being immersed in the memories of other’s madness
and depravity.
Max and Sophia first cross paths when they are both assigned to
a case of a serial killer who is playing games by not giving up the
whereabouts of his victims’ final resting places, even when Sophia
enters his mind. Max feels some sort of connection for Sophia
straight away. Nothing is said or acted upon by him until they are both
assigned to work for Psy Councillor Nakita Duncan to investigate the
supposed ‘accidental’ deaths of some of her closest advisors.
At the start of the book we learn that Sophia’s mind is very close
to the end of its use-by date, which means that she will have to go
in for comprehensive rehabilitation very soon. The problem is that
comprehensive rehabilitation means that her mind, memories and
personality will be totally wiped leaving her a shell of a person unable
to do the most basic of functions. Knowing this Sophia is at breaking
point, she is really desperate to connect to someone so that one
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person will remember her at least. Max recognises and understands
Sophia’s plight and becomes very protective and possessive of her,
showing her that he won’t be content to just remember her, but will
fight tooth and nail to keep her by him.
Again both characters are deeply scarred by past traumas that will
be explored and faced as the story progresses. Also as usual there
are plenty of pitfalls, danger and sexy time along the way while the
two are investigating the case (I don’t want to say too much about it,
not wanting to give anything away). The book also catches up with
characters from past books (I assume) giving us a kind of update as
to what is happening with them along the way as well. The Silence, a
Psy Net and Council strife theme are also expanded upon giving long
time readers (again I assume!) more information and adds intrigue to
what I believe will be the conclusion in later books.
Can be read as a stand alone book, but again I am beginning to see
why the series would be so much better if read from the start, there
are characters and back-stories that I think are better understood if
you have.

Play Of Passion
(Book 9 in the Psy-Changling series)
Author: Nalini Singh
Publisher: Gollancz
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
The ninth book in the series is focused on the SnowDancer pack of
wolf changelings, which from what I can gather is a first for this series.
Again I cannot say that with absolute conviction due to reading only
from book seven. I know you must get sick of me saying that, but I
really do not want to offend series fans by missing key factors that
may have appeared in earlier books. Yes, I know I am a complete
noob.
This book focuses on the characters Andrew Kincaid and Indigo
Rivere, two of Hawke’s (the alpha, or leader, of SnowDancer) right
hand people. Well, that’s not quite right, they are described best in
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the book as Reilly (think he was the main character in book six??)
being Hawke’s right hand, Indigo as his left hand and Drew as his
eyes and ears, if that’s any help.
Drew, as he is commonly called, is the pack’s tracker in charge of
locating and dealing with rogue changeling’s who have lost control
and given in to their animal half. That may mean coaxing and helping
them find their human half again or it may mean killing them if they
have shifted to the point of no return.
Indigo is one of SnowDancer’s top Lieutenants, very high up in the
hierarchy of the pack, she is a strong dominate and has clear ideas of
what she is looking for in a mate and Drew is definitely not it.
Drew on the other hand has other ideas and thinks that with time and
some very grand gestures he will wear her down to accept him. It’s
hard for Indigo to resist the handsome, charming wolf however, having
seen first hand what a dominant partner can do to a less dominate
mate she does not want them to end up hating each other.
Will Drew be able to coax his way into Indigo’s heart or is this the one
book where things don’t end with them together? .
While all of this takes place there is also a threat to the pack. They
have to put all the little pieces of Intel that they have received together
to try and figure out whether the threat is from a group of Psy or one in
particular. Whichever way it goes, its a race to save the SnowDancer
territory and it’s pack of wild and changeling wolves
There are a fair few snippets that give the reader a glimpse into other
pack members lives and general life in the den as well. We also have
a kind of side love story between Hawke and Sienna, a Psy member
who lives with the SnowDancers, going on throughout as well.
There is also a glimpse into the turmoil that seems to be taking
place within the Psy council members, they seem to be taking sides
amongst themselves and splintering off into two or three distinctive
groups, as to what this may mean down the track, who knows, but I
doubt it will be a good thing.
For fans of the DarkRiver cats, do not despair, as there is plenty of
interaction between the two packs to satisfy you, I think. All in all I
have to say that I enjoyed this book much more than the other two,
maybe because it was based around the Changelings and not as
much the Psy side.
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Book 10 in Psy-Changeling series
Author: Nalini Singh
Publisher: Gollancz
Publish Date: October 2011
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
The tenth book in this series deals with the building relationship
happening between Hawke and Sienna. This was very much touched
upon in the last book, Play of Passion, but from my understanding
has had the foundations set up in much earlier book/s.
Hawke is the Alpha Pack leader for the SnowDancer wolf pack. Hawke
lost the woman who would have been his mate long ago when they
were children (and wolves only have one mate in their life-time), so
he has resigned himself to being solitary. When he meets Sienna
something primal stirs inside of him, he keeps telling himself she is
too young and that he could never give all of himself to her like she
deserves, so he keeps his distance and pushes her away whenever
he can. The problem is that the chemistry between them seems to
be so strong that no matter what he does or how hard he pushes, he
feels compelled to be around her. So after much soul searching, and
a push from the rest of the pack, Hawke decides that he will pursue
Sienna and that nothing is going to get in his, or his wolf’s, way to
claim her.
Sienna is a Psy who defected from the PsyNet with her family and
sought protection in the SnowDancers pack. Sienna is an X-Psy, a
Cardinal one at that, which is fire-class. These types of Psy are very
rare, tending not to live past their teenage years due to their tendency
to self-combust. The theory is that if an X goes ‘critical mass’ then
they have the ability to not only kill themselves, but also take a whole
continent with them when they go. Sienna has been avoiding critical
mass by purging herself whenever the fire within her builds up. The
problem is that the time between the build-ups has been shorter and
shorter, meaning that soon there will be nothing she can do to stop
critical mass happening.
Throw into the mix the Psy war heating up in the SnowDancer/
DarkRiver territory, a lot of questions from other books answered,
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some plot going on with the Arrows, Sasha and Lucas having their
baby, and a secondary romance happening between Sienna’s uncle,
Walker, and the SnowDancer’s healer, Lara, and BAM!! You have a
very interesting, well-rounded book. I think it’s one of the best of the
series (Well…that I have read anyway)!!

Machine Man
Author: Max Barry
Publisher: Scribe
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Charles Neumann is a very intelligent, focused individual, focused
well beyond the point of obsession. Neumann has researched what
people find appealing in a partner and has followed through on that
research to the letter, including occasionally taking a stray cat to a
shelter. He cannot understand why people find him repellent.
Machine Man opens with Charles searching for his mobile phone
because he won’t get dressed without checking the weather forecast.
It takes too long to boot up his laptop apparently, so he walks around
naked in his lounge room until someone looks in the window. Later
he goes to the carpark to search his car, wearing only a towel after
having half a shower. This opening segment is humorous while laying
the foundation for the plot.
Neumann works at Better Futures, a research and development
company located anywhere in any developed Western country,
although change a few details to locate the novel in any country
with aspirations to high level technology. Neumann has 3 research
assistants who vaguely irritate him; he’d like to work on his own.
A work-related accident causes Neumann to lose a leg from above
the knee. He is disgusted with the primitive level of technology
available for amputees and compares this to the ground-breaking
technology available for simulating driving a tank for a console game.
However, it is not the morality of the situation that annoys him; it is
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frustration purely motivated from the lack of prior research when he
begins developing his prototypes.
Better Futures management gets wind of Neumann’s technological
developments, responding by providing him with a substantial
department of staff leading to more breakthroughs. Obsession with
science proliferates unhindered within the company’s geek culture
while obsession with profiteering manifests in the suits. The results
are blackly humorous while fairly believable. I think Max Barry could
be an Australian version of Joss Whedon, with broad appeal but a
blacker sense of humour.
Machine Man uses intelligent science fiction as a vehicle for exploring
the human condition. Highly recommended for science fiction fans
who enjoy the science and the fiction, and for those who enjoy
explorations of human nature. This is one of those rare stories that
can be read as superficially or explored with as much depth as the
reader desires. For fans of action/comedy, there’s a movie coming
based on the book. I hope. Personally, I’d like del Toro to make it...

The Shattered City
Creature Court Book Two
Author: Tansy Rayner Roberts
Publisher: Harper Voyager
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Velody, dressmaker and Power and Majesty of the Creature Court
(Fae), creates a beautiful dress for Isangell, Ducomtessa of Aufleur
(ruler of the city/state in which the story is set). In Power and Majesty
(book one) Velody began having problems with shadows on her skin
and in her vision; these problems have continued. Ashiol, the other
King of the Creature Court and Isangell’s cousin, struggles to retain
a shred of his sanity. Rhian, Velody’s friend, hides a secret for which
she believes she cannot be forgiven. Delphine struggles between
taking on responsibility and throwing herself back into her hedonistic
lifestyle. The Creature Court’s politics shift and change as with the
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tides. The sky attacks and takes on new forms, taking the Creature
Court by surprise.
The Shattered City is the second book in the trilogy, but is so consistent
with the first (award winning) book the two could have been published
as one (very large) volume. It isn’t until the end of The Shattered City
that a hinge creates a distinct turning point for the third volume. This
is a strength of this trilogy; too often book one or two in a trilogy is
slow, or the shifts in the story feel artificially constructed to fit the
three book format. Not so with The Creature Court, where the story
is consistently developing the characters and plot as it ramps up the
action to the final act.
Sex scenes are explicit at times. While some authors seem to forcibly
inject a sex scene into the storyline to comply with the paranormal
romance format, Roberts explores attitudes towards sex as a theme
without making sex scenes feel like an interruption to the story. The
Creature Court has non-conventional attitudes towards sex, which
are explored and contrasted with the attitudes of ‘daylight folk’ (nonfae). The sex scenes can be somewhat explicit but are neither as
detailed nor as lengthy as those in Nalini Singh’s paranormal romance
novels.
Costumes are described in detail at times, giving a feel for the
characters and setting. While some authors bore me with their
seemingly obsessive focus on clothing, Roberts avoids this by
focusing on detail that is pertinent to the story. If the costume is not
important, the description is brief, allowing the reader to fill in the
details.
Readers must start with Power and Majesty, the first book in the
Creature Court trilogy, in order to make sense of the story. Power and
Majesty won well-deserved awards; The Shattered City has followed
on flawlessly in the same vein. These novels are for those who love
fantasy, Fae and other-worldliness combined with vicious politics and
epic magical battles.
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A Dance with Dragons
A Song of Ice and Fire book 5
Author: George R. R. Martin
Publisher: Harper Voyager
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Have you heard of A Game of Thrones the book? Or Game of Thrones
the TV series? If not, my first reaction is to ask where you’ve been
hiding. My second reaction is to explain the beginning of the series
for the uninitiated.
In the beginning…
A litter of direwolf pups (direwolf = BIG wolf) is found in the snow, one
for each child of Eddard Stark, Lord of Winterfell, including his bastard
son Jon Snow. The legitimate children from oldest to youngest are
Robb, Sansa, Arya, Bran and Rickon. Winterfell is a feudal fiefdom
with allegiance to King Robert Baratheon, whose family comes to
visit Winterfell. Baratheon’s wife Cersei is cuckolding him with her
brother Jaime Lannister. Jaime attempts to murder Bran for catching
Cersei and Jaime in the act. Cersei and Jaime have three children,
Joffrey, Myrcella and Tommen, all of whom have been passed off as
Baratheon’s children. Cersei and Jaime have another brother, Tyrion
Lannister, a dwarf with brains and attitude.
From this beginning the main characters spread out geographically,
playing the game of thrones that, as Cersei puts so succinctly, you
must win or you die. The series could have been called Game of
Thrones, but instead is called A Song of Ice and Fire. I believe the
song refers to legendary ballads. Ice is Eddard Stark’s sword that
is later melted down and reforged into two swords. Fire symbolises
dragons, the Targaryens (former royal family who are ‘the blood of
the dragon’), prophecies about fire and a sword of fire.
A Dance With Dragons begins as the other half of A Feast for Crows,
the fourth book in the series. Martin said the fourth book got too big,
so he split it into two. Instead of splitting it across the timeline, he
split it in terms of characters so the two books run parallel but focus
on different characters. A Feast for Crows follows the adventures of
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Samwell Tarly, a black brother, Dalla, a wildling, and her son. Other
threads focus on Brienne the Maid of Tarth, Jaime Lannister, Cersei
and others. A Dance With Dragons returns to Tyrion Lannister,
Daenerys Targaryen (daughter of the murdered king from whom
Robert Baratheon seized the crown), Jon Snow and more.
After nearly 600 pages, Dragons pushes past the closure of Feast
and forges into new territory for the next 360 or so pages. So those
readers who think they won’t miss out by skipping this book, beware!
Revisiting Arya was decisive, signalling the closure of the overlapping
timeline.
Some themes in this series include religious tolerance and intolerance,
the baseness of mankind, torture (Guantanamo Bay anyone?),
and social comment on political systems. I’m not sure if GRRM is
intentionally working a few pop culture references into the story, but
Sparrowhawk and Red Bull leapt off the page at me.
My biggest concern at this point is that GRRM is leaning towards
the melodramatic at times as well as apparently re-interpreting some
characters. While the developments with Jaime Lannister add real
substance, Cersei’s prophecy and current behaviour is disappointing.
The scene on the river that draws one particular chapter to a close
in a melodramtic style is worthy of a soapy, where we later learn one
person risks all in an act that went against his character and primary
motivations. This was unnecessary. In my opinion this series needs
to be concluded without introducing more central characters and
while carefully avoiding devolving into a soapy. Two more books
GRRM, okay, thanks, go!
GRRM’s prose is clear, decisive, descriptive when warranted and
fairly concise although at times a little dry. Explanations are given
when necessary to bring the audience with him on this epic journey,
but he does not indulge in waffle. At 959 pages for book 5 in a series,
A Dance with Dragons is captivating. While I believe this series is a
masterpiece, reading the full, unabridged version is not for everyone.
That is why the audio books and TV series are coming out. And the
graphic novels. So choose your medium and enjoy.
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Graceling
Author: Kristin Cashore
Publisher: Gollancz
Reviewer: Rebecca Muir
I really enjoyed reading this debut novel by Kristin Cashore. It drew
me in right from the start – from the very first page I wanted to keep
reading, and that continued throughout the book. It was definitely
hard to put down.
The story is set in a mythical land of seven kingdoms in which some
people are marked out as different – gracelings, who are gifted
with superhuman ability in a particular area, from mind reading to
herb growing. These gracelings are easily identifiable by their eyes,
which are different colours. They are targets of hatred and suspicion,
shunned by most of the population. By law they are the property of
their king, to be exploited as he sees fit.
The heroine of the story is Katsa, the niece of one of the seven kings,
graced with killing. Her uncle, a cruel and greedy man, uses her
abilities ruthlessly.
The book follows Katsa as she struggles with the shame of being a
human killing machine. Her world is rocked and changed when she
comes across a stranger, graced with fighting, who is the only person
who can match her in a fight. Who is he, and why is he where he
should not be? As the book progresses, their lives become interwoven
as Katsa seeks to discover the truth about an old man taken prisoner,
and to unravel secrets stretching across the seven kingdoms.
The book is full of action and adventure, but ultimately it is a book
about identity and friendship. Katsa must come to terms with who she
is. She must learn what it means to trust others, and what it means
to love. It is a coming of age book that will appeal to older teens, but
will also be enjoyed by adults.
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Author: Kristin Cashore
Publisher: Gollancz
Reviewer: Rebecca Muir
This book is a prequel to Graceling, but can be read as a stand-alone
novel by anyone who hasn’t read Graceling (if you plan to read them
both, it would be recommended to read Graceling first). Although it is
as well written and as interesting a story line as Graceling, the tone is
darker and grittier. This didn’t appeal to me as much, but will probably
appeal to some readers more. It may be less suitable for younger
readers.
The story is set in a land over a mountain range from the seven
kingdoms of Graceling – mountains so high that there is little or no
interaction between the two sides. On this side of the range there
are creatures called monsters, like ordinary creatures except for
their brilliant colours, their exceptional beauty giving them powers
of allurement and control – and their hunger for the flesh of other
monsters. There are monster birds, monster lions, monster bears,
even monster bugs, and monster people. The book follows a young
monster woman, Fire.
Fire has always been in danger from other monster creatures who
hunger for her flesh. Fire is also in danger from humans who are
scared of her and hate her for who she is, for the power she can
wield over them and even for their own attraction to her. As the book
unfolds, however, Fire and those close to her realise that there is a
new threat – even greater because they do not know the true nature
of it. There is also the constant threat to the land from two feuding
lords who both seek to overthrow the young king.
Fire must come to terms with who she is and what she can do. She
must learn to trust other people and to face up to the reactions she
elicits from people all around her. She must also come to terms with
the lurking nightmares of her past. It is a book about friendship and
love, but primarily it is a book about identity, and what it is that shapes
who we are – our past, our parents, our experiences, our abilities and
our relationships with those around us.
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The Curse Workers book 2
Author: Holly Black
Publisher: Gollancz
Genre: Fantasy/ Young adult
Release Date: 2011
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
The first thing I have to say is I highly recommend that you read the
first book in the series, White Cat, before you think of reading this
book. Personally, I haven’t read it but this one seems to follow on
directly from that one and there isn’t a whole heap of explaining backstories going on. Not to say that you cannot follow the story, but it
would make things a lot easier if you already know what is going on.
This book follows the life of 17-year-old Cassel, a Transformation
Curse worker, and the narrator of the book. Before I go on I have to
explain the best I can what a Curse worker is. It seems to be some sort
of magical power that can be used on someone just by touching him
or her. There are Emotional workers whom, as the name suggests,
can manipulate peoples emotions, Dream Workers who can enter
dreams and change them, Memory workers who can add or remove
memories, Luck workers who can change the luck of someone for
good or bad, Death workers, well that one is self explanatory and the
rarest of all, Transformation workers who can transform people into
animals or objects. The Curse Worker can also use their power on
themselves if they wish to.
Curse Worker seems to be a hereditary trait, but the actual power
doesn’t seem to follow any kind of reason that I can follow in this
book. I mean in Cassel’s family he has an Emotional Worker mother,
Memory Worker brothers and a Death Worker grandfather.
Due to no body knowing for sure who is a Curse worker and who isn’t,
everybody is made to wear gloves at all times so that an accidental
touch doesn’t end up with some one getting Cursed. A bare hand
is pretty much considered the same as streaking on a busy street,
everybody who sees will generally avoid in any way possible and the
police will usually be called in to handle it.
Anyways, Cassell comes from a family of grifters, and it’s assumed
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that he will follow in their footsteps since he has been groomed for it
since childhood. You see, and I don’t think I am giving anything away
when I say this; Cassell has been used by his two older brothers,
Phillip and Barron, to Transform people into objects like chairs and
bottles. I am pretty sure that Phillip or Barron, if not both are working
for a Mob family and the transformed people are ‘hits’. The difference
is Cassell has no idea that he has done this due to his memories of
the events being removed or altered by his brother/s.
Then one day the feds pull Cassell in and tell him that his brother
Phillip has been murdered. The feds show Cassell an image they
have of who they think is a woman, coming out of his brother’s
apartment wearing a trench coat and red gloves around the time he
was murdered, and now they need him to help them solve the case.
They also give him a case file with missing people that have been
linked to Phillip and ask him to go over it and see if anything seems
familiar. That’s when Cassell’s memories start to return and he has a
feeling he may have been involved somehow.
Cassell is in a very bad place for most of this book, not trusting anyone
except for maybe his best friend and roommate, Sam. He even begins
to suspect he maybe the person who murdered his brother, so there
is a lot of self-loathing and questions on where his trust should reside
even, or I should say especially, within his family.
Throw into the mix that the girl Cassell has feelings for has been
‘Cursed’ to love him, a political movement to ‘out’ Curse workers
to the general population, mobsters wanting to recuit him into the
‘family’ and just coping with normal school issues and you have a
very interesting and enjoyable read.
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Author: Kelley Armstrong
Publisher: Orbit
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Spellbound is the 13th book in the Women of the Otherworld series,
a series set in an alternate reality present day Earth where vampires,
werewolves, zombies and witches are all real although most are
unaware of this fact. The central character in this series varies from
book to book; Savannah Levine, a 21 year old witch, is the central
character for Spellbound, which follows on from Waking the Witch.
At the end of Waking the Witch, Savannah feels responsible for a
number of deaths and for a child going into foster care because the
loving grandmother had gone to gaol for accidentally killing someone.
Spellbound opens with Savannah running away from her problems,
always a good solution. Savannah wishes she could change things,
giving back the grandmother to the child in fostercare, and mentally
offering to give up her powers in exchange. Unbeknownst to
Savannah, someone takes her up on this ‘offer’.
Stripped of her powers, Savannah is confronted with her lazy attitude
towards learning non-magical abilities including self-defence. Adam,
Savannah’s long-time heart-throb, is his usual self; trying to offer
comfort and protect her whilst also challenging her to overcome
her ‘disability’. Savannah’s fear of abandonment causes her to be
reactive to those who care for her.
Add to this mix a group of supernaturals who challenge the status quo
with the objective of revealing themselves and taking over the world.
They claim a prophecy is about to be fulfilled, of which Savannah, a
witch with demonic and human blood, is a sign. Savannah’s friends
are also under threat due to this prophecy, because the group is
‘collecting’ the people they identify as being part of the prophecy. A
child is kidnapped and his foster parents are also taken.
The threat of impending exposure causes conflict internal to the
supernatural community, with a number of players revealing different
motives. Balaam, Savannah’s demonic grandfather, suddenly takes
an interest in Savannah for unknown reasons. Other demons seem to
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be vying for the favour of other children of demonic/human unions.
This is the first book in this series I have read, so I was on a rapid
learning curve for the backstory and the rules of Armstrong’s world.
I haven’t figured out the rules concerning vampires, werewolves or
zombies yet as they tended to be more peripheral and the assumption
was made that readers are au fait with this lore. It appeared that
a number of minor character appearances in Spellbound may have
been ‘fan services’ in the form of cameo appearances of characters
from previous books.
A common problem with long running series is the tendency to
devolve into a soapy, but Armstrong has risen above this trap. Strong
characters, and different central characters for different books,
coupled with a story arc has kept Spellbound out of the soapy realm.
Savannah was a flawed character, revealing her selfishness, laziness
and manipulative side after establishing herself as an otherwise
likeable character. I felt she was a ‘normal’ person with whom we
can probably all identify at times, even if we don’t want to admit it.
The overall story was engaging and enjoyable, although there were
a few holes in the plot. I won’t go into the holes for fear of spoiling
the story. There was only one hole that bugged me at the time, any
others were more questions that came from not being familiar with
this world or from analysing the story after reading.
I enjoyed Spellbound as a lighter fantasy read with interesting
characters and a story arc to carry me through this book, leaving me
wanting more. I’m definitely interested in reading the series. This is
highly recommended to paranormal fantasy fans, especially those
who enjoy young adult fiction.
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Author: Jim Butcher
Publisher: Orbit
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Warning: this review will spoil the end of the previous Harry
Dresden novel, Changes, and has a [predictable] spoiler for
Ghost Story.
There are special characters on the keyboard to describe an author
who finishes a book the way Jim Butcher finished Changes. Harry
Dresden, my favourite American wizard, was shot, fell in the water
and was drowning at the close of the book. Butcher then took extra
time to write the sequel.
Harry Dresden, think Columbo and Jim De Griz combined (but
without the ego), is a modern day wizard living in Chicago acting
as both detective to ‘muggles’ and policeman to the supernatural.
Except in Ghost Story he’s dead. Harry goes to an in-between place
where he meets Murphy’s deceased dad. Captain Murphy tells Harry
that if he does not return to the real world and discover his killer,
3 of Harry’s friends will suffer. Ever the chivalrous knight, Harry
risks being permanently trapped in the real world in order to help
his friends although he is incapable of manifesting himself except
to Mort Lindquist, the necromancer. Having recruited an extremely
reluctant Mort, Harry contacts his erstwhile friends who are extremely
suspicious of Mort and anything supernatural purporting to be Harry.
This makes for entertaining interplay of characters before a drive-by
shooting gets Harry back on track.
Mab, queen of the Fae, sends The Leanansidhe, Harry’s godmother,
to represent her interests. Mab is not pleased that Harry, her new
Winter Knight, was killed. There was a power vacuum created by
the death of the Red Court (courtesy of Harry in Changes). The Red
Court were one of the three species of vampire, and their demise
resulted in supernaturals jockeying for position. Molly Carpenter,
Harry’s apprentice, has become the Rag Lady, a vicious serial killer
who is no longer trusted by her friends.
Butcher is currently writing Dresden novels in a story arc so that there
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are still threads left hanging at the end of Ghost Story, providing hints
to the direction of the next book. The plot carries the reader well
although the ending was ultimately predictable, leaving room for
more novels in the series.
There are a number of fan services in appearances of characters like
the Alphas (the werewolf gang), The Leanansidhe who challenges
Harry’s teaching methods, Father Forthill and more. I enjoy Harry’s
chivalry that is well flavoured with hormones. As always Butcher
sprinkles generous helpings of pop culture references including a
Star Wars vs Star Trek theme in Ghost Story that I found particularly
entertaining. I did miss the Za Lord’s Guard though; they were notably
absent in Ghost Story.
I was a little disappointed that this wasn’t the end of Harry though.
Don’t get me wrong, I have enjoyed the series, but it isn’t as fresh
as it was in the beginning. The story arc is a little late coming, but
could be the saving of the series. I hope Butcher ends this series
soon, before it gets tired. I’d like to see Harry go out with a bang not
a whimper.
I have to add one gripe though: the covers. I like collecting books
in sets, especially if they’re in a long running set that takes years to
collect. Sadly I came to The Dresden Files late, so I have most of the
set in a particular paperback cover. The last 4 books I have in hard
cover, which is nice – I’ll take HC over paperback any day! But, and
here’s the but, of the 4 hardcover books I have, they have 2 different
cover styles. I really like the covers for Turncoat and Changes. The
covers for Side Jobs and Ghost Story are a new format. They’re still
good, but the covers for Turncoat and Changes are distinctive and
suit The Dresden Files in a unique way. Book designers need to
understand the Tao of Collecting.
Ghost Story is part of The Dresden Files, an urban fantasy series
recommended for fans of Buffy & Angel, Dirk Gently, Heroes,
Misfits, Being Human and so on. The Dresden Files are definitely
for both sexes. This series has action, sometimes romance, always
an awareness of what it is to be a healthy male (even when dead
apparently), magic, politics, humour, pop culture references…
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Soulless
Parasol Protectorate book 1
Author: Gail Carriger
Publisher: Orbit
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Alexia Tarabotti is a half-Italian, entirely English, young lady living in
Victorian England with no soul. Her kind is called ‘preternatural’ due
to her soulless state and her ability to turn a vampire or a werewolf
human by mere touch. Alexia is sitting in a library at a ball in the
Duchess of Snodgrass’ house, when a vampire with fang lisp and
terrible clothes tries to bite her. The vampire is killed in self-defence,
promptly bringing Lord Conall Maccon, werewolf and member of the
BUR, the Bureau of Unnatural Registry, down upon her. Alexia has
known Maccon for a few years, during which time they have had
numerous conflicts, especially after an incident involving a hedgehog
upon which Lord Maccon sat. After escaping that encounter, Alexia
consulted with another longtime friend, Lord Akeldama, a gay vampire
dandy.
Soulless is half adventure and half romance, with Alexia embroiled
in the supernatural community playing detective to learn why new
vampires are appearing and established members of the supernatural
community are disappearing. Soulless is told in a very English voice,
aspiring to the sensibilities appropriate to the era. There is a definite
flavour of Pride and Prejudice or Sense and Sensibility in Soulless.
Both Alexia’s soulless pragmatism, Maccon’s uncivilised behaviour
and the villains, successfully bridge the gap to this era. Carriger
acknowledges the influence of Jane Austen, Oscar Wilde and P.D.
Wodehouse upon her writing but she has also combined steampunk
and ‘Bit Lit’ to create a surprising runaway hit. Soulless is aimed at
adults or the mature market.
Carriger received numerous nominations and awards for Soulless,
which is also being made into a graphic novel. She also has one of the
most extensive websites I’ve come across, with pages on her books,
backgrounds to characters, an electronic ‘paper doll’ kit, a short bio,
more extensive interviews, notes and blogs about herself and her
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books. Soulless is the book Carriger wanted to read. Soulless can
be read as a stand alone story but The Parasol Protectorate series
is best read as a series in order. Carriger has only planned 5 books
for this series, but she is talking about writing more books set in the
same world, focusing on different characters.
The Parasol Protectorate series is a smash hit, appealing to men
and women of all ages for good reason. Fans of steampunk, Bit Lit
(vampires and werewolf literature), action, comedy and romance will
enjoy Soulless. I love the series.

Changeless
Parasol Protectorate book 2
Author: Gail Carriger
Publisher: Orbit
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Changeless begins after Alexia Tarabotti and Conall Maccon have
been married for a short period. Alexia has had the opportunity to
settle into her position as Muhjah for Queen Victoria (see Soulless for
an explanation of Muhjah, it’s a bit complicated to explain in a short
review).
Vampires and werewolves experience humanization in a geographic
location, worrying everyone enormously. Maccon is called in to
investigate. Alexia is accused of being the source of the humanization
problem. Politics abound.
Maccon rushes to Scotland to investigate his former werewolf pack,
which is in disarray after losing its Alpha. Alexia follows him via
dirigible, with a few attempts on her life on the journey. Alexia’s sister
and Ivy Hisselpenny, lover of outrageous hats, wangle invites to join
Alexia as well, causing mayhem and comedy throughout. Madame
Lefoux, the inventor from Soulless, joins Alexia on her journey to
Scotland, bringing a definite level of naughtiness to the plot and
storyline.
While Soulless could be read as a stand alone story, Changeless
really needs to be read as the sequel to Soulless and has a cliff-
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hanger ending. There are more sex scenes in Changeless than
Soulless, but Carriger’s sex scenes aren’t as graphic as Nalini Singh’s
paranormal romance series.
Changeless is a delightful steampunk adventure with romantic
overtones. Full-bodied, like Alexia. Highly recommended with a
word of warning - Changeless ends with a cliff hanger. The next
two books in the series are already available, however, so there’s no
need to wait.

Blameless
Parasol Protectorate book 3
Author: Gail Carriger
Publisher: Orbit
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Blameless begins shortly after Changeless left off. Alexia is married
to Conall Maccon, who, upon being told Alexia is pregnant, flew into a
rage of jealousy, accused Alexia of being unfaithful and cast her out.
Alexia returned to her parental home, after which the novel opens on
a scene in the breakfast room.
After Alexia is thrown out of her parental home she turns to Lord
Akeldama for shelter only to find he has vanished without a trace.
The other vampires are not happy about Alexia’s pregnancy, believing
they know what kind of child she will bear. There is a ‘bite on sight’
order placed upon Alexia’s head, which some vampires interpreted
literally, much to their dismay. Alexia flees England, seeking answers
regarding her pregnancy from the Templars in Italy. Madame Lefoux
and Floote accompany Alexia in her flight across Europe.
Blameless is as fresh and entertaining as the previous novels. This
novel ends without a cliff hanger, but fans will want to begin Heartless
immediately anyway. For a review of Heartless, see issue 4 of Dark
Matter; Heartless was the first novel I read in the series. Heartless
won me over in the first chapter, making me laugh out loud although
I was meeting these characters for the first time.
Read these novels if you like steampunk, action, comedy, vampires,
werewolves... just read them.
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Much Fall of Blood
Authors: Mercedes Lackey,
Eric Flint and David Freer
Publisher: Baen
Review by Rebecca Muir
When I was asked to read and review this book, I noted that it was
the third in a series, but I decided to plunge in and read it anyway
without reading the first two books – that was probably a mistake. It
was not until about a third of the way through the book that I felt like I
could follow everything that was happening. Once I was on top of the
storyline, however, I found the pace of the book quite good – it drew
me along and kept my interest.
The book is quite long, something of an epic. It is set in the mid
sixteenth century in central and eastern Europe, spanning across
the Holy Roman Empire, Venice and its colonies, Hungary and into
Mongol territory around the Black Sea. It has more of the feel of a
fantasy novel than a historical novel however, in large part because
of the amount of sorcery, demons and black magic that pervades the
story.
The book weaves many narrative threads together. In a twist on the
traditional plotline, there is the rescue of the Dragon (who is also
the dashing, heroic prince) from the tower by the fair maiden (who
is actually neither fair nor a maiden) – Prince Vlad of Valahia has
been imprisoned throughout his formative years, but is “rescued” by
the Countess Elizabeth who has sold her soul to the Devil in order
to remain eternally young and beautiful. Vlad must discover not only
how to live in the world he has been shut off from, but also how to
lead his people, raise and support an army and win a war. He must
also come to terms with the darkness he sees inside himself.
Another thread follows Prince Manfred, his mentor Erik and their
contingent of Knights of the Holy Trinity, who are acting as escorts
for the envoy from the Ilkhan Mongols to the Golden Horde Mongols.
They must travel into unknown territory, relying more on their wits
and disciplined training than on their protected status as diplomats.
Inadvertently along for the ride is the “horse boy” David, a thief from
the back streets of Jerusalem who can’t seem to stay out of trouble.
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There is also Bortai and her brother Kildai, young Mongol nobles
on the run from enemies in another clan, rivals to their claim for
leadership of the Horde. Bortai must use her talents and determination
to keep her brother safe, but who says she can’t have a little fun
along the way? Language and cultural barriers lead to some comical
misunderstandings when she meets the Knights of the Holy Trinity.
Then there is the pack of werewolves who are preparing to renew an
ancient pact of blood magic, and who are working to protect the royal
family their oath binds them to.
Weaving around these main narrative threads are the politics of the
Holy Roman Empire and Venice, the machinations of the possessed
Grand Duke of Lithuania, the dark scheming of Countess Elizabeth and
the cruel and rather stupid Emeric, king of Hungary, her “nephew”.
The book had strong characterization and some humour to balance
out the darker themes. The different threads of the story were drawn
together quite well. I sometimes felt like the authors were trying to
keep the reader guessing by hinting obliquely at something that was
fairly obvious, so at times I wished that they would just get to the
point instead of dancing around the issue, but this was a small fault
not a large one.
Personally I’m not really into the whole black magic, sell-your-soul
to the devil thing, so that was an aspect of the book I endured rather
than enjoyed, but overall I surprised myself by enjoying the book
much more by the end than I thought, and the dark themes of the book
were at least in most part subjected to the rule of good triumphing
over evil. Fans of the series will not need any persuasion to read this
book, but if you haven’t read any of the series and you are interested
in sixteenth century Europe and Asia, epic fantasy, a little romance, a
few good battles and demons, werewolves, and black magic, then I
would recommend finding the first book, The Shadow of the Lion.
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Tiger’s Curse
Book 1 of 4
Author: Colleen Houck
Publisher: Hodder
Publish Date: January 11th 2011
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
Kelsey has been living with a wonderful foster family since her parent’s
death in a car accident four years previously. She is still struggling to
come to terms with her loss and has built up walls of defence around
herself that no one seems to be able to break through. Kelsey has
just finished school and needs a job, as she wants to attend college
the next year. When a temporary job working for a travelling circus
becomes available she takes it, even though it means leaving her
foster family for a couple of weeks. One of her responsibilities for
her new job is to help feed the circus’s white tiger, Dhiren, whom she
nicknames Ren. Kelsey feels drawn to Ren, relating to his loneliness
and spends every spare moment sitting and talking or reading to him
instead of spending time socializing with other people.
A mysterious stranger, Mr, Kadam, arrives at the circus in the hopes
of being able to purchase Dhiren on behalf of his employer who
owns a tiger sanctuary in India. Once the circus agrees to sell Ren,
Mr. Kadam then asks who would be best to accompany the tiger
back to India, and Kelsey is recommended. So with the offer of a
huge pay package, all accommodation and expenses paid for and
the chance to spend more time with Ren (to ensure his well being),
Kelsey accepts.
This is the start of a very weird and wonderful journey that changes
her life forever. Not long after arriving in India, Kelsey and Ren are
abandoned on a remote jungle roadside and Kelsey has no means of
contacting Mr. Kadam for help. She then makes the decision to follow
her tiger further into the jungle, (of course! Coz that’s what every
sane person does!), and it’s there that she discovers that her tiger
is actually a man, a Prince of India, no less. Prince Dhiren has been
cursed to live as a tiger for the last 300 years, only being allowed 24
minutes each 24 hours in which he can become human.
In his short amount of time, Ren convinces Kelsey that she is the
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one to help him lift this curse (it probably helps that Ren is a superb
specimen of a male) and free him and his brother Kishan whom is
also under the same curse. It becomes known after a visit to an Indian
shaman that Kelsey has been chosen for this particular quest by the
goddess Durga. It is prophesised that when Kelsey fulfils four quests
then she will not only break the brothers curse but will also help the
masses of India as well (Guessing that’s why there are four books in
the series wink, wink, nudge, nudge!)
Ok, so bad me read a few reviews on-line before I received these
books. It seemed to me that there were only two categories of reviews,
those who absolutely loved them and those whom absolutely hated
them. Now having read the first two in the series, I have to say that
I fall somewhere in the middle. They are not the best books I have
ever read but they really are far from the worst. The simplicity of the
writing are what most people seemed to hate about them but they also
have to understand that these books are aimed at the young adult
audience, so knowing this the simplicity didn’t bother me at all. In fact
they were a very easy read as there were not 20 pages describing
what somebody was wearing or feeling. Don’t get me wrong, books
like that can be fantastic, however if you are like me, you don’t always
have the brain function or concentration to deal with that. Also I do
have to say that the books have cliff-hanger endings and it really
does leave me wanting more!

Tiger’s Quest
(The Tiger Saga Book 2)
Author: Colleen Houck
Publisher: Hodder
Release Date: June 7th 2011
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
The second book in the series starts off exactly as it was left in the
first book, with Kelsey Hayes arriving back in Oregon fresh from her
curse breaking quest with the tiger cursed prince brothers, Ren and
Kishan, in India. Kelsey is still in turmoil about her feelings for Ren
but decides that since he doesn’t call, write or visit in the weeks since
her departure then he has moved on from her and so she should do
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the same. Kelsey starts college and settles in well and after a while
starts going on dates with several different guys. Just when she
thinks she is starting to mend her broken heart, Ren shows up on her
doorstep. Kelsey now has the difficult choice of which guy to choose
even though it’s clearly obvious that it will be Ren she will finally
decide upon.
So just when things are looking rosy for the pair, it is discovered
they are in danger, so Ren calls in reinforcements in the form of his
brother Kishan. Not long after he arrives the danger manifests and the
brothers have to fight to keep Kelsey safe and the end result is that
Ren is captured while Kishan and Kelsey escape back to India. Once
there it is decided that Kelsey, aided by Kishan, should continue with
the curse-breaking quest while Mr. Kadam hunts for Ren’s location.
Since Ren and Kelsey became very close during the first quest, I
suppose it is inevitable that Kelsey and Kishan become very close
in the second. Kishan is very up-front with his feelings for Kelsey
but also tells her he understands that she loves Ren and won’t do
anything that could result in a repeat of the past. (The fight between
the brothers over the princess Yesubai that resulted in their being
cursed to live as tigers 300 years ago.) We see a different side
to Kishan throughout this book, that shows that he is not just the
charming flirty bad-boy he likes to portray himself to be, but a man
with a genuine sweet and caring nature. We also see how tortured
Kishan is over everything that has happened in the past and about
his growing feelings for Kelsey.
I won’t say too much more about the actual story line because I think
that it will really give too much away, but the journey to breaking the
second part of the curse is just as exhilarating as the first, maybe
more so. The growing love-triangle is interesting to say the least and
I can see a real Edward/Bella/Jacob (Twilight) feel to things here, but
while I hated Twilight, I still like these books. It could be more to the
mythology and legends that are used that capture my interest more
so though. I have also found that as these books go along they are
getting better, not that its still not a little simplistic, but the characters
personalities are shining through just that little bit more, making it a
more compelling read. Again this book ends on a real cliffhanger that
leaves me, and I’m sure a lot of other readers, hanging for the next
instalment in November.
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Rome Burning
Author: Sophia McDougall
Publisher: Gollancz
Release date: June 2011
Reviewer: Rebecca Muir
This book continues the story begun in Romanitas. The premise of
the series is an interesting one: The Roman empire never fell, but has
continued on until the present day, controlling half the world. Most of
the other half of the world is controlled by the Nionian Empire (the
Japanese), with Sina (or China) standing neutral between them.
In this book, the world is brought suddenly to the brink of war
when a fragile treaty between the Romans and Nionians is broken.
Meanwhile, a wave of fires is spreading across Rome – are they
arson or the result of the heatwave afflicting Rome? In the midst of
the chaos and impending destruction, the Emperor becomes ill and
has to appoint a regent. The obvious choice is his nephew, Marcus.
However, his other nephew Drusus, hungry for power and spurred
on by a prophesy from the Oracle of Delphi, is determined to use this
chance to discredit Marcus and remove him as an obstacle to Drusus’
ascension to the throne. Can Marcus steer the Empire through this
difficult time and watch his own back at the same time? Can he prove
Drusus’ complicity in the murder of his parents? Can he lead the
Empire and still remain true to his own ideals? Can he discover who
is trying to push Rome and Nionia into war?
Marcus is not alone through this – he finds allies, some expected
and some unexpected. Will they be able to help him, or is he just
leading them into danger? Marcus also has to deal with the issues
that often go with leadership – the balancing of personal interests
with the interests of his nation, his Empire.
The book explores themes of friendship and loyalty, forgiveness,
responsibility and the corrupting influence of power or the hunger for
it. Many of the characters have to make choices about how far they
are willing to go, and what they are willing to do, to achieve what they
want. Does the end always justify the means?
The portrayal of a modern Roman Empire is intriguing, although I
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couldn’t decide if it was clever or slightly far-fetched. The storyline is
fast-paced and gripping, although I found the pace a little relentless
– this is not a book to read when you want to relax. If you enjoy
political thrillers with a difference, this book will appeal to you. A
basic knowledge of Roman society and history will enhance your
enjoyment of the book but is not essential. I would recommend finding
Romanitas and reading that first, as much of Rome Burning draws
on the material in the first book. I would also recommend ensuring
you have access to the third book, Savage City, as Rome Burning
finishes on a bit of a cliff-hanger.

Savage City
Author: Sophia McDougall
Publisher: Gollancz
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Rebecca Muir
This is the final instalment in the Romanitas trilogy. The series is
set in an alternate history, which diverges from ours in 192 AD. The
Roman Empire never fell, and has continued to the present day, now
ruling half the world. Most of the remaining half is ruled by the Nionian
(Japanese) Empire.
The series has followed Marcus and his cousin Drusus, nephews of
the Emperor of Rome. Both want to be Emperor some day, for different
reasons. The other main characters are the Emperor’s daughter
Makaria, Marcus’ friend and advisor Varius whose past experiences
have left him scarred and cynical. The siblings Una and Sulien,
former slaves with strange abilities, who were given their freedom by
Marcus for their help in saving him from a plot against him. There is
also Delir and his family – he was a wealthy Persian who became an
outlaw in an attempt to help those who have escaped from slavery.
These characters, and more besides, make a reappearance in this
book.
In this book, the Empire is turned upside down by a terrorist plot
which results in war being declared between Rome and Nionia.
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Everything Marcus worked and sacrificed for seems to be lost. Those
loyal to him must put their lives on the line to stop the war before it is
too late to salvage anything of the Empire. Working against them is
Drusus, spurred on by a cryptic prophesy given to him by the Oracle
of Delphi.
In the opening chapters of this book, I was quite disillusioned at the
way certain story lines were being played out, and I was ready to put
the book down. I had found the first two books hard going – although
they were interesting, the pace, intensity and style combined to make
me feel like I had to work at reading them – normally I get so caught up
in a book that the hard work is putting it down and not reading “just a
few more pages”. A few chapters into this book, I was not sure I could
continue making the effort. However, I am glad I persevered. For the
remainder of the book, I found myself enjoying the experience a lot
more. I’m not quite sure what changed; I think it was a combination of
a few factors, one of the main ones being the way the characters are
further developed throughout this book. I liked where the characters
were taken better than where they were earlier on in the series.
Some people may find some of the plot twists disappointing, but by the
end of the book I thought most things were resolved fairly well. This is
not a book (or a series) to read if you like everything neat and warmfuzzy-ish, but it does have its share of romance, of good triumphing
over bad and of heroes who really are heroic. I must confess to liking
a good warm-fuzzy, but I did enjoy this book for the most part.
If you haven’t read the first two books, it would be best to find them
and read them before you try Savage City. If you like political thrillers,
war stories or historical novels (although not a true historical novel
those who are familiar with the Roman Empire may find the series a
fascinating extrapolation) you may be interested in this book.
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Author: Chloe Neill
Publisher: Orion Books
Release Date: 2011
Reviewer: Elyse Taylor
Picture Harry Potter. No wait, the school is a normal school; it’s just
some of the students who domagic. Um, so picture Monster High.
Hang on, that isn’t right either; the monsters are outside... You get
the point though; feels familiar, but is not quite the same as anything
else... but also is. Yes,I am slightly confused.
Hexbound is the second book in the Dark Elite series and finds new
Junior Adept Lily strugglingto understand her new society; control
her strange new power of Firespell; discover her parents mysterious
secret; balance fighting evil at night with school during the day; and
get a werewolf to ask her on a date. Face it: the girl’s got her hands
full. Even without an über creepy other-side-of-the-secret-magic-war
stalker... who’s also cute.
The basic premise is simple: teenagers can do magic, but they lose it
when they grow up unless they steal it. These people call themselves
the Dark Elite, but are known to the good guys as ‘reavers’ (No, not
like in Serenity – much tamer). So teenagers are protecting the world
from the selfish magic sucking of the reavers and other not so nice
members of the Community (magical creatures and the like), while
the adults sit back doing nothing. Even the older Adepts, known
as the ‘Varsity’ Adepts, are painted as inept and arrogant. Result:
recommended reading age 13 – 16/17.
The book contains a standard cast of mythical creatures: vampires,
werewolves, magicians, but also introduces the concept of genetic
engineering to the mix with some messed-up, scientifically created
sewer-dwelling mutants found by the heroes (these creatures provide
the catalyst for the rather tame final fight of the book). Most of the
book is pretty tame; even the parental ‘intrigue’ couldn’t really stir up
much interest for me personally – although to be fair, it will probably
inspire more passion in the oppressed masses; a.k.a. teens.
As heroes go, Lily is average. She isn’t bad and isn’t great; she has
parent problems, school problems and bully problems. I guess she’s
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supposed to be a little like Bella in Twilight: a typical, two dimensional
cut-out of a teenage girl so you can slip her on like your favourite
dress and feel all special and hero-y.
Hexbound is not so complex that you couldn’t pick it up and start
reading the series from the second book, but it’s always best to start
at the beginning... (If you’re interested, the first book in the series is
Firespell).

Echo City
Author: Tim Lebbon
Publication Date: October 26, 2010
Publisher: Orbit
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
Ok....where to start with this book?? I could do what I usually do and
give you a run down on the plot of the book, but the blurb on the back
cover sums it up nicely:
Surrounded by a vast, poisonous desert, Echo City is built upon the
graveyard of its own past. Most inhabitants believe that their city
and its subterranean Echoes are the whole of the world, but there
are a few dissenters. Peer Nadawa is a political exile, forced to live
with criminals in a ruinous slum. Gorham, once her lover, leads a
ragtag band of rebels against the ruling theocracy. Nophel, a servant
of that theocracy, dreams of revenge from his perch atop the city’s
tallest spire. And beneath the city, a woman called Nadielle conducts
macabre experiments in genetic manipulation using a science
indistinguishable from sorcery. They believe there is something more
beyond the endless desert... but what?
It is only when a stranger arrives from out of the wastes that things
begin to change. Frail and amnesiac, he holds the key to a new
beginning for Echo City — or perhaps to its end, for he is not the only
new arrival. From the depths beneath Echo City, something ancient
and deadly is rising. Now Peer, Gorham, Nophel, and Nadielle must
test the limits of love and loyalty, courage and compassion, as they
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struggle to save a city collapsing under the weight of its own history.
Sounds good right? That’s what I though when I got this book, even
saved it till last because I thought it was a winner. Boy was I wrong. I
have to admit that the story is quite promising but it just takes so long
for anything to happen; there are literally pages upon pages of people
just walking around the city or through the Echos doing absolutely
nothing. It was enough to drive me mad, but I kept persevering
thinking ‘...this has to lead somewhere; Lebbon must have saved
the good bits till the end....’ but nope, all I was left with was a very
disappointed and what the hell was that all about kind of feeling when
I finished it. Maybe if all the action and necessary explanatory parts
of the book were pieced together then I would have a totally different
viewpoint. It really is quite a rich and intriguing world that Lebbon
has tried to build/create and it had such potential but, for me at least,
it just falls flat.

Empire of the Moghul
Ruler of the World
Author: Alex Rutherland
Publisher: Headline
Year: 2011
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Akbar was a rich and powerful Asian leader, a contemporary of
Elizabeth I, and ruler of a sixth of the world’s population. Illiterate,
and yet seemingly compassionate while being paradoxically utterly
ruthless, he extended his empire through careful planning, tolerance
and acceptance, and intelligent political, military and philosophical
strategies. His first wife, from a politically arranged marriage, remained
hostile to him. Treachery lurked close, among friends, advisors and
even family. And, when he has sons, the plotting and scheming flows
down to their generation.
Salim, his eldest son, yearns for attention, respect and recognition
from his father, a man with whom he is not particularly close. And as
he attempts to make his own way in the world, competing with others
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to earn the right to be named heir to the throne, he must discern
the truth about his father. His mother is obviously biased against her
husband, but he soon starts to see and hear the opposite from others
around him. Who is he to trust?
This is apparently the third in a series of five historical novels covering
six emperors of the Moghul dynasty. Alex Rutherford (the nom de
plume of a husband and wife team) is obviously well versed in Indian
history and has deeply researched the time period these stories are
set. As a non-reader of this type of fiction, I was initially concerned by
the three-page ‘cast of characters’ that opened the book. But I found
that I didn’t need to pay any attention to this list as I read the story.
The novel covers around fifty years, which means there are regular
large leaps in time. Sometimes months, sometimes years. I found this
not only broke the flow of otherwise crisp writing, but also meant the
characters didn’t have the chance to develop anywhere near as fully
as they should have. The occasional need for characters to define
terms in English after using the word in a local dialect (I presume
Hindustani) became a little frustrating also as this made the dialogue
appear forced and unrealistic.
Around halfway through the focus of the story shifts from the father
to the son. I would have preferred if the writer(s), like they did in the
other books in the series, had simply chosen one character as its
protagonist.
It is certainly a well-written book, historically interesting, and has fine
political schemings and bloody battle sequences. A book I enjoyed,
and recommended for fans of historical fiction.
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Burn Bright
Author: Marianne de Pierres
Publisher: Random House
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Braiden Asciak
This review was originally published on: http://bookprobereviews.
com. My review is as follows and can be found at the following http://
bookprobereviews.com/?p=225.
Burn Bright by Marianne de Pierres was a phenomenally creative
and original Young Adult read. A newly developed world is slowly
revealed in front of our eyes but just enough so that we can understand
it the way Retra, our protagonist, does. Because Burn Bright is so
atmospheric and engaging in its nature, so it is really hard to capture
and give you details on everything that makes it that way.
What I got involved with the most in Burn Bright was Retra’s journey.
She escapes her Seal life in Grave where women wore veils, men
ruled and wardens punished. She didn’t escape on her own moral
choice, but rather because she wanted to find her brother Joel who had
escaped and left her alone with their grieving mother and tyrannical
father. Retra seeks out Ixion, an island of uninhibited freedom, music,
partying and eternal pleasure every second of your consciousness.
A place where desires are acted upon without care and every person
‘burns bright’ with life. A place where fear and the ‘self’ is forgotten.
Retra only has one reason for being on Ixion: to find her brother,
not party and let her Seal principles deteriorate into lost memories.
However Retra could not hide, but rather stood out. A change was the
only possible decision to fit in. Retra’s struggle from coming from such
a restricted and controlled life to the point of being a total introvert,
to becoming someone who has started to find her feet and build her
own path, was worth the read. She built the courage to start standing
up for herself and others. It takes a lot of courage to break free from
being extremely withdrawn and isolated in the way Retra had been.
Although she struggled as I said, she did it with not much help from
anyone. As I am one who does not like attracting or seeking attention
and can be introverted at times, I found myself being connected to
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Retra when her struggles emerge.
The cast of characters: those new to Ixion; those already residents
of Ixion; and the Ripers, all brought this world alive. Through each of
their voices you could hear music playing or lights flashing. How? I
don’t know. It just omitted into my vision while reading Burn Bright.
You adapt your own party experiences and knowledge about partying
and reflect that in the descriptions that Marianne provides. Burn Bright
in itself is pretty provocative and dangerous at times, but in saying
that Marianne does not shy from such difficult subjects like drugs and
sex, which are two important parts of the Ixion way of life.
You do ask yourself a lot of questions. The plot thickens and thins,
twists and turns in so many ways it is hard to keep up with it at times,
therefore you wonder about things occasionally (hence the questions).
Human desires and fears are investigated, and today’s ‘party-life’ of
so many individuals is questioned. Much can happen when you’re
having a good time, allowing yourself to become vulnerable. Pleasure
may transform into pain.
Burn Bright gave me a thrilling ride in Ixion; a ride that I couldn’t hop
off. I was bedazzled by the atmosphere and details, that made myself
burn bright with ecstasy and passion for this home-grown Australian
novel. Marianne de Pierres has sunken perfectly into the YA genre
and I’m sure she will accomplish such great things with this series
in the near future. Everyone should read Burn Bright and the Night
Creatures series. I have just read the sequel Angel Arias, and I can
say that it is remarkably better.
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Mole Hunt
Author: Paul Collins
Publisher: Ford St Publishing
Release Date: 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Maximus Black is an 18 year old cadet in the interstellar peacekeeping
agency known as RIM. He is a sociopath of high intelligence; his
intelligence is how he circumvents the controls intended to prevent
sociopaths pursuing this career path. In the beginning of Mole Hunt,
Maximus has a personal ideal of only killing someone who presents a
threat to himself even if he manufactures that threat to justify murder.
This ideal rapidly shifts into a disregard for casualties, including killing
bystanders and those who serve him. The latter are considered to be
tying up loose ends.
Anneke Longshadow is the requisite counterpart to Maximus. Anneke
has issues with authority, making her better suited to working alone
although she aims to serve the greater good. With her striking good
looks she stands out in a crowd. Being from a high gravity planet
she is supposed to be lithe of figure with extraordinary musculature,
giving her an advantage in fight and flight situations. Anneke is also
a RIM agent, until Maximus frames her and pushes her outside the
protection of the agency. As a strong female character, Anneke
balances Maximus within the story framework.
Maximus Black is somewhat like Artemis Fowl, if Artemis started
his career at 18, with advanced technology rather than magic, and
was still a complete sociopath. Heavily influenced by The Stainless
Steel Rat, Maximus is an Angeline-type character before her
reprogramming and without Jim and the boys to focus her energies.
Where Mole Hunt differs from Artemis Fowl and The Stainless Steel
Rat is in its purely action focus; Mole Hunt is not intended to be a
comedy and what humour there is, is dark. Suitable for teens and
fans of Brent Weeks, Mole Hunt has numerous holes in the story that
will probably not detract from the story for its target audience. Mole
Hunt is particularly suitable for the reluctant reader in high school.
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Wolfsangel
Author: M.D. Lachlan
Publisher: Gollancz
Year: 2010
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Authon, a Viking king, leads a raid on a village. He orders his men
not to kill any children, and then informs them that they will not be
returning with him. His wife is unable to bear children, but the witches
have prophesied that he will find a child in this village that will become
his heir, and lead his people to greatness. Unfortunately he doesn’t
find a single child, but twins. And so he takes them both, intending
the witches to choose for him which one is the chosen child.
His son, Vali, is fostered out while Authon has no idea what happens
to the other son, who is given to the berserks and raised by wolves.
Neither brother is aware of the other’s existence.
This was a book I could not stop reading. Deep in Norse mythology,
and introducing a new take on the whole Vampire mythos, I found
the novel completely fascinating, beautifully written and extremely
imaginative. The prose is achingly stunning at times, with passages
that call out to be re-read. The use of rich language, the depth of
characters and the expanse of Lachlan’s created world make
for a book that must be read. Dark, moody, poetic and original, I
thoroughly recommend this book to fans of fantasy, historical fiction
and mythology.
An inspiring start to a brand new fantasy series.
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Fenrir
Author: M.D. Lachlan
Publisher: Gollancz
Year: 2011
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Paris is under siege. Buildings burn, and the Vikings have made an
ultimatum. If they are delivered the Count’s sister, the siege will be
lifted and the rest of the city will be saved. Can the Count keep the faith
of his people and save his sister? And how could he do this anyway?
The sister, Lady Aelis, is asked to give herself up voluntarily, but she
refuses. And so an old monk is chosen to convince her to sacrifice
herself so Paris may survive. And so she flees.
The cycle has begun again. Three souls reborn into mortal bodies
once again face each other. The gods are mad, the Vikings are violent
and the wolf is at the door.
Lachlan’s second book in the series is stunning. Set around a hundred
years later than Wolfsangel, it is, in fact, stronger than the first. The
writing is sharp and descriptive, darker, more menacing and more
bloody then before. It’s easy to see why this amazing, original story
is the reason why Lachlan is quickly making a solid name for himself
in the fantasy world.
It is almost vital that these novels be read in order, as this one refers
to specific events from the first. And it appears as though there are
enough loose story arcs for the next in the series to reference.
This book is about love and faith, prophecy and fate. But ultimately it’s
an adventure story, steeped in mythology, both Christian and Norse.
Thoroughly enjoyable, and brilliantly unforgettable, I’ll be returning to
it as soon as I re-read Wolfsangel.
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The Stranger
The Labyrinths of Echo: Book One
Author: Max Frei
Publisher: Gollancz
Year: 2009
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Max Frei, a slacker, a loner and the narrator of this novel, has dreams
of another world, a city named Echo and a man named Sir Juffin Hully,
the head of The Department of Absolute Order. All very entertaining,
until the dreams become reality and he arrives in Echo, where he
becomes a secret agent and expected to police the use of both illegal
and legal magic and to solve impossible crimes.
Armed only with his wits and a few magical powers even he seems
unaware of, he delves into this world, finding himself happier in this
fantasy dream world than he ever was in his own. Passing himself off
as coming from the Barren Lands in order to account for his strange
accent and behaviours, he not only must adapt to the local customs,
but become used to telepathic communication and a culture where
magic is the norm.
I found this book a difficult one to get into, and had to make three
attempts to pass the first fifty pages. The writing was fine (although it
obviously suffers from being a translation from the original Russian),
the created world intriguing enough, and the character’s names
interesting and colourful (Sir Shurf Lonli-Lokli and the Lady Melamori,
for example). I still can’t put my finger on why I found it so difficult.
Perhaps it’s the slightly odd language style and extended dialogue
that propels the narrative. But I’m glad I persevered and finished it.
This book seems to draw comparisons with everything; Dr. Suess,
Harry Potter, Alice in Wonderland, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,
Thursday Next, Discworld and old pulp fiction novels to name a few.
And I can see why.
There is definitely a humour behind this writing, but I feel it loses
something in translation, and there are most definitely commentaries
occurring on both post and pre Glasnost Russian politics.
This is a novel that will polarise readers. Personally I enjoyed
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it, although it wasn’t what I expected from either the blurb or
recommendations.

The Stranger’s Woes
The Labyrinths of Echo: Book Two
Author: Max Frei
Publisher: Gollancz
Year: 2009
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Max Frei, loves his new life in the city of Echo. He has become
one of the city’s best agents, and enjoys his role in keeping order in
the streets. Working as the Nocturnal Representative of the Most
Venerable Head of the Minor Secret Investigative Force of the City
of Echo, he spends his time fighting monsters, hunting down bandits
and even visiting the Corridors between Worlds as he sleeps.
This book comprises three novellas. One in which Max must solve
the case of who has poisoned a ranking city official, another in which
he must solve a sticky political situation, and the third in which the
undead are rising and placing Echo in danger.
This book continues on immediately after the first in the series. (There
are ten altogether in the original Russian, and word is Gollancz plan
to release at least the first four in English.) There are no surprises
here. The writing is the same, with the same odd, snappy dialogue
and extended conversations that drive the action in the first. The
characters develop little further than they already have, and the world
is still a thinly disguised Soviet past.
If you loved the first book, this is another book you will love. I found
this one a lot easier to get into as I was already familiar with the
quirky writing style that hindered easy access to the original novel.
Read them in order, give them a go. As for me? I’m hooked enough
now to want to read the third, and then the fourth.
Recommended for those who like humorous fantasy and magic
realism.
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Mystery
Author: Jonathan Kellerman
Publisher: Headline
Year: 2011
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
When Alex Delaware, a practising psychologist, is asked by his friend,
Lt. Milo Sturgis of LAPD Homicide, to offer his professional opinion
on a faceless corpse, he is stunned to realise that this is the body of a
woman he and his wife had seen at a restaurant the previous evening.
Now that the restaurant has closed permanently, it appears the only
clue as to her identity rests with his description of a sinister looking
man who seemed to have been waiting for her outside. That is, until,
connections are made with a dating internet site, an extremely rich
‘sugar-daddy’, and his middle aged children.
This is, apparently, Kellerman’s 26th novel in the Alex Delaware
series. And he seems to have quite a following. As far as police
procedurals go, this had all the elements necessary to keep fans of
the genre happy. Ultimately I found the novel to be satisfying enough,
although elements of the procedure seemed unrealistic to me, and
some of the clues and paths of enquiry required incredible leaps of
logic from the investigators. And looking back after the revelation of
the murderer showed little in the way of clues or forewarning.
Despite this, I found it to be a solid read. I read this book rapidly and
found myself looking forward to picking it up again. Fans of the series
have told me it’s a return to form for the series, which they thought
had started to become a little tired and formulaic. Just one question,
though. How does Delaware make an income when he spends all
his time helping out his friend with these investigations?
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Satori
Author: Don Winslow
Publisher: Headline
Year: 2011
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
Nicholai Hel is not your typical Westerner. The son of a Russian
Countess, born in Shanghai and raised in Japan, he is much more
at home in the East than the West. Trained in super-secret martial
arts, and imprisoned by the Americans for a crime he had no choice
but to commit, he is released on the condition he becomes a supersecret agent and assassinates a Russian Commissioner in China.
This he does, realising it’s probably a suicide mission. But when the
politics and intrigue start between a number of nations, and he starts
to realise someone is actively trying to kill him, he has to use all his
skill and wits merely to survive.
Satori is an authorised prequel to the famous Shibumi novel (1979).
Throughout his life the author, Trevanian, was asked to write further
adventures in the series, and yet always declined. So I must admit
to being sceptical at the motives behind the writing of this novel,
commissioned by his family after his death. (Blade Runner sequels by
K.W. Jeter, anyone?) So I must admit to being somewhat surprised to
discover that this is a ripping read. The action scenes are beautifully
detailed, the intrigue is well plotted and defined, and the protagonist
is well structured and realistic.
Winslow obviously spent a great deal of time researching 1950s life
in China, France and Vietnam, as the politics, people and situations
have an authentic feel to them. The novel is divided into a large
number of chapters, some merely a page long, as the action shifts from
scene to scene, slowly building the suspense and littered with clues
regarding characters, their actions and motives. A first class story.
Highly recommended for those that like their spies and adventure.
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The Traitor’s Gate
Author: Sarah Silverwood
Publisher: Gollancz
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Rebecca Muir
This book is the second in The Nowhere Chronicles. Finmere Tingewick
Smith was found as a baby on the steps of the Old Bailey. He has
lived a strange life under the guardianship of Judge Harlequin Brown.
At sixteen, he finally started to get some answers about who he was
and why he had such a strange life, with two schools (alternating year
by year between a posh private school and a local public school) and
two corresponding best friends. The Judge and a group of old men,
who have been a part of Fin’s life for as long as he can remember,
introduce him to the Nowhere, a parallel world to ours (which is the
Somewhere), and to the Order of the Knights of Nowhere. This is a
group of men from the Somewhere who are charged with protecting
the Nowhere from the events foretold in an ancient Prophesy. Fin and
his friends Joe and Christopher have been drawn irrevocably into
events which will affect both worlds.
In this book, the boys return to the Nowhere as the events of
the Prophesy unfold. Who or what is attacking the citizens of the
Nowhere, and can they help the knights stop the attacks before more
people’s lives are destroyed? What is the meaning of the strange
storms affecting both worlds? Can the Storyholder recover and be
able to reclaim all of the Five Eternal Stories in time to save them, and
what does she really know about Fin’s origins? In the midst of these
troubles, the knights are oblivious to the presence of a malevolent
man who knows more than he should about the Nowhere and is
planning to exploit the situation for his own gain.
This book is an interesting read. It is aimed at teenagers but adults
who like this genre will probably enjoy it too. The worlds Sarah
Silverwood has created are quite rich. She has a tendency to refer
to things as though the reader knows about them a while before
they are revealed, which I found to be rather confusing and a bit
frustrating, but otherwise I mostly enjoyed her writing style. The story
blends adventure with an exploration of themes such as destiny, truth
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and human nature. There is a definite dash of darkness through the
story. All of the characters have choices to make, and not all of them
choose well. Many of the characters are portrayed as mostly good,
but still making wrong choices for a variety of reasons. There are
also some moments of inspiringly good and self-sacrificing decisions.
There is a bit of romance, of the teenage first kiss variety, thrown into
the mix as well. The book does leave the reader hanging at the end
– there is not much resolution of anything in this book, apart from Fin
getting some answers about where he has come from. We shall have
to wait for the third book, due to be published in March 2012, to find
out how the story unfolds.

The Leaning Tower of Albany
Photo courtesy of Troopertrek
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A Shadow on the Glass
Author: Ian Irvine
Publisher: Penguin
Release date: 1998
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes

Llian is a chronicler, or storyteller with great status, whose goal in life
is to secure a position at his college after graduating with his master’s
degree, however he rocks the boat by raising politically volatile
questions and then offends a powerful Master at the college, resulting
in his expulsion. Sent on an errand to find Karan and guide her, Llian
leaves the life he has known since he was 12, and, inadequately
prepared, sets out. Karan is of mixed race with telepathic and magical
giftings as a result. Karan is entangled in Maigraith’s quest to steal
the Mirror, a magical artefact held by Yggur, a powerful magician.
Much of A Shadow on the Glass is travel scenes, interspersed
with events or challenges placed upon the central characters. The
characters themselves tend to be somewhat two-dimensional with
occasional melodramatic overtones, but this is the first book in the
series and this is Irvine’s first published novel. One of my pet peeves
is when someone is injured and does not behave realistically with
this injury. Karan breaks her wrist. She has the opportunity to have
it magically healed but turns this down, so every event after that
(climbing down a cliff face, for example) really annoyed me. This is
a common flaw in movies and literature. It also appeared that Irvine
was in the process of unlearning years of academic writing as his
prose tended to vary in style, especially early in the novel.
Irvine’s greatest strength in this novel is his world-building. Some
scenes made me yearn for this novel to be rendered into a full colour
graphic novel with a realistic style. This would have had the added
benefit of compressing some of the chase and travel scenes to a few
panels or a page. Some of the wilderness and city scenes would
make glorious splash screens too.
Heavily influenced by Jules Verne and Lord of the Rings (the books),
A Shadow on the Glass is recommended for fans of these works.
Reviews on the internet give a general consensus is that A Shadow
on the Glass rates 3.5 stars and Irvine’s later books are even better.
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Cold Magic
Author: Kate Elliott
Publisher: Orbit
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Catherine Barahal, Cat, is a young woman who was raised by her
extended family after the death of her parents when she was young.
Very close to Bee, or Beatrice, her cousin, they have grown up like
sisters. Both have some degree of magic although the nature of
that magic differs; Cat can, for example, ‘cloak’ herself to become
unnoticeable under the right conditions. Bee dreams the future. Cat
is forced into a marriage against her will and extremely suddenly.
Her new husband is a cold mage, a man of great power and yet
great insecurity as other cold mages despise him for his peasant
upbringing although he has more magical power than them all.
The marriage begins with a journey to the cold mage’s house, many
days by carriage. On the way Cat becomes acquainted with her new
husband, whose name she eventually learns is Andevai. They are
pursued by mobs because Andevai destroyed a dirigible on behalf of
his cold mage master whilst in the city to collect and marry the eldest
Barassi daughter.
Set in a steampunk world with magic and fae, Cold Magic is a
successful blending of genres. Elliott intertwines feminist, socialist
and democratic themes throughout the narrative, providing intelligent
dialogue without appearing to lecture. I really enjoyed this, as will
fans of steampunk, fantasy, fae, Trudi Canavan and Jennifer Fallon,
to name but a few.
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Daughter of Smoke and Bone
Author: Laini Taylor
Publisher: Hodder
Release date: 27 September 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Karou is a teenager studying art at a college in Prague. Her
unconventional family are chimaera, called demons by some, who
send her on errands to collect teeth. Brimstone, Karou’s fatherfigure, is somewhat gruff and distant, often critical of Karou’s choices
and conduct, without explanation. Karou runs into vampires as she
wanders around Prague but, in a refreshing twist, these are humans
dressed up to scare tourists for entertainment. Akiva is an angel,
come to Earth on a mission completely unrelated to Karou, but when
he sees Karou he is inexplicably drawn to her.
I can’t say much more about the story without spoiling some of
the twists and turns for the reader, but what I can say is this: the
characters have surprising depth, shades of grey being the order of
the day rather than the black and white that can prevail in angel and
demon stories. Taylor’s prose is lyrical, her descriptions of Prague
are a love song. If for no other reason, read Daughter of Smoke
and Bone for the prose alone. There is an element of romance in
this novel, but it neither follows genre patterns nor is it predictable.
Daughter will probably be marketed in the Young Adult section, but
Daughter is so much more than ‘just’ young adult.
Daughter of Smoke and Bone is brillant. Read it if you enjoy
superlative prose, complex characters, surprising plots and fantasy
that raises the bar. Not as dark as A Song of Ice and Fire, Daughter
will appeal to fans of Trudi Canavan and Jennifer Fallon.
If you think you’ll enjoy Daughter of Smoke and Bone, don’t forget to
enter the giveaway competition on page 14.
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The Statistical Probability
of Love at First Sight
Author: Jennifer E. Smith
Publisher: Headline
Release date: January 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
First up I have to confess: the word ‘statistical’ in the title does
not automatically make a novel SF or fantasy. Having said that –
Statistical begins with Hadley missing the plane to her father’s
wedding, resulting in Hadley and Oliver meeting at the airport and
flying over together. Hadley’s father moved to Oxford temporarily
without his family for a promotion, the idea being that they would join
him later. In the four months between his departure and expected
return, he fell in love with another woman. Instead of returning, he
told his wife they were getting a divorce. Hadley is furious and hurt,
but takes it out on her mother as the only available parent.
There are three romances here, Hadley and Oliver’s, and the
romances of both of Hadley’s parents with other people. The parental
romances began before the time of the novel, but unfold during the
story. Most of Statistical is quite realistic in the character development
and behaviour, including the teenage self-centredness that results in
Hadley abusing her mother without cause. I found this to be quite…
refreshing? Healing? A reminder that teenage angst and arrogance
is so fundamental that it has here been unashamedly written into a
novel aimed at teens was a balm to my (parental) heart.
While I thought the conclusion was a bit too neat and fast, I enjoyed
The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight as a light romantic
read with a good dash of realism for flavour.
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Graphic Novel Reviews
Peacemaker
Author: Marianne de Pierres
Artist: Brigitte Sutherland
Publisher:
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Peacemaker is set in a national park encompassed by a supercity in
futuristic Australia. Virgin is the very capable park ranger. Joachim
Spears is the insane ‘spiritual entrepreneur’ whose word caused the
death of a man, witnessed by Virgin. Nate Sixkiller is the Marshall
who has been sent to observe and investigate Virgin and the park’s
goings on.
The artwork is appealing with great use of colour shown to good effect
on the computer. While many comic books might give fanservice
preference to the male eye, Peacemaker was written and drawn by
award-winning women who give equal fanservice, no matter your
preference. One page has equal attention to the male and female
characters, who are equally well clothed - or unclothed as in the scene
where they are thinking about each other but showering separately.
Peacemaker opens quickly in issue one, but then the reader is left
hanging, waiting for more after this electronic version of a ‘flimsy’. I
expect good things from this comic - but this is so short it’s a tease. I
guess I’m a ‘wait for trade’ kinda girl.
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Author: Tom Taylor
Artist: Colin Wilson
Publisher: Gestalt Publishing
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
A brief case is left on a platform at Flinders Street train station in
Melbourne’s inner city. Two bystanders start talking about the person
who left the briefcase, whether it’s a bomb and what the owner of the
briefcase looked like. Written in the aftermath of the London bombing,
this is an exploration of what it means to be a concerned, responsible
citizen versus paranoia and racism. Apart from the cover, the artwork
is black and white pen and ink, drawn in a realistic style in a location
very familiar to me.
Tension is built in the story as the seconds tick by without the owner
of the briefcase returning, increased by the creative angles of the
artwork and the focus on the briefcase itself. I was waiting for
something to happen, anything, not even realising I was holding my
breath until I reached the ‘Fin’ (finish or end) that emphasises Colin’s
ongoing work in the French comic book industry.
For me the tension was increased by the irony of the conversation
that worked on a few different levels. Firstly, they could have called
him back when he left his case behind or chased after him to return
it, but chose not to. Would they have done so if the owner had been
a white male in a suit?
Secondly, they talk about handing the briefcase in if it is a bomb.
Twenty years ago I worked for the Australian Taxation Office, where
we had a number of bomb scares. Staff were told not to pick up a
possible bomb, but instead call the authorities who will evacuate and
bring in the bomb squad. Even if it does turn out to be a bag of fish
and chips left in the elevator (true story, we were evacuated).
In contrast to the appropriate treatment for a suspected bomb, the
responsible thing for a caring citizen to do in the case of lost property
is to hand it in. This is never discussed by the characters in The
Example. For me the unspoken irony created both tension and
horror; is this what our society has come to? Report a bomb, but
don’t care about a person’s lost possessions?
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Public perceptions of comic books and graphic novels tends to be
that they are superhero stories for adolescent males of all ages and
occasionally teaching tools for children, like the classics told in comics.
The Example is social comment at its most pointed, holding a mirror
up to our attitudes and concerns, not judging but simply reflecting. A
must read. Currently being made into a movie.

Strange Worlds
Artist: Greg Gates
Author: Various
Publisher: Paper Tableaux
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Strange Worlds is an anthology of Greg Gates’ comic book art over
a period of 10 years or so, with short stories written by a number of
different authors. The final portion of Strange Worlds is a sneak peak
at portions of a number of different projects Greg has worked on,
some of which have been published, some have not.
The artwork in Strange Worlds varies from fairly realistic to a very
simplistic cartoon style. It is unlikely that, at a casual glance, the
layperson would realise that the artwork is all by the same artist
although all of the artwork is drawn in black and white pen and ink,
with the exception of the cover that has green as a third colour.
The stories vary hugely as well; some are good short stories with a
sudden twist at the end, which are my favourite kind of short stories.
Other stories, such as the ‘Da and Dill’ stories appear to be part of
a larger series. Da and Dill seem to be aliens wearing tuxedoes.
One has a face like a stylised chicken, while the other has Yodaesque ears. In one of these stories Da and Dill are called children
by a human character, while they go digging up a garden because a
shadowy ‘X’ marks the spot. In another story Da and Dill are alien
adults who travel into a space ship and pick up a virus that turns them
into cartoon characters. The Da and Dill stories and some of the
others seemed quite surreal.
If you’re looking to explore comic books, and to taste a variety of
styles and stories in one modest sized anthology, Strange Worlds is
a recommended read.
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The Deep
Author: Tom Taylor
Artist: James Brouwer
Publisher: Gestalt Publishing
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Here be dragons. And Aronnax, the submarine that is home to a transnational family, the bickering brother and sister Ant and Fontaine,
and their parents Kaiko and Will. Not to mention Jeffrey the fish. A
sighting of a sea monster off Greenland arouses Will’s curiousity, so
the Aronnax sets out to investigate.
Character interplay incorporates sibling bickering that the parents
largely ignore. One scene with villagers in Greenland reminded me
strongly of Asterisk and Obelisk, while another scene reminded me
strongly of the Die Hard movies’ conflict between the wife and the
reporter.
The style of artwork varies from almost realistic to a more child-like
rendering of line work that evokes the youthful enthusiasm of the
characters. The colouring is vibrant, with contrast and variety adding
an aesthetic appeal to the imagery.
Towards the close of this issue there are hooks and hints about what
is to unfold, inspiring readers to keep following the story.
The Deep is a delightful story aimed at a family audience, waiting to
be transformed into a Pixar movie. While much ‘family’ entertainment
really means ‘children’, The Deep truly appeals to a wide ranging
audience. Highly recommended.
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Author: Tom Morello
Artist: Scott Hepburn
Colorist: Dan Jackson
Cover Artist: Massimo Carnevale
Publisher: Dark Horse
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
The promotional blurb says: When the seas rose, genetic codes
were smashed. Now, human settlements are ringed by a dense
wilderness, from which ferocious new animal species prey on the
helpless. The high ground belongs to the rich and powerful, who
overlook swampland shantytowns from their fortresslike cities. Ironfisted rule ensures order and allows the wealthy to harvest the poor
as slaves.
This pretty much covers the preview issue as no characters are
introduced. The world is the focus for this preview. The story is
intended to focus on Orchid, a teenage prostitute who is more than
her position in life, but we don’t meet Orchid in this preview issue.
The artwork was interesting, with clashing colours depicting the
pollution ravaging the world causing destruction. Monsters rose from
the sea to illustrate genetic codes being rewritten. The artwork in
the interior of the comic contrasts with the cover, which was a nonsequituer - surely the cover should be a hint of what is to come?
I am intrigued by the story pretext but I am concerned that an all
male team is creating a comic based on a female central character
who is a prostitute. This could be brilliant but it could be yet another
comic series aimed at providing fan service to the ‘adolescent male
of all ages’. The jury is definitely out on this one but I’ll watch with
interest.
Digital Dark Horse seems to have mastered digital comic publishing
pretty well, with panels flowing well. Closeups showed dialogue
then jumped out to reveal the full splash screen where appropriate,
automatically returning to closeups of panels. Some panels were
cropped to fit the program rather than fitting without cropping, however
this was the best e-comic reading experience I’ve had to date.
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Adventures of Lady Luck
Author: Aaron Monson
Pencils: Sebastian Piriz
Inks, greys and letters: Simon Wright
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Lady Luck is a German prototype female warrior bred in a laboritory
with physical and psychic abilities. In the beginning she is undergoing
training and testing. Cassidy is a US soldier in World War II who
is seeking revenge for the deaths of Jews and looking for a friend
who has been captured. Hilter is a caricature as in many Western
movies. The Germans’ technological developments extend into
science fiction.
Although described as the perfect soldier who will ‘fit in’, Lady Luck is
a busty young woman with flowing hair, wearing hipster army pants
and midriff tops that reveal her cleavage. I’d describe her more as
the type of spy who would disctract rather than ‘fit in’.
The story seems largely based on pro-Western World War II
propaganda-type movies, with caricatures for characters, especially
Hilter who is a megalomaniac responsible for many current day evils
such as AIDS. In short, Lady Luck is what I’d call a ‘boy comic’ - full
of fan service, both of the mechanical and sexual kind. The story is
straightforward so the target audience will enjoy both its simplicity
and the action. Lady Luck is an action adventure, kind of an ‘Indiana
Jones’ comic, substituting Lady Luck and a US soldier for Indy.
The artwork is line drawing with shading. The style of line work is
stylised; the imagery is recognisable while not being realistic. Hilter,
for example, is recognisable only by his iconic moustache. The
shading works well as a substitute for colouring, adding contrast and
cohesiveness to panels.
If you’re a fan of old WWII movies, Indiana Jones-type movies and
‘guy movies’ like The Expendables, you’ll enjoy Adventures of Lady
Luck.
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Screen Stuff
Game of Thrones
Paul Bedford, Edward and Nalini talk Game of Thrones
P: I can’t wait until Game of Thrones comes out, I simply can’t. The
sets are like – every week’s like an episode of Lord of the Rings. The
sets and everything, the cash behind the thing is simply incredible. I
just watched the whole Tudor series and that was incredible but it’s
nothing on Game of Thrones. Well, not nothing, but personally Ice
and Fire is my favourite series.
N: So you’ve read the whole set.
P: Yeah. All that he’s brought out. The next one’s coming out
very soon. So how many years since the last one? Five years or
something?
N: Something like that.
P: I’m like ‘George I gotta read them all again now!’.
N: You know the funny thing is how a lot of people were waiting
until you’d finished The List? Well, I was like that, I’d heard about
A Song of Ice and Fire and I’m like no, I’m going to wait until he’s
finished. And then the TV series was starting to come out.
P: ‘Happy 80th Birthday Nalini, here’s the books, he’s finished!’
[laughter]
N: I started reading it, I’ve finished reading A Game of Thrones and
it’s just got to the point where I can’t get into any other books at the
moment I have to read Clash of Kings.
P: I know, I know. Clash of Kings is just sensational. It makes life
worth living [chuckle]

E: What I think is funny is what Nalini was saying the other day
about how George chose not to write for screen.

N: Yes, have you heard George talking about this?
P: No, where do you find those videos to watch?
N: This was live. If you go back to old issues of Dark Matter and
have a look through, you will find a few references to George and
things that he said. I went to AussieCon last year, then I got really
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sick so my son took my membership.
P: I didn’t know George was there.
N: He was.
P: I saw photos afterwards and thought ‘I can’t belieeeeve….’

E: He was wandering around the Melbourne Exhibition
Centre.
P: I saw the photos afterwards and I thought I can’t believe he was
there.
N: Yeah. My son has read all the series and nags me to read the
books. After I got sick, my son was there every time George was
speaking. He had a number of conversations with George.
P: Oh you’re kidding
N: Before I got sick I bought my son the Game of Thrones calendar
and then I got sick so I couldn’t take it back and get it signed, so my
son took it in and got it signed. George signed it on his birthday.
P: Oh you’re kidding. Can I have that? [laughter]
N: One of the things I went to, George was talking about the series
and about how he’s written for Beauty and the Beast, he’s written
for all these TV series, and he had to write in a budget.
P: Right. And act like he liked it.
N: And then when he was writing A Game of Thrones he’s like right,
this is never going to be made for the screen.

E: It’s kind of like ‘stuff it!’

P: Oh I see, he was so sick of the screen work

E: The constraints.

N: It was like a celebration of lack of constraints.
P: He certainly did that, with each of them being about 800 pages
long.

E: And ironically HBO picked it up.

P: That’s unreal isn’t it? And they’ve done such a good job. They
didn’t sugar coat it. Much as I like Lord of the Rings, they’re palatable
for everyone, but Game of Thrones is so grim and brutal.

E: And they’ve picked the actors really well.
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P: Yeah just amazing. That Jon Snow scene at the Wall.
N: Apparently Sean Bean and the guy, the dwarf, what’s his name?
(Peter Dinkley)
P: Tyrion? The actor?
N: I can’t remember his name but apparently they were like the first
2 to be approached. And they were smart enough not to say no.
P: Absolutely. Sean Bean’s like in, Lord of the Rings, Ice and Fire,
he’s doing alright. Two of the biggest Fantasy things to come along.
Sensational. The costumes and everything! Stuff The List, let’s talk
about George R. R. Martin. [laughter] It’s just awesome. I couldn’t
believe when I read A Game of Thrones how different it was. It wasn’t
5 guys going for the Sword of Zangar or whatever, fighting monsters
and everything. You just didn’t know who was really good and who
was really bad.
N: That’s what I love about it. In the book my favourite character
is Tyrion, my second favourite is Jon Snow and my third favourite
is Arya. And the person I love to hate is Sansa. I actually respect
Cersei as a villain. I don’t even love to hate her. In the series I think
Arya is my favourite because the others are too abbreviated, you
don’t get to know them as well.
P: They’re obviously George’s favourites too. I can’t wait for the big
boxed sets.
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Distributor: Madman
Year: 2010
Language: Mandarin (with English subtitles)
Reviewer: Steve Cameron
The legend states that those who possess the remains of a mystical
monk will have access to its magical powers, including complete
control and mastery of the Kung-Fu world. As the most ruthless
assassin of the Dark Stone gang, Drizzle finds herself owning half
the remains, as well as a large amount of gold. She decides to give
up her past, and undergoes a change of name, a change of face
(ancient plastic surgery), a change of address and occupation, all
to obtain the unassuming, peaceful life she’s always dreamt of. And
then she falls in love. But the Dark Stone can’t be shaken that easily.
They want the monk’s body, and no one will get in their way.
I’m not a fan of the whole Hong Kong martial arts, flying warriors,
leaping soldiers and mystical Chinese genre, and I’m definitely not a
fan of John Woo. So it was with a little resistance that I finally dropped
this disc into the player. I needn’t have been concerned.
The next two hours flew past. Once you accept the basic premise of
the story, nothing else there is ridiculous (which is the problem I’ve
often had with these ‘mystical’ films).
This film is not only beautiful to look at, but the story is absorbing (if
completely far-fetched) and superbly directed. Although Woo’s name
is all over this, he is not the director and it bears none of his heavyhanded approach that mars most of his western films.
The martial arts sequences are not as prevalent as in many other
films of this genre, and they are certainly more restrained and less
fantastical. The budding romance between Drizzle and the messenger
boy is gradually and tastefully unfolded, and is not without humour. I
found myself laughing loudly several times.
And then there are the twists. And no, I didn’t see them coming.
All in all a thoroughly entertaining, beautiful film. A talented cast,
suitably underplayed and a fascinating story well told. A Chinese Kill
Bill that I will be recommending to my friends.
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Dark Matter Volunteers
Ben Grimshaw
Realising early on that his dreams of working
for an evil galactic empire would be unfulfilled,
Ben settled for as close as he could get.
Working for Walt Disney Animation.
After six years of drawing big cute eyes, and being beaten into
submission by The Mouse, the studio closed and Ben escaped to
Melbourne, where he has since worked for several smaller studios,
in a variety of artistic roles. He is also currently teaching cartooning
at CAE and working on an autobiographical comic.”

Edward Haynes
Edward was a precocious child who didn’t start
talking until he was four years old, but he started
talking in sentences. This is a fair indicator of
Edward’s personality - don’t do it at all unless you
get it right! Not surprisingly, Edward is Dark Matter’s
proof reader. Any errors are most likely because DM was published
before he finished proof reading.
Edward is a true geek - he works in IT. Edward grew up with SF but
hardly reads, except for Dark Matter and IT books. Edward prefers
movies, TV and computer games.

Elyse S. G. Taylor
Spends most of her time in the world inside her head,
which is a strange and frightening place. Despite
her mother’s best attempts to create an upstanding
citizen, she is a self confessed nerd; although she
won’t make a good geek until she stops drowning
in the training areas of WoW. Possesses a degree
in English Literature and Music, which honestly isn’t
very useful. Has been accused of teaching VCE
English which she maintains is a bare-faced lie and wants to know
who told you that.
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Ian Gunn 1958-1998

Ian was an award winning artist, receiving many
nominations and awards. The awards Ian won
include best fan artist Ditmar (1989, 1990,
1995, 1997, 1999), best fan writer Ditmar (1990),
ASFMA best media fanartist (1991, 1996),
ASFMA best media writer (1996), FAAN award
for best fan artist (1996) and the best fanartist
Hugo in 1999.
Dark Matter is privileged to be allowed to use Ian’s work, thanks to
K’Rin Pender-Gunn, Ian’s wife. To find out more about Ian’s life and
work, go to http://members.optusnet.com.au/kringunny/ianbio.htm.

Jade Hounsell
Well, what can I say but NERRRRD!!! I have to say I’m
most happy when gaming, reading, watching sci-fi or at
a convention, but I am absolutely in my bliss zone when
cosplaying. I am late to the wonderful world of cosplay,
only being introduced in the last few years by my younger
sister, but feel freer in a costume then I do in “real life”.
I excelled in the English side of things in school, but
decided to let my parents and teachers down by not following their intended
university path and instead went straight to work in the automotive industry,
where I still work to this day. Throw in my rambunctious husky and water
loving feline and bam there you have my life in a nutshell.

Nalini Haynes
Nalini’s first memories of SF are at the age of 3, hiding
behind her uncle’s chair terrified but unable to take her
eyes of the TV while Dr Who was playing. By the time
Nalini was about 10 her mother gave Nalini her adult SF
books to read to keep Nalini quiet. Nothing much has
changed since then, except gaining a few kilos and a few wrinkles.
To be fair to the subjects of her reviews, it should be noted that when Nalini
first watched Gattaca she expected the suicide at the end for at least threequarters of the movie. After watching Matrix 2 she predicted all the key
points of Matrix 3. So when Nalini says something is predictable...
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Rebecca Muir
Rebecca was first introduced to the fantasy genre at
about eight, when her mother walked into the room and
handed her the box set of the Chronicles of Narnia,
saying “This is about to be shown on TV and it’s really
good, but you have to read the books first”.
A prolific reader (book-worm genes are strong in her
family), she grew up reading a wide range of literature including sci-fi
and fantasy, but has really been introduced to the genre properly by her
husband Erik. He (horrified that she hadn’t already seen it) made her sit
down and watch Star Wars, and has introduced her (and got her hooked)
on Star Trek, Stargate and Doctor Who. They have watched Babylon 5,
Andromeda, Firefly and some other shows together, as well as reading
many sci-fi and fantasy books together (a chapter read aloud at bedtime
most nights!) Favourite authors would be too numerous to mention. She
has been introduced to Starcraft, again by her husband and his brothers.
Rebecca has a degree in engineering, and works part time from home,
allowing her to raise two small children and pass on the book-worm heritage
to them.

Steve Cameron
Steve Cameron is a writer of speculative fiction. Born in
Scotland, he was raised in Australia before residing in
Japan for six years. He has worked as a police officer,
an English Language instructor, a software developer,
a charity store manager and currently teaches English
and Drama in a Secondary College. Steve is also an
amateur astronomer and musician. He resides in the
eastern suburbs of Melbourne. His latest published
fiction can be found in Tasmaniac Publications Festive
Fear: Global Edition.
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